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Current acceptance for building-construction uses of about a fifth of the 
ever-increasing flow of plastics materials from an industry now barely 
a half-century old, prompted Technical Editor Burton H. Holmes to devote 
this Special Issue (continuing the P /A Series of technological surveys) 
to an analysis and evaluation of the ways architects and designers have 
found to employ plastics. For this study, we have enlisted the aid of spokes
men in the fields of architecture, engineering, manufacturing, research, 
and chemistry. There are reports by William Demarest, R. N. Kennedy, 
Frederick J. McGarry, Lee Frankl, Armand G. Winfield, W. A. Cleneay, 
and James H . Krieger ... plus RELATED DESIG FIELDS, INTERIOR DESIGN 
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Louis I. Kahn's Alfred Newton Richards Medical Research Building at University of Pennsylvania, dedicated last month. 
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WOODS 
STAY BEAUTIFUL 

EVEN UNDER ~ 
ROUGH TREATMENT. 
NEED MINIMUM 
MAINTENANCE. 
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<ORDINARY UNFINISHED WOOD 

Tigaclad process brings out the full beauty of wood . .. gives lasting protection 

Beautiful woods now protected from heat, stains and wear 
by a new invisible shield-Roddis Tigaclad®! 

Invisible Tigaclad 
plastic overlay 

Mar.resistant Tigaclad 
wainscoting 

Rodd is 

Tigaclad paneling 
for offices 

Ideal for 
high traffic areas 

DOES SUCH WONDERFUL THINGS WITH WOOD 

The newest concept to provide protection for 
the beauty of natural wood. 

Tigaclad protects beautiful wood. It is a new-type transparent 
plastic shield that brings out the richness and warmth only 
genuine wood offers-and protects it indefinitely! 

T igaclad is tough! It shrugs off scuffs, stains and dirt, resists 
abuse that ruins ordinary wood finishes. Torture-tests prove 
Tigaclad is unaffected by alcohol, nail polish remover, coffee, 
tea . .. even boiling water! Scrub Tigaclad with scouring 
powder ... drop a cigarette on it. No harm done! 

T igaclad is unique! It starts with a special core of Phenolic 
Timblend (Roddis' exclusive man-made board) . Hardwood 
veneers are bonded to this warp-free core. Finally, the special 
new plastic sheet is fused with the wood by heat and pressure. 

Result? A warm, hand-rubbed look ... a beautiful, mar
resistant, genuine wood ... that never needs refinishing. 

If you want permanent, natural beauty for any wood appli
cation you will do well to investigate Tigaclad. Write for gen
erous free sample and new brochure. 

r----------------------------- -------------
Roddis Plywood Corporation, Marshfield, Wisconsin, Dept. PA-660 
Please send free sample and new Tigaclad brochure. 

Name 

Company_ ----------------
Address. ____________________ _ 

City ___ _ _ _ ________ State _____ _ 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 300 
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Jules Schick 

Stair and fume-vent towers rise higher than laboratory structure. 

News 

Larry Mtrstl ---

Kahn's Medical Science Building Dedicated at Uof P 
Exciting Structure Makes 
Use of Precast Concrete 
PHILADELPlIIA, PA. What may well 
prove to be one of the most significant 
building of the 20th Century has 
been dedicated at the University of 
Pennsylvania. It is the Alfred New
ton Richard Medical Research Build
ing by Loui I. Kahn (see p. 67). 
Already, the building has been called 
"virtually a text piece for younger 
architects" by the 1960 Britannica 
Book of the Y ~~tr , and Philip Johnson 
ha written in Art in America that 
when the building opens, "Kahn will 
be world famou ." 

Kahn has created three seven-story 
towers containing a 45-ft-square free
span laboratory studio on each floor. 
These radiate from a fourth tower 
containing mechanical equipment, ele
vators, animal quarters, and storage 
areas. From the studio wings extend 
slender towers for stairways and con
taminated air exhaust. These towers 
rise about 25 ft above the laboratory 
buildings, as does the utility tower. 
Intake of fre h air and exhaust air 
ducts are separated, fresh air being 
"inhaled" through four tall, thin 
towers extending from the utility 
wing and overlooking the Botanical 
Garden::;. Air ci rculating through 

the building is expelled, after use, 
through the exhaust stacks adjoining 
each laboratory. 

The precast elements which make 
up the construction system of the 
laboratory towers give architectural 
expression a well as act as structural 
members. Trusses span the floors, 
supported at each wall by H-beams. 
At the corners, notched spandrels 

cantilever from the column . Between 
columns, secondary trusses occur. The 
floor-ceiling created between stories 
thus becomes a three-ft-deep "con
tainer" for laboratory facilities. Stair 
and vent towers are placed at mid
floor to provide light at corners. 

Structural Consultant: Dr. August 
E. Komendant; Consulting Engineers: 
Keast & Hood. Larry Mersel 

Precast spandrels extend from columns to create open corners for studios. 
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Las Vegas Airport Design Shown 
Concrete Waiting Building 
Will Be Focal Point 
LAS VEGAS, NEV. Designs by Welton 
Becket & Associates and Associate 
Architect John Replogle for the term
inal at Las Vegas's McCarran Field 
have been shown in their final form. 
The terminal will be in three parts : 
ticketing building, passenger waiting 
building, and airlines loading fingers. 

Focal point of the group will be the 
passenger waiting building (above), 
to be roofed with three poured-in
place, thin-shell, vaulted concrete seg
ments, each describing an arch from 
ground to peak of 40 ft. Three 
"spines" will occur between these 
elements, with passages leading 
through to the ticketing building on 
the entrance side and the fingers on 
the field side. The waiting building 
will have two levels; restaurant-coffee 
shop, cocktail lounge, nursecy, conces
sions, and restrooms on the upper 

level, and mechanical equipment, kit
chen, and staff cafeteria on the lower. 
An earlier, more sophisticated design 
for this building is shown below. 

The ticketing building will be a 
500-ft-long, 90-ft-wide "V" open to 
the entrance side. Ticketing desks, 
baggage claim department, and con
cessions will be on the ground level, 
and airlines ticket offices will occupy 
the mezzanine. A precast concrete 
screen will cover the fac;ade over 
glass walls. This screen will be re
peated on the 95-ft-high control tower. 
Parking for 1400 cars will be provided 
in front of the ticketing building, and 
an area for 36 rental cars will be 
located at its south end. 

Becket states: "The new McCarran 
Field faci lities have been designed 
for the convenience of the jet-age air 
traveler. We have tried to provide as 
efficient service on the ground as he 
receives in the air." 

Associate structural engineer: Rich
ard R. Bradshaw, Inc. 

Earlier model of Las Vegas Terminal shows simpler handling, 
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WELDED STEEL REACHES 
NEW HEIGHTS 

NEW YORK, N. Y. Another "first" was 
added to this city's famous skyline 
last month with the topping out of 
the city's tallest all-welded steel
framed building. The entire 31-story 
structure will be used by Western 
Electric Company, to consolidate of
fices that were previously scattered 
throughout the downtown area. 

The Western Electric building re
places another "first" on its site at 
Broadway between Fulton and Ann 
Streets. One of the earliest steel sky
scrapers, the St. Paul building, was 
built there late in the 19th Century. 
It was briefly famous as the tallest 
office building in the world, and drew 
many sightseers to its 25th-story roof 
balcony for its magnificent view of 
the city. Earlier on this site, P. T. 
Barnum opened his famous American 
Museum, featuring "Tom Thumb." 

For the new building, steel fabrica
tors were invited to submit bids for 
riveted, high-strength bolted, or 
welded connections. Dreier Structural 
Steel Company furnished bids on all 
three alternates, winning the contract 
with its lowest bid on welding, an 
erection method that also proved to 
be the quietest and fastest. The firm 
estimates that 20 tons of welding rods 
were used in the fabrication of the 
10,000 tons of structural steel. 

Shreve, Lamb & Harmon are archi
tects for the building, and Purdy & 
Henderson, consulting structural engi
neers. George A. Fuller Company is 
the general contractor. 
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Architect Proposes Updating of Airport Runways 
Ingen ious System Would 
Utilize Jamaica Bay 
NEW YORK, N. Y. The landing and 
takeoff facilities of New York Inter
national Airport, like many present 
airports, were obsolete the day they 
were finished, according to New York 
Architect E. N. Turano (Turano & 
Gardner). The jet age has broken the 
airport design barrier as well as the 
sonic barrier, he says. 

Recent attempts to cope with pres
ent and future air traffic loads by 
adding a fifth member to New York's 
present airport complex (Idlewild, La 
Guardia, Newark, and Teterboro) are 
described as unrealistic by Turano. 
He claims, and has graphically ex
hibited his claims to the Port of New 
York Authority, that facilities at 
Idlewild (New York International) 
can be expanded to meet future needs. 

What Turano proposes is the crea
tion of new runways and the exten
sion of present ones into the marsh 
waters of Jamaica Bay which sur
round the airport. These extensions 
would be in the form of precast, pre
stressed concrete elements supported 
by concrete pilings. Perforations in 
the deck would permit rain water to 
drain off easily. Runways would be 
slanted upward slightly at the edges 
to insure greater safety in landing. 
Turano claims that building runways 
over water provides another safety 
factor, since incidence of casualties 
and severe damage to aircraft is less 
on water than on land. He says that 
nozzles for chemical foam could be in
stalled at outside edges of the run
ways to spray a foam "blanket" on 
the water for disabled planes to land 
on. Taking such planes off regular 

_f 

-~ 

runways for emergency landings 
would also free the rest of the airport 
for normal flights (currently, emer
gencies tie up virtually the entire 
field). For night landings and take
offs, the runways would be lighted 

from below-the light shining up 
through the perforations-and "color 
coded" for ready identification from 
the air. Passengers would be trans
ported from plane to terminal in 
buses. 

,. 

Runways of precast, -piMced Schockbeton slabs would be supported over Bay on piles, be illuminated from below. 
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Bird's-eye view shows 14-acre cultural center in mid-Rome with railroad stntion nt lower right. 

Cultural Center to Rise 1n Heart of Rome 
Buildings to " Float" Above 
Old Surroundings 
ROME, ITALY On the site of an an
cient Roman military reservation, 
later the location of barracks bu il t by 
Pope Pius IX, a National Library and 
Cultural Center for Rome is sched
uled to be built. Bounded on three 
sides by the historic Aurelian Walls, 
the area ri es more than 15 ft above 
street level, commanding the heart of 
the Eternal City. Winner of first prizie 
for the design of the center wa 
Studio di Architettura e Urban istica 
(Dr. Ing. Guido Gigli, Architects 
Manfredi Nicoletti and Mario Manieri 
Elia). 

It was required that the center, 
which will lie between University City 
and the Termini Railroad Station, be 
a balanced combination to fu lfill both 
the city's cultural requirements and 
the commercial po ibilities of the 
site. Consequently, a commercial zone 
will be built on the side which is not 
enclosed by the Aurelian Walls. Sepa
rated from this area by pools will 
be the library, book storage build
ings, and an office building for the 
use of various cultural groups repre
sented in the center. Dispersed in the 
parklike center will be a restaurant, 
museum of modern art, university 
laboratories, auditorium, and another 
high-rise building. Parking will be 
provided under the pool and commer
cial area. 

The National Library will be in a 
low, broad, pavilion-like building from 
which will spring the four towers of 
the book storage building. 
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1 library, 2 storage, 3 offices, 4 A urelian I Praetorian garrison site, 11 pools, 12 
Wall, 5 parks, 6 art museum, 7 labs, 9·estaurant, 13 commercial center. 
8 high-rise building, 9 auditorium, 10 

Distribution room of National Libra1·y has pavilion atmosphere. 
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Arena Theater Designed for D. C. by Harry Weese 
Project Will Enhance 
Capital 's Redevelopment 

WASHINGTON, D. c. The newest proj
ect in Washington's ambitious South
,,·est Redevelopment Area soon wi ll be
gin construction on the waterfront. It 
is a new theater for the decade-old 
Arena Stage, the capital's major per
manent haunt of Thespis. Currently 
producing in a building donated by 
a brewery, the repertory group will 
move to its handsomer, if less thirst
quenching, quarters in time for its 
Fall, 1961, season. 

The theater element of the project 
will be distinctly separated from its 
supporting activities, fo llowing the 
wishes of Architect Harry Weese, 
Chicago. A connecting element-
doubling as foyer and office space
will attach the theater to a two-story 
building containing lobby, ticket of
fices, lounge area , shop, costume 
room, prop room, storage areas, dress
ing room , green room. The ba ement 
of this wing may eventually contain 
classrooms, a small workshop theater, 
and additional office space. 

In the theater, the playing area will 
be 30' x 40', with an access aisle from 
each corner for actor and scene- and 
property-changers. Above the stage 
will be an arrangement of catwalks 
for servicing and upporting lighting 
equipment. Sp:i-::es in bet--..,·een will be 
used for "flying" set pieces. This grid 
will be adjustable between 18'-27' above 
the stage, and will overlap the playing 
area by 6' on all sides. The stage will 
be subdivided into a system of traps 

Ease of access to seats from circulation aisle can be seen in section. 

measuring about 3' x 6' each. These will 
be raised or lowered independently or 
in combination by a method of screw
jack adjustable shores with removable 
stringers. A great variety of effects 
thu will be obtainable. 

Theatergoers entering the theater 
across the bridge from the lobby wi ll 
find themselves on a circu lation aisle 
above the eight-row-deep tiers which 
enclose the stage. A ring of boxes will 
be on the other side of thi aisle, from 
which access to any seat will be sim
ple. One tier of eats will be remov
ab le, permitting an extension of the 
stage approximately 20' deep x 40' 
wide, to a llow mounting of three-sided 
productions. 

The auditorium wi ll have its activi
ties expressed structurally on the 
exterior, with boxes appearing as pre
cast, bricked element , and overstage 
mechanical eq uipment showing as a 
rectangular cupola. Open model expresses ceiling grid. 
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Convertible Pool for Montreal 
MONTREAL, CANADA An indoor-outdoor 
swimming pool whose dome will serve 
double duty has been proposed by Al
fred Caldwell, professor in Department 
of Architecture and City P lanning, Illi
nois Institute of Technology. 

The project will consist of a mov
ing aluminum dome, which would 
shelter a standard swimming pool in 
the winter (below). In the summer
time, the dome will be rolled back, 
creating an outdoor pool. The dome 
would then be used as a summer 

theater (bottom). Span of the dome
which will be moved by a winch-will 
be 120 ft; it will be supported on six 
iso lated points. Montrealers should be 
swimming before long - working 
drawings and specifications are com
plete, and work will start soon. 

According to Professor Caldwell, 
"The purpose of the installation is to 
save about a quarter of a million dol
lars over and above conventional jn
stallation of both summer and winter 
pools, since one does for both." 

. " 

.. :. 1'.H .. -. --··-
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World's Fair
Return to 1939? 
NEW YORK, N. Y. A study titled "Prep
aration of the Site for the World's 
Fair 1964-65" has been released by the 
Department of Parks here, bearing in 
its introductory letter to Mayor Robert 
F. Wagner from Robert Moses, the 
chilling admonition that " ... the es
sential character of the Meadow [site 
of the Fair] as modified and molded 
for the Fair of 1939-1940 must still 
be a controlling factor in the building 
of the Fair of 1964-1965." 

The report, prepared by Landscape 
Architects Clarke & Rapuano and Rich
ard C. Guthridge and Engineers 
Andrews & Clark, is replete with aerial 
photographs, site plans, and utility 
plans of the Beaux-Artsy 1939 Fair 
site, which will have to be returned to 
the city virtually in its original condi
tion after the festivities. Unlike Victor 
Gruen's imaginative and practical pro
posal for creating a Fair in Washing-

ton, to become a planned community 
afterward, the New York Fair will 
have to fold its tents like the Arabs and 
silently steal away. The report states: 
"We are of the opinion that no consid
eration be given to proposals to turn 
the Fair, when it ends, into an inter
national university or an enterprise of 
similar character." Existing large 
trees, planted for the old fair and to
day describing its antique planning 
patterns, may not be removed without 
permission of the Department of 
Parks. Emphasis is given to utility 
lines and subsurface conditiona still 
existing from 1939-the implication 
being that 1964's planning should be 
along these same old lines-including 
the use of some existing buildings. 

Fair President Moses (who recently 
fired the man who was instrumental in 
getting it for New York), Design 
Chairman Harrison, and the rest are 
confronted with the choice of creating 
a great fair or-if present indications 
persist-a great goof. 
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PERSONALITIES 
Many architects consider Louis I. 
Kahn to be one of the most impor

tant architectural 
thinkers of our 
day. Minoru Yam
asaki, speaking of 
him recently, said 
"During the judg
ing of the Golden 
Gateway contes
tants, Lou Kahn 

and I stayed awake talking until three 
o'clock one morning. Once started, Lou 
is so full of ideas that it is hard to 
connect all his thoughts at once--but 
when full understanding comes, as it 
d-0es, it's like a great light being turned 
on. He's an important force!" Simi
larly, architects and others who have 
followed the progress of his medical 
research building (pp. 59, 61) at the 
University of Pennsylvania report 
that this will be one of the great 
buildings of the century. Recently the 
recipient of the 1960 Brunner Award 
from the National Institute of Arts & 
Letters, Kahn was born in 1901 on 
the island of Osei in Estonia. His 
parents settled in Philadelphia in 
1906, and he has always been identi
fied with that city, receiving his 
degree from the University of Penn
sylvania in 1924, and doing work with 
Paul Cret, George Howe, and Oskar 
Stonorov. He has taught at his alma 
mater, Yale, and MIT, and was Resi
dent Architect at the American Acad
emy in Rome, 1950-51. An exponent of 
the philosophy that "a building must 
express its function," Kahn is one of 
the most vocal men we have, express
ing his own function-that of a truly 
dedicated architect. 

Developer ERWIN s. WOLFSON was 
named to Board of Directors of 
Ford Foundation's Educational Facili
ties Laboratories, Inc. . . . Allied 
Masonry Council honored Rep. JOHN 
E. FOGARTY (D., R. I.) for his work 
as chairman of House Appropriations 
Committee Subcommittee on Health, 
Education, Welfare & Labor .... KEN
NETH M. NISHIMOTO announces that 
nis sixth annual architectural tour of 
Japan will leave Los Angeles for a 
24-day stay on October 5; those inter
ested may address him at 263 S. L<>s 
Robles Ave., Pasadena, Calif .... 
MINORU YAMASAKI receives a scroll 
this month from the University of 
Washington proclaiming him Alumnus 
Summa Laude Dignatus-"Most Dis
tinguished Alumnus for 1960" .... 

Winners of 1960 Francis J. Plym fel
lowships in architecture and engineer
ing have been announced by Univer
sity of Illinois; RICHARD E. CARLSON, 
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Chicago, received architectural award, 
and engineering fellowship went to 
HERBERT SCHNEIDER, New y ork. . . . 

WALLACE K. HARRISON, Harrison & 
Abramovitz, New York, received hon
orary Doctor of Letters degree from 
Clark University, Worcester, Mass. 
New Assistant Professor of Construc
tion at Harvard Graduate School of 
Design is SIDNEY J. GREENLEAF of 
Brighton, Mass. 

Words like "geodesic," "dymaxion," 
and "tensegrity" have become part of 

the architectural 
lexicon as a re
sult of the efforts 
of one extraordi
narily inventive 
man, R i c h a r d 
Buckminster Ful
ler. Known mainly 
to the structural 

avant-garde as recently as 1947, when 
the military saw the practicality of 
his geodesic domes, Fuller (and par
ticularly the domes) now enjoys 
almost what television performers call 
"overexposure." Subject of a new 
book, The Dymaxion World of Buclc
minster Fuller, by Robert W. Marks 
(REINHOLD), he has a long-run ex
hibit at New York's Museum of 
Modern Art and another show cur
rently at Walker Art Center in Min
neapolis. In addition, he recently 
created a "geoscope" for Princeton's 
Graduate School of Architecture. This 
is a geodesic globe intended to pro
vide a better understanding of world 
geography through elimination of 
latitudes and longitudes and the sub
stitution of spherical triangles. The 
geoscope will also, according to its 
inventor, permit architects to conceive 
their works in a larger perspective. 

EFRAHIM MURATI of Bermudez, Her
nandez & Murati, San Juan structural 
engineers and consultants, writes that 
credits on the San Juan hotel featured 
in February PIA News Report (p.72) 
should be expanded to include Archi
tect Angel Aviles, Mechanical & Elec
trical Engineers Fred S. Dubin & 
Associates, and his own firm as Struc
tural Engineers. Juan J. Otero is 
"owner and promoter." ... E. TODD 
WHEELER of Perkins & Will is Mid
west Chairman of Architects and 
Engineers Division of National Fund 
for Medical Education .... A study 
of co-operative housing and housing 
for the aged in Stockholm and Copen
hagen will be made by THOMAS L. 
HANSEN, Professor of Architecture 
at University of Colorado, under a 
grant from the university .... 1st 
annual award for Minneapolis urban 
renewal and redevelopment has gone 

Personalities 

tv S. L. STOLTE, St. Paul, who has 
been chairman of Minneapolis Hous
ing and Redevelopment Authority for 
past eight years. . . . WALTER A. 
GRANT, Vice President and Director 
of Engineering at Carrier Corpora
tion, is president of American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers. . . . CHARLES 
LUCKMAN, Charles Luckman Associ
ates, Los Angeles, was visited by the 
"Person to Person" TV show April 
22 ••.. WORLEY K. WONG, Campbell & 
Wong, San Francisco, has been named 
by Governor Edmund G. Brown to 
California State Board of Architec
tural Examiners .... New President 
of Architectural Photographers As
sociation is SCOTT HYDE .... GEORGE 
I. SMITH of Celotex Corporation is 
new president of Acoustical Manufac
turers Association. 

Rare indeed is the architect who has 
a head of state say, "Start from 

scratch and cre
ate for me the 
m o s t beautiful 
national capital 
you can!" While 
that is not exactly 
what happened to 
Oscar Niemeyer, 
the effect has 
been the same, as 
anyone not com

pletely unconscious has been able to 
see. With the recent dedication of 
Brasilia (on which work, of course, 
still proceeds) the world MW the 
fruition of one of the dream commis
sions of the century. Niemeyer first 
burst on the international architec
tural consciousness with his Brazil 
Pavilion for the 1939 New York 
World's Fair (with Lucio Costa). 
Just four years before, his friend 
Costa (who did the plan for Brasilia) 
had not seen a phenomenal future for 
Niemeyer. Costa says that after a 
three-month period in 1936 working 
under Le Corbusier on the plan for 
the University of Rio de Janeiro, 
"his true stature was revealed." "Pre
vious to this decisive experience," 
Costa says in The Work of Oacar Nie-
1neyer (REINHOLD, 1950), "there was 
not the slightest indication fore
shadowing his imminent trajectory." 
Niemeyer promptly showed that his 
plastic imagery could be breathtaking 
in projects at Pampulha, Rio, and 
elsewhere. Brasilia would seem to be 
the acme of the career of an architect 
so intimately indentified with his 
country. But Niemeyer is only 53, and 
certainly not through yet! 

u .. __ /_/_,.-;:-. 
Sketche1 by ~- ........-~ 
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Bulletins 

Port of New York Sets 
Recreation Center 
A barrel-vaulted seamen's center will 
be built at the Port Newark (N. J.) 
Station of the Seamen' Church Insti
tute, according to announcement by 
the Port of New York Authority and 

the Institute. The center, to be built 
in two stages, will eventually include 
lounge, snack bar, chapel, chaplain ' 
offices, recreation rooms, dressing 
rooms, and showers. A soccer field will 
adjoin the building. Architects: Ives, 
Turano & Gardner, New York. 

Bank Will Appear to Hang 
From Its Own Sign 
Design of Los Angeles Fed ral Sav
ings Building in San Fernando Valley, 
by Douglas Honnold & John Rex, Los 
Angeles, features a tall octagonal 
office tower rising above a rectangular 
ground floor for banking facilities. 
Tower was designed to fit in with the 
San Fernando Valley skyline without 
violating height limit allowed by zon
ing ordinance . Four exterior columns 
will rise above the top of the tower, 
gaining additional height and forming 
a cross-bar sign panel. 

East and west sides of the tower 
and bank elements will be sheathed 
with exposed aggregate precast con
crete panels. North and south sides 
will consist of curtain walls of dark 
anodized aluminum members, gray 
plate glass, and tempered gray glass 
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spandrels. The four exposed column 
will be sheathed in light anodized 
aluminum. 

Each floor in the tower will be 
rented to one tenant, thus eliminating 
lobbies and corridors and creating 
prestige office suites with elevators 
opening directly into reception rooms. 
The bank will have teak and formica 
walls and counters; front wall of the 
rnult will be tainle s steel. 

NEW HOTEL FOR 
CHICAGO 
The new hotel to ri e aero s the treet 
from Chicago's famous old water 
tower, survivor of the Mrs. O'Leary's 
cow incident, will be named, appropri
ately enough, the Water Tower Hotel. 
The 13-story structure, designed by 
Hausner & Macsai, will have it two 
bottom floors set back to include lobby, 
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re taurant and cafeteria on the first 
floor and offices and banquet rooms on 
the second floor. Top floors will have 
an interesting window-framing system 
of precast concrete with projecting 
"lids" for sun control alternating each 
floor up the height of the structure. A 
three-level garage at the rear will be 

surmounted with a wimming pool. 
Structural Engineers: Paul Rogers & 
As ociates, Inc.; Consulting Engineer: 
William Goodman. 

Widespread Functions Proposed for Town Center 
The town center designed for Santa 
Fe Springs, Calif., by William Pereira 
& Associates, will incorporate not only 
civic functions, but also commercial, 
religious, medical, and recreational fa
cilitie . The 20-acre site will be divided 
into four general areas. The north
west quadrant will be devoted to the 
civic center including a building with 
city administrative offices, library, 
meeting rooms, judicial facilities, and 
police building. Ju t to the east will 
be a federal post office. In the north
east ector will be located financial 
and professional office and a medical 
center. A commercial center to the 
south will include shops, restaurants, 
coffee house, motor hotel, theater, and 
other recreational facilities. A church 
will stand in the center of the site, 
and the south and southwestern sec
tions will be largely occupied by town 
houses. The center will be elaborately 

landscaped, with tree-lined prome
nades, malls and planting areas; vehic
ular traffic will be prohibited in the 
town center, but parking around the 
perimeter of the site will provide easy 
access for employes and visitors. 

By creating the heart ef this grow
ing city, Pereira is attempting to 
avoid the historical trend of decen
tralization in our cities which he de
scribes has set in, ". . . today the 
so-called civic center has become 
merely an agglomeration of nine-to
five offices that are deserted at the 
end of the day, leaving the central 
city an empty, echoing ghost town 
after sunset." By including commer
cial, dining, and recreational facilities, 
the town center will continue to func
tion at night as a meeting place. Plans 
for this unique town center may pro
vide the prototype for other young 
cities in the U. S .. Pereira claims. 
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Dramatic Roof Form to Announce New Jersey Temple 

New York architects Peter Blake & 
Julian Neski ha\'e created a design 
for the congregation of Temple 
Emanu-El of West Essex, Livingston, 
New Jersey, which Neski says solves 
three basic need , "religious, social 
and educational." The anctuary-social 
hall wing will be under a soaring roof 
which will proclaim it elf to the neigh-

New Campus Announced 
For Texas Gi r ls ' School 
The Hockaday School, a well-known 
girls' preparatory school in Dallas, 
will move from its present, Colonial
style campu when a new campus de
signed by Harwood K. Smith & Part
ners of Dallas is completed in the fall 
of 1961. Auditorium of the new school 
will be connected with the classroom 
building housing art, drama, and 
music. Joining the major classroom 
bui lding and two three-story dormi
tories will be the administration wing. 
A memorial hall, cafeteria, and room 
dedicated to Ella Hockaday will be in 
the dormitory area. Behind the main 
classroom building will be the gymna
sium, elementary education building, 
amphitheater, and mechanical services 
building. The entire complex of build
ings will be built on a rolli ng, 30-acre 
site. 

CALENDAR 
New Jersey Chapter AIA has 60th 
annual convention in Asbury Park, 
June 9-11 . . . Historic preservation 

borhood. Across a court-like entrance 
link will be the school wing contain
ing six classrooms, a kindergarten, 
and ervice facilities. There will be 
clerestory-windowed expansion space 
in the basement. A court at the rear 
of the project will accommodate social 
gatherings and outdoor services. Park
ing will be provided for 67 cars. 

of older cities, particularly Annapolis, 
will be subject of conference June 
24-25 in Annapolis; spon ors are His
toric Annapolis, Inc., National Trust 
for Hi toric Preservation, and Wash
ington Center for Metropolitan Stud
ies, in co-operation with Committee 
for Annapolis, Inc. . . . American 
Craft man's Council holds its North
east Regional Conference at New 
Paltz, N. Y., June 10-12 ... MIT's 
1960 summer session on "Theory and 
Criticism in Architecture and City 
P lanning" i schedu led for July 11-15 
.. . Professor M. G. Barr of Univer
sity of Colorado and Rod Replogle, 
directors of Apex-2 design workshop, 
announce this year's session will take 
place at Rancho de! Rio, New Mexico, 
June 17-August 27; guest instructors 
will include Richard Neutra, Buck
minster Fuller, Harry Bertoia, David 
Siquiero , Joseph and Anni Albers 
. . . Standards Engineers Society 
meets in Pittsburgh, September 26-28; 
American Welding Soc., Sept. 26-29. 

Producers ' Council Probes 
The Producers' Council has announced 
an industry-wide study of channels of 
distribution for building materials. 
Research begun in 1958 indicates con
tinuing need for such a study, accord
ing to PC officials, and a poll of the 
membership has resulted in an affirm
ative vote to proceed. Marketing au
thorities headed by Dr. Reavis Cox 
of American Marketing Association 
and Dr. Charles Goodman of Wharton 
School of Finance and Commerce will 
conduct three-year study. 
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GREEN BAY PLAN DON E 
Victor Gruen announces that his plan 
for the revitalization of downtown 
Green Bay, Wis., has been completed 
and enthusiastically accepted by 
Gregby, Inc., the non-profit organiza
tion set up to handle the redevelop
ment. Rendering shows Washington 
Street Mall of the project, with pro
posed parking structure and four-level 
development. Ben Southland is Part
ner-in-Charge for Victor Gruen Asso
ciates, and Larry Smith & Company, 
Washington, D.C., is economi c con
su ltant. 

Suburban Bank Will Act as 
Own Advertisement 
The proposed bank of Highland Park, 
Highland Park, Ill., will be all glass
enclosed under a reinforced concrete 
hyperbolic roof to exhibit its wares 
to passer -by. Alfred Alschuler, Jr., 
partner in Friedman, Alschuler & Sin
cere, designers of the bank, says that 
it will be "telling it story of service 
to everyone in the street." The roof, 
to be supported at four points, will be 
covered with white gravel on the out
side and acoustical plaster on the in-

side. To give the greatest sense of 
open space, all ducts and grills for 
heating and cooling will be concealed 
in the floor and at tops of partitions 
separating offices. There will be a 40-
car parking lot and a driveway up to 
multiple drive-in banking windows. 

OOPS! 
Apologetic letter from U.S. Plywood 
states that material on Weldwood 
acoustical door (p. 90, MARCH '60 

Continued on page 72 
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New locking service 
for commercial buildings 

®SC.HLAC.£® p 0 

Schlage's unique PSI service uses temporary 
cylinders to provide these benefits: 

• POSITIVE CONTROL OF MASTERKEYS 

• FLEXIBILITY IN DECIDING KEYING ARRANGEMENTS 

• SAVING ON CONTRACTOR'S HANDLING COSTS 

HERE ARE THE PSI BENEFITS 

Locks delivered without 
permanent cylinders 

Locks have a temporary plastic plug, 
which may be turned by a screwdriver. 
These locks are used to provide free 
passage through any door. 

Color-coded aluminum cylinders 
provide on-the-job security 

For doors requiring locking during construc
tion, anodized aluminum cylinders can be 

installed temporarily. Keys in matching colors are issued; for ex
ample, a blue cylinder and blue keys for electricians. The color
coding immediately tells a worker which door his key unlocks. 

This program simplifies the contractor's work because he can 
install any plastic-plug lock of the proper function without regard 
for ultimate keying. In addition, the aluminum cylinders are re
placed before occupancy with permanent cylinders which have not 
previously been exposed on the job, thereby insuring close control 
over all keys. 

Masterkeys never issued during construction 
Since only temporary cylinders are used on the job, masterkeys 
are not needed. Keys are shipped with the permanent cylinders 
and installation is made under the supervision of the owner's rep
resentative, who keeps all keys under his control. 

Schlage PSI Costs Nothing 
This is a service of the world's leading manufacturer of cylindrical 
locks, offered at no charge. 
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SCHLAGE PSI 

Deci1ion1 on keying can be made 
at any time at the owner's 
convenience. 

No possibility of accidental 
invasion of security. No master
key1 on fob. 

Installation of locks is speeded 
and simplified as contractor need 
select only proper functions 
from case stock. 

No need to build a keyboard. 
Schlag• shipping cartan serves 
as temponuy ••rboard. 

CYLINDRICAL LOCKS 
Schl11e lock Company Displ1y Rooms In 

Sin Francisco - 2201 81yshore Los Anaeles - 3467 W. Ith St. 
Chicago - Merchandise Mut New York - Empire Stitt Bide. 

Vancouver, B. C. - 1290 Merine Drive 
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provides positive, 
easy-to-maintain security 

IN ST L A 1 1 o N at every stage of 

OTHER SYSTEMS 

All detail on keying must be 
Included in original factory order 
so the complete lock, with key, 
can be shipped. 

During construction masterkeys 
are used or permanent cylinders 
employing a form of temporary 
keying that still allows permanent 
keys on the job. 

Each lock must be itemized and 
laid out to find the exact lock 
for a specific door. 

Contractor must build a keyboard 
and tag all keys. 

AMERICA'S MOST 
DISTINGUISHED 

LOCK BRAND --<D 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 301 

building ... and beyond 

Shipping carton is a 
temporary key-filing cabinet 

All cylinders are shipped complete with the 
key and packaged in a key-control envelope 
for storage and easy access until actually 
needed. No need to build a keyboard. 

No problem of matching keys to locks 
Permanent cylinders and keys are packed together and, when the 
cylinder is installed, the key is placed back in the file envelope and 
returned to the shipping container for easy identification and future 
incorporation into a key-control filing system. 

CONTINUING SECURITY 
The unique Schlage PSI system has these features which assure 
the continued integrity of the building's security system: 

Security in factory handling 
The job name is omitted from factory 
orders; material handlers know the job 
by number only. Thus, there is no pos
sibility of anyone retaining a master
key for future invasion of security. 

No unauthorized masterkeys made 
Schlage will nQt issue masterkeys for any 
existing job without written authoriza
tion from the existing owners. 

Continued control of keying system 
The final decision on keying can be delayed an indefinite time, 
subject to the decisions of the occupant. When a tenant moves in 
and determines his keying requirements, cylinders will be shipped 
from the factory, untouched by construction personnel. Subsequent 
tenant changes can be handled in the same way. 

SEE HOW SCHLAGE'S PSI 
CAN WORK ON YOUR BUILDING 

For complete information on this unduplicated service, contact 
your Schlage representative or write P.O. Box 3324, San Francisco 
19, California. 
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Continued from page 69 

PI A) indicated certification by Amer
ican Society for Testing Materials of 
door over competitive doors. USP 
amends this, since Society "certifies 
nothing itself," to "the door was 
tested by the Riverbank Acousitcal 
Laboratories of the Amour Research 
Foundation . . . (the report states) 
'the method used in making these 
mea urements ... meets explicitly the 
standards of . . . the American So
ciety for Testing Materials.' " 

Research House Rehearsa l 
Mock-up, half-size section of Ferro 
Porcelain Enamel Research House 
now going up in Cleveland, Ohio, pro
vided problem-solving unit on which 
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roof and wall panels, window and door 
sections can be mounted to facilitate 
construction of full-size house. It was 
erected at U.S. Steel's Research 
Center, Monroeville, Pa. Research 
House is designed to te t revolution
ary ideas in residential construction; 
it will be used to explore methods of 
adapting residential housing compo
nents to the techniques of mas pro
duction, as well as serving as a prov
ing grounds for advances in plumbing, 
heating, and wiring systems. Roof, 
exterior walls, interior walls in the 
kitchen, bathroom, and utility areas 
will be finished in porcelain enamel in 
a variety of colors and textures. More 
than 20 companies are involved in the 
project, which was designed by Carl 
Koch & Associates. 

Water-Ski Pavil ion Will 
" Float" on Georgia Lake 
Pavilion on Robin Lake Beach in Ida 
Cason Callaway Gardens, Pine Moun
tain, Ga., is expected to be completed 
in time for the Masters Water Ski 
Tournament later this month. Built 
120 ft into the water, the pavilion will 
rest on concrete piles and seem to 

U of C Plans Science and Engineering Campus 
First development stage for the Uni
versity of California's School of Sci
ence and Engineering in La Jolla con-
ists of a master site plan, created 

by Los Angeles architects Risley & 
Gould. Project includes seven build
ings for teaching and research, two 
residence halls, dining commons, rec
reational building, playing field, and 
parking Jots. Buildings will vary in 
height from one to seven stories. Spe
cific plans for first new science build
ing include classrooms, laboratories. 
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and academic offices of the six initial 
disciplines: chemistry, earth sciences, 
engineering, life sciences, mathe
matics, and physics. Building will a lso 
include administration, service shops, 
library, and scientific shops. Design 
will feature utility core that will per
mit optimum flexibility of arrange
ment and rearrangement of laboratory 
spaces. Modular partitions will fur
ther facilitate flexibility. In addition 
to the nucleus of the 11 new builrlings, 
others are being planned in the future. 
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float in the lake. The roof structure of 
seven concrete barrel vaults supported 
by tapering columns will be independ
ent of the floor structure. A skeleton 
steel frame will support blind for 
shelter from sun and weather. The 
center section will have a press mez
zanine canti levered toward the lake. 
Portable bleachers will be set up in the 
pavilion for special events such as the 
ski tournament. The building will be 
reached over a 19-ft bridge consisting 
of five separated concrete squares, 
each resting on its own column. C. B. 
Curry of Atlanta designed the pavilion 
in consultation with Walter Harris of 
New Haven, Conn. Drake & Funsten, 
Atlanta, are consulting engineers. De
sign consultants for the Gardens them
selves are Tunnard & Harris, New 
Haven. 

VWSS&Hers Design 
Furniture 
Eugene Hetman, a 24-year-old drafts
man with Voorhees, Walker, Smith, 
Smith & Haines, has won a competi
tion for design of steel furniture con
ducted among members of the firm's 
staff. Strength of the material allowed 
the designer to eliminate vertical back 
supports. Steel used was exposed hol
low rectangular sections. Jurors were 
Olga Gueft, Interiors Editor; Betty 
Pepis, author on interior subjects; 
William Johnstone, Vice President of 
Bethlehem Steel Company; Professor 
Esmond Shaw of Cooper Union; and 
the firm's recently-retired partner, 
Ralph Walker. 

• 

Continued on page 7 4 
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T ere • IS greater value 
• 

'" Kirlin EXITS 
THE COMPLETE LINE 

ALL ALUMINUM AT PRICE OF STEEL 

VARIETY OF M 0 DE LS 

FLUORESCENT 

has 6000 hour lamp life 

PENDANT 

single or double faced 

SALES ENGINEERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

shock resisting glass 
glow-in-dark glass 

stencilled metal fronts 

also available "MEN"- "WOMEN" 

EXPLOSION - PROOF EXITS ALSO 

WITH STANDARD 6 " LETTERS 

Wiring inter- changeable for either 

incandescent or fluorescent lighting 

Surface units have luminous bottom 

Ku:!!n. 
/ 

l~~~--""t 
THE STANDARD 

RECESSED FIXTURE 

Still leading with these features : 

• GlasSurfaced aluminum refl ectors 

• Spread-type lenses, stay clean 

• Largest variety of types and sizes 

The KIRLIN CO. 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 302 

cast aluminum frame 

In stock at leading electrical jobbers 

Underwriters' Laboratory 
and l.B .E.W . labels 

Kl!:!!!!. EXITS 
, ... co•~•ll-•• ,,.,. 

Send for 
new EXIT catalog 

3435 E. JEFFERSON, DETROIT 7, MICH. 
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Dorm Is Latest Element in 
Temple University Growth 
Temple University Men's Dormitory 
is said to be first masonry curtain 
wall on Philadelphia's skyline. Build
ing is most recently-announced unit 
in university's $50 millions master 
plan by Philadelphia architects Nolen 
& Swinburne. The 11-story building 
will have a full-height, dark glass 
sunscreen on its west elevation, to 
project eight ft from the wall . First 
of two men's dormitories, the building 
will consist of ten residence floors 
subdivided into five two-floor units, 
each with its own lounge, study, and 
laundry areas for 90 students. First 
floor will contain a student lounge, 
dining room, and kitchen. Students 
will be able to sunbathe in a glass
roofed penthouse. Design won a Cita
tion for Excellence from Philadelphia 
Chapter AIA. 

Engineers Get Building 
On UN Plaza 
Twenty-story United Engineering 
Center, rising opposite the United Na
tions Building, will be occupied by 18 
leading American engineering organ
izations. Center will house executive 
offices for engineering societies and 
joint organizations, plus the world's 
most complete engineering library. 
The structure will be owned and oper-
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ated by United Engineering Trustees, 
composed of representatives of the 
American Society of Ci vii Engineers; 
American Institute of Mining, Metal
lurgical and Petroleum Engineers; 
The American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers; American Institute of 
E lectrical Engineers; and the Amer
ican Institute of Chemical Engineers, 
all of which will occupy the new struc
ture. The curtain wall building was 
designed as a basic glass and stainless 
steel grid system with fixed windows, 
glass spandrels, and a masonry serv
ice core. Completion is expected in 
mid-1961. Shreve, Lamb & Harmon 
Associates are the architects; Turner 
Construction Company, general con
tractor. 

New York's Finest Break 
Ground for Academy 
New York's new Police Academy by 
Kelly & Gruzen, for which ground 
was recently broken, will contain fa
cilities for the Academy, the combined 
13th and 14th Precinct Stations, Med
ical Bureau, and Crime Laboratory. 
Low structure at left will house phy
sical education, drill hall, swimming 
pool, and firing range. The roof will 
be used as a mu ter deck. First floor 
of main building will be a "covered 
campus," except for elevator and stair
way lobbies. Academy will occupy sec
ond through sixth floors; medical 
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bureau and investigation unit the sev
enth floor; and crime laboratory the 
eighth. The rear wing, which will face 
on the next street north, will house 
the precincts. Structural Engineers: 
Weinberger, Frieman, Leichtman & 
Quinn; Mechanical Engineers: Muz
zillo & Tizian. 

Film-Book-Record 
Produced by 
Allied Masonry Counci l 
A film, Man and Masonry," has been 
released by the Allied Masonry Coun
cil. Directed by Bernd Foerster, As
sistant Professor of Architecture at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the 
film is a handsome paean to past and 
present uses of masonry in many 
forms. A book and record derived from 
the film are being distributed to archi
tects by members of the masonry 
industry. 

We Will Bu ild a Cabin in the Sky, Baby 
Mountain top living for site seekers 
will be provided at the new "Motel
in-the-Sky" which will rise above 
Yonkers, N.Y. Motel, designed by 
Samuel L. Malkind, will consist of 76 
units, each with private patio over
looking the mountain valley and ex
panse of New York State Thruway. 
Efficiency units will have individually 
controlled heating and air-condition
ing and radio and TV installations. 

Motel will feature health club con
taining indoor swimming pool, pine 
scented steam rooms, and outdoor pool 
with children's wading pool and play
ground. Public spaces will include res
taurant, cocktail lounge, coffee shop, 
and large, glass-enclosed terrace. 

Precast concrete beams and girders, 
and prefabricated roof and floor ele
ments were assembled at factories 
and trucked to the mountain site. 
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Proposed Bill Poses Professional Restrictions 
Other Item: BNA Predicts 
Slight 1961 Recession 

Professional soci
eties in Washing
ton are hunting 
for the reasons 
behind a new bill 
introduced in Con
gress that would 
set up a new reg
istration classifi
cation : "Federal 
Engineer." It 
would affect all 
engineers work
ing for the fed
eral government, 
either directly, or 

By E. E. Halmos, Jr. as Architect-En-
g in e er s, and 

would actually set up another form 
of registration machinery in addition 
to that already maintained by the 
states. Architects would also be 
affected. 

Actually, the bill is rated no chance 
of passage. But the fact that it was 
introduced (by Rep. Foley, D., Md.) 
i some cause for concern if it re
flects any substantial sector of Con
gressional thinking. Foley himself is 
careful to explain that he introduced 
the bill (HR 11916) "by request"
which is a nice way of saying he 
doesn't really care, but did it to sat
isfy a constituent. 

Labeled "a bill . . . to establish a 
system for public and legal recogni
tion of engineers and scientific per
sonnel engaged in the practice of 
their art for ... the federal govern
ment," the bill has these main pro
visions : 
1 It sets up a 7-member registration 

board (including civil, mechanical, 
electrical, and chemical engineers) 
with power to register, give exami
nations, enforce compliance; 

2 Makes it illegal for anyone to prac
tice the profession on government 
projects without registration; 

3 Provides for licensing of "techni
cians" who are designated as "can
didates for registration as a pro
fessional federal technician, who 
have been schooled or completed an 
apprenticeship in the useful me
chanical arts-one who is skilled in 
technique." 
This la t point-plus the imposition 

of yet another registration require
ment-is what's bothering the socie
ties now. They say no technicians 
should be registered. 

As nearly as can be discovered, 
backers are mostly federal employes. 
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BOND ELECTION RESULTS - FEBRUARY I 960 BY USE OF PROCEEDS 

APPROVED DISAPPROVED 
USE OF PROCEEDS 

AMOUNT NO AMOUNT NO 

EDUCATION '. 

ELEM.a SEC. $ 73,37B,OOO B2 $ 13,5 11,000 14 

ROADS a BRIDGES 2,765,000 5 200,000 I 

WATER a SEWER I 1,964,000 25 3,907,000 7 

OTHER UTILITIES 5,200,000 I 100,000 I 

HEALTH a WELFARE 7,565,000 5 2,500,000 I 

RECREATION 6,073,000 3 0 

PORTS a AIRPORTS 500,000 I 0 

INDUSTRIAL 2,730,000 5 0 

UNCLASSIFIED 302,000 5 20,000 I 

TOTALS $ 110,477,000 132 $ 20,23B,OOO 25 

BOND ELECTIONS SCHEDULED AS OF MARCH I, 1960 

MONTH AMOUNT 

MARCH $ 122,551,000 

APRIL 51,265,000 

MAY 66,325,000 

JUNE 15,956,000 

AUGUST 4 ,000,000 

NOVEMBER 12,B93,000 

NO DATE SET 9,630,000 

TOTAL $ 282,620,000 

$1 Billion for FNMA 

On legislation in general, it was 
getting harder to make comments as 
the month of May proceeded. Congress 
was finally back to work, after clear
ing the Civil Rights measure-and it 
was living up to estimates that it 
would shove through needed appro
priations and some politically-good 
matters, and little else. 

Of direct interest to architects was 
passage in the House of HR 10213-

USE OF PROCEEDS AMOUNT 

EDUCATION : 

ELEM. a SEC. $142,751,000 

OTHER 350,000 

ROADS a BRIDGES 52,B25,000 

WATER a SEWER 30,621,000 

OTHER UTILITIES 6,5 12,000 

HEALTH a WELFARE 6,620,000 

RECREATION 11,730,000 

PORTS a AIRPORTS 5,816,000 

REFUNDING 2,332,000 

ADMIN . a OFFICE BLDG 500,000 

UNCLASSIFIED 22,563,000 

TOTAL • 282,620,000 

the Rains bill-to provide an extra $1 
billion of authority to FNMA to buy 
mortgages, after some unusually bitter 
debate on strict party lines (Republi
cans called it "$1 billion worth of 
baloney"). Rep. Rains (D., Ala.) in
sisted it would not cost any money, 
since the fund would be revolving, 
and brushed off the half-hearted atti
tude of the National Association of 
Home Builders which wasn't too 
eager to back the bill. In view of the 

Continued on page 82 
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NEWS from Dow Corning 

Protected With 

New Treatment Keeps Brick Beautiful, 
Keeps Owners Happy, Speeds Construction 

ow Lhere's a trealment Lhat prolecls the natural beauty of Lhe brick in 
your building designs. It's inexpensive, Loo. Just pecify ilaneal@ 

protection when yo u speci fy brick. Applied by Lhe brick manufaclu rer, 
thi sodium iliconale Lreatment minimizes effiorescence ... make brick 
wa ler-repellent . .. keeps tain out ,,here they rain -wa h away. ResulL: 
brick stays clean in storage ... stays beauLiful in and after con Lruction. 

Mo t important, owners stay happy! 

Here's More Information to Help You Evaluate 
Brick Protected with Silcm eal 

]. ilaneal Bulletin, AlA File o. 3F. 
2 . Full color, descriplive movie . 
3 . List of manufaclurer offering brick treated wiLh Silaneal. 

W rite today. Address Dept. 7306 

Specify I 
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ACRYLIC PLASTIC ... The Proven Material for Modern, 

Prismatic Light-Controlling Lenses ... 

L 

4 - Foot-Long 

CONTROLENS 

Wherever the PRISMALUME CONTROLENS has 
been used it has delivered consistently superior per
forma nce: high level illumination with the utmost 
visual comfort. Its prismatic construction provides 
effective light contro l with the best " hid ing-power" 
to conceal light sources. The use of crystal -clear 
ac ryl ic plastic produces a CONTROLENS that is 
light in weight, shatter-resistant, free from discol
oration a nd altogethe r d ifferent in its distinctive, 
quality appearance. Reinforcing struts assure great 
d imensional stability ... Available in a variety of 
shapes for a wide range of fluorescent appl ications. 

HOLOPHANE 

2 - Foot-Squa re 

CONT ROLENS 

The fl exibility of the 2-Foot-Sq uare CONTROLENS 
makes it adaptable in many ways, such as: • Ge o
metric group ings (one or more le nses) ... • 2-ft -wid e 
continuous troffer runs ... • Large lumino us panels. 

Write for Engineering Data 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 308 

4-Foot-Long CONTROLENS , singly or in 
continuous runs, are advantageously used 
in classrooms, offices, banks, showrooms, 
libraries, stores, lobbies and laboratories. 

PRISMALUME® 
CONTROLENS® 

HOLOPHANE COMPAN Y, INC. 

Lighting Authorities Since l 898 

342 Ma dison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

THE HOLOPHANE CO. , LTO., 418 KIPLING AVE. SO .. TORONTO 78 , ONT. 
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Continued f1·om page 77 
political situation, there was no indi
cation of what the Senate would do 
with the legislation-beyond cutting 
it substantially. 

Various school-aid measures were 
still hung up in committee hearings; 
there were no bets available on when 
they'd come out for debate. 

And there were two perennials that 
are of interest, but have little chance 
of action: HR 11711, which would re
quire (on pain of fines and jail sen
tences) that prime contractors name 
their subcontractors and use them as 
named on federal contracts; and bills 
t hat would remove requirements that 
the head of the Navy's ship design or
ganization be a registered naval archi
tect. 

On the also perennial question of 
common-situs picketing on construc
tion jobs, Labor officials privately had 
about given up hope this year. As you 
know, they want present bans lifted, 
want all contractors on a job consid
ered as one employer, for purposes of 
picketing. 

Special Session? 

But before you wrap up your think
ing on Congress, take note that there's 
now serious talk, on both sides of the 
aisles, of a special session after the 
political conventions. 

Reason: too much to do now, in too 
little time. Most Congressmen don't 
like the idea-they'd rather be free 
for purely political activities. But the 
leadership is worried over probable 
criticism from the public, if Congress 
winds up too fast, kills too many pet 
projects. 

Better Building Data 

Under heavy pressure from industry 
(and Congress) the Census Bureau is 
pushing plans to improve reporting 
of construction statistics. You'll re
call that Census somewhat unhappily 
took over reporting of these statistics 
(including housing starts and ma
chinery shipments) from the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics more than a year 
ago. It has been struggling with 
them ever since. 

In partial answer to some of the 
critics, Census has made public an 
interim progress report that indicates 
it will be ready with a new series on 
housing starts within a couple of 
months. Steps include : a new and 
broader definition of housing starts, 
to include farm housing and sea
sonal and low-quality housing; ex
tension of the reported total of build
ing permits to include a larger num
ber of permit-issuing areas; new data 
on the time-lag between permit and 
start of construction; continuing and 
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broader field surveys of non-permit 
issuing areas. 

Census wasn't alone in attempts to 
keep up with housing. HHF A issued 
what it called a "new kind of govern
ment report"-Housing Accomplish
ments, 1959. Hailed as a compact, 
easy-to-read review of progress in 
this field, the report contains few 
statistics, touches various aspects of 
federal programs. You can get a copy 
from HHFA, Washington 25, D.C., 
for 15 cents. 

On " Degree Mills" 

Although the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare doesn't want 
to say it quite that way, response has 
been disappointing to its campaign 
against "degree mills" which sell "doc
torate" degrees in almost any subject 
for fees of as little as $50 and no 
residence requirement. 

HEW had publicly hoped that pro
fessional societies (rather than edu
cators) would leap into the battle of 
publicity to expose these so-called 
"schools," since the federal govern
ment is in fact almost powerless to 
stop them, excepting on grounds of 
mail fraud or ficticious pricing or 
other reprehensible trade practices 
(both very difficult to prove, since 
most of the "schools" are legally
enough chartered in their home 
states). 

Officially, the professional societies 
have expressed polite interest, but 
added they would wait for publication 
of official lists by HEW. First install
ment of such a list was published 
early in April. Response: so far, very 
little. 

The Fight Goes On 

Tradition and the Washington Fine 
Arts Commission have ganged up on 
Washington Architect Vlastimil Kou
bek, AIA, in his attempts to put up a 
modern office structure on a down
town Washington corner opposite the 
White House. 

The triangular site--now occupied 
by a few nondescript old buildings
is actually opposite the garish old 
brick-and-sandstone structure that 
was built as the original Corcoran 
Gallery and now houses the U.S. Court 
of Claims, and the equally rococo old 
State-War-Navy Building. Both of 
these are slated for eventual demoli
tion. 

Acting for the International Bank 
of Washington (a private corporation ) 
Koubek planned a building with gen
erous areas of gray window glass. 
mullions of gold-anodized aluminum, 
and areas of white marble (see rend
ering), with setbacks at the corner 
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and on each side street to provide 
covered pedestrian walkways under a 
third-floor overhang. A bank would 
occupy the street floor, with insurance 

and other offices above. Interior park
ing would be provided (for 200 cars). 
But the Fine Arts Commission ob
jected strenuously and publicly to "all 
that glass," insisted it wanted more 
marble, said the building would be 
"out of character" in the area-even 
though a next-door structure now 
under construction (the Penn-17 build
ing) will present just about as much 
glass in its f~ade. 

Koubek was instructed to rework 
his plans. Fine Arts disapproval has 
almost the force of law, though it can
not legally block issuance of a build
ing permit. In the past, though, re
fusal of Fine Arts approval usually 
results in no permit. 

Worry Warts in Washington 

In other architectural matters, Wash
ington's growth as an office-center 
city continued to bring conflicts with 
"federal" architecture styles and tra
dition. For instance, a District of 
Columbia proposal for zoning changes 
to conceal "warts" on the low-lying 
skyline caused by rooftop air condi
tioning, elevator housing and other 
structures, got a mixed reaction at 
zoning board hearings. 

The District wants to encourage 
architects to place such rooftop equip
ment in penthouses that will hide 
them and harmonize with the build
ing itself. Only the National Capital 
Planning Commission gave full sup
port to the idea-all others wanted to 
qualify the changes, most by giving 
architects freedom to "design a de
cent termination to the building." 

Significant was Engineer-Commis
sioner Brig. Gen. C. A. Welling's re
tort to that suggestion : "In other 
words, you would leave it all up to 
the very people who have created the 
situation." Welling has been prime 
mover in attempts to clean up the 

Continued on page 86 
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ORM® 
FROM THE ~ 

TUFCOR® 
CO FAR® 

E/R COFAR 
ROOF DECK 
UTILITY DECK 

FAMILY 

VIN-COR 
STRUCTUR-ACOUSTIC 

STAY- IN-PLACE BRIDGE FORMS 
GUARD RAIL 

PAVEMENT JOINTS 

SAFE WORKING 

PLATFORM 

When welded to joists, 
Corruform provides a safe, 
strong working platform. 

Sheets take normal 
construction abuse. No 
punctures. No concrete 
leakage. Corruform is 

incombustible. No fire hazard! 

r----~-----

LIGHT, RIGID SHEETS 

Lightweight Corruform sheets 
(10 to 20 lbs.) are easy to carry, 
handle and place. You cover up 

to 24112 square feet per sheet. Two 
or three men can place up to 

10,000 square feet of Corruform a 
day! Tough-temper sheets act 

as centering, prevent lateral pull 
or strain on joists. 

/ /" / ,.. 

1 Our cotologs are flied in Sweets 

l GRANCO STEEL PRODUCTS CO. 
I 6506 N. Broadway, St. Louis 15, Missouri 

A Subsidiary of GRANITE CITY STEEL COMPANY 

Just sign coupon ..• clip to your company letterhead ..• mail 
today. Attention Department P-606. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

., NAME I 
MAIL FOR FREE CORRUFORM MANUAO '------------------------------... 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 310 !!5 
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Continued from page 82 
skyline, and is head of the zoning 
commission. 

On other fronts in the Capital, the 
fate of a $65 millions, three-building 
program that would permit the re
moval of eyesore "temporaries" now 
housing some 63,000 employes re
mained in the air as May began, with 
Senate committees debating approval 
of the plan; and the Bureau of the 
Budget-by coldshouldering appeals 
for $500 millions for highway money, 
gave a powerful push to burgeoning 
plans for an integrated rail rapid
transit system to serve the District 
and its satellite communities. 

The continuing good market for 
architect's services provided by the 
nation's educational institutions is 
sharply demonstrated by recent re
ports of the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 

Said HEW: Total expenditures (by 
2000 colleges and universities alone) 
for additions to plant were $686 mil
lions in 1955-56; $1.1 billion in 
1957-58. Expenditures at near these 
levels are expected to continue. 

Anti One Code 
Although the subject has been dor
mant for several years, a Washington 
trade association official took occasion 
recently to warn against any attempts 
to establish a single building code for 
the entire United States. 

The official was Douglas Whitlock, 
board chairman of the Structural Clay 
Products Institute. His forum was a 
building code meeting sponsored 
jointly by AIA, Associated General 
Contractors, National Society of Pro
fessional Engineers and NAHB. 

Said Whitlock: Certain segments 
of the building industry, as well as 
government officials, have at times 
advocated a single national building 
code. But rnch a code would weaken 
the advance of code modernization, 
make it even more difficult to obtain 
changes. He espoused model codes 
now being sponsored by the Building 
Officials Conference, National Board 
of Fire Underwriters, International 
Conference of Building Officials and 
Southern Building Code Congress as 
a better answer. 

Health Now; Recession 1961? 
On financial matters, there was one 
warning of trouble ahead in Washing
ton, despite continuing evidence of a 
surging economy that was being led 
by construction work. 

The warning came from the re
spected Bureau of National Affairs (a 
Washington newsletter service) in its 

Continued on page 90 



ARCHITECTS: 
H. Harold Ta rleton, Jr., & Assoc. 
Greenville, S. C.,A. I. A . 
Triangle Construction Co. 
Greenville, S. C., Church 
Wade McKinney-Contractor 
Greenvil l e, S. C., Home 

Bright, airy sanctu ary 
wing is also notably quiet 

and cool ... thanks to 
special qualities of Insulite 

Roof Deck. These thick 
fiberboard panels have the 

necessary strength for decking; 
yet highly efficient insulating 
value and sound absorption. 

No ceiling painting is needed. 
Tough, washable interior 

finish is applied at factory. 

Vast roof areas enclose the 
combined church and school. Wing 
at left is the temporary sanctuary. 
With congregation expanding rapidly, 
space can later be converted to 
added schoolrooms or other usage. 

Vers atile 4-in-1 Insulite Roof Deck helps 
build handsome low-budget Church ... 
adds striking beauty to Architect's H ome 

A Greenville, S. C., the Lutheran Church of Our 
Saviour faced a difficult-yet fairly common

problem. To launch a long-term master plan, there 
was only a modest budget on hand to construct a 
sanctuary, school, offices and meeting hall. The 
architects achieved all this in the attractive L

shaped structure shown above. A key element in 
the plan was use of rugged Insulite Roof Deck .. . 
the interlocking 2'x8' panels which are decking 

insulation, vapor barrier and pre-finished ceiling, 
all in one. This fine building gives the congregation 
7,200 sq. ft. of handsome, efficient space ... at a 

cost just slightly over $10 per foot. Subsequently, the 
chief architect designed his own home (shown at 
left) using Insulite Roof Deck with equally pleas

ing results. Want literature on this famous 4-in-1 
material? Write directly to us-Insulite, Minne
apolis 2, Minnesota. 

build better and save with 

IDSUl/TE 
Roof Deck 

INS UL/TE, made of hardy natural wood fibers 

• lnsulite Division of Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

l'°n. mnrP infnrm~tion . turn lo Reader Service card. c:rc ·e No. 313 
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rolling doors 

deserve your attention 

rolling steel service doors 
aoc-porr '"' rolling steel pier doors 
automatic rolling fire doors 
pygmee® rolling counter doors 
rolling steel grilles 

Details in Sweet's or write for catalog. 

Walter Balfour & Co. Inc. 

Brooklyn 22, N. Y. 

For more information, circle No. 314 
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Continued from page 86 
publication "Report for Business Ex
ecutives." 

Said BN A : "The next recession in 
business will get under way by the 
middle of 1961, and will be mild and 
short. That's the nearly unanimous 
prediction of a score of the nation's 
top government and business econo
mists. They expect capital outlays to 
run out of steam (in 1961); a slow
down of spending by consumers; and 
that the federal government will be 
running at a substantial surplus 
through 1961-taking out more than 
it puts in." 

You could take that comment at 
face value or not, for 1961. But there's 
no doubt that business is good now, 
and that prospects for the rest of 

, 1960, at least, continue to be bright. 
Item: Government reports showed 

that the gross national product 
reached a half-trillion ($500 billions) 
rate in the first quarter of the cur
rent year-a gain of $14.5 billions 
over the last quarter of 1959. 

Item: There should be plenty of 
business upcoming in modernizing in
dustry that would be concerned if a 
war should come. Said a Johns-Hop
kins University report: much of the 
"war industry" of the U.S. is aging 
and becoming obsolete, will have to 
be replaced with new buildings, new 
machine tools. 

Item: Municipal bond sales and 
approvals (see charts on page 77) 
continued at a high rate through 
February-though February totals in 
dollars were much smaller than in 
previous months. But the significant 
figure, for architects, was that voters 
OK'd 84.5 percent of all bond-issue 
proposals put before them. (As you 
know, bond proposals vary with the 
month-lots more will be presented 
in November than •any other time.) 

Item: At a point near midyear, 
proposals for construction for 1960 
by utility companies were beginning 
to slacken off, with electric utilities 
falling behind gas for the first time 
by a considerable amount. Private 
work, however, continued to be 
planned at a good level. It is interest
ing to note, on private work, that the 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
reported increasing financing plans 
for relatively expensive "motels"
just two of these, reported during 
April, will account for more than $6.1 
millions. 

Item: State legislators continued 
to appropriate more money for public 
schools, according to latest figures 
(1957-58) available to the Office of 
Education. The total for 1957-58 was 
$4.5 billions, with individual state 
amounts ranging from $2 millions in 
New Hampshire to $534 millions in 
California. 
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However, there were some indi
cators in the many financial reports 
that gave some strength to the pre
diction issued by BNA for 1961: for 
instance, average interest rates on 
conventional first mortgages for the 
first quarter remained at an all time 
high of 6.30 percent, to indicate con
tinuing tight supplies of money. 

Over-all, it looks as if the best in
vestment architects could make, for 
the future, is to devote more time to 
seeking work in schools and public 
buildings. 

New Highway Bill 
Looms for 1961 
You'll note that Congress is disposed 
to go along with the Presidentr-until 
next year, anyway, when there'll be 
a new Chief Executive in the White 
House-on highway spending. The 
House Public Works Committee went 
along so far as to hold appropriations 
for the so-called ABC system (pri
mary, secondary, and urban roads) 
at the current year's level of $925 
millions, didn't boost the figure $25 
millions more, as it has done over the 
past several years. 

Real reason, in this case, isn't poli
tics, for a change, but rather the fact 
that Congress expects to substantially 
rewrite the highway laws in 1961, 
when it gets a series of reports on 
costs, taxes, and the like, from Bureau 
of Public Roads. Works Committee 
Chairman George Fallon (D . Md.)-a 
real friend of the highway program
doesn't want to rock the highway boat 
right now. 

But note also that Representative 
Blatnik's special subcommittee study
ing the federal-aid program has 
started studying federal tax returns 
for the years 1950 through 1959-
one of "several areas" in which the 
committee staff is working. That could 
mean an attempt to see if architects, 
engineers, and contractors really did 
make any excessive profits out of 
highway work. 

And note two other developments 
on highways: everyone thought toll 
roads were dead a couple of years 
ago. But now, Maryland is studying 
the possibility of building its long
projected Northeast Freeway from 
Baltimore to the Delaware line as a 
toll project, in order to get funds for 
a quick start. 

And the long-awaited Commerce 
Department study on transportation 
contained only one real surprise (and 
is sure to create ample opposition) : 
it suggested that toll stations might 
be erected at highway "gateways" to 
major cities, as a means of discourag
ing motorists from driving downtown, 
forcing them off the roads onto -public 
transportation. 
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STRONG STRUCTURE IS REINFORCED PLASTIC 
EUGENE, ORE. A high-strength, light
weight structure of reinforced plastic, 
designed for classified purposes, indi
cates the structural properties of the 
material. The circular building, as
sembled on the job site from large, 
tapered segments 24' in length, has a 
diameter of 36'. It weighs 2000 lb, 
and can be picked up by a single lift
ing eye at the center. It successfully 
met requirements that it support a 
2000-lb capacity rail hoist from the 
shell skin, and withstand 100-mile 
winds. Thin shells are critically engi
neered and derive strength from rein
forcing fibers in the laminate. Origin
ally produced in translucent white in 
the form shown, shapes are now being 
produced in varied forms and colors, 
either as complete structures or as 
components of structures. Costs may 
vary from $3 to $10 per sq ft of 
floor in single skin forms, and from 
$8 to $25 in sandwich shells. 

Company collaborates in design, en
gineering, and production of plastic 
shells, plates, or structures, in con
junction with architects. Architectural 
Plastics Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 100 
During erection, roof is fastened to con
cave sections of wall. 

Corrvpleted structure can be used for a 
number of pwrposes. 

Foamed Glass Makes "Patch" Absorption Feasible 
PITTSBURGH, PA. Development of 
acoustical cellular glass-or foamed 
glass-units has made the principle 
of "patch" sound absorption more 
practical than before. This principle 
makes control of room acoustics by 
architect and engineer more accu
rate, since absorptive devices may be 
placed where they will do most good, 
rather than having to depend on whole 
wall or ceiling "blankets" of acousti
cal material. 

The product, called "Geocoustic," 
is now being produced in 131/z-in. 
square, 21/z-in. thick units weighing 
two pounds apiece. Approximately 
2400 sound-control holes 1Aa-in. in 
diameter are pressed into front and 
back surfaces of the block, which is 
mounted on four square pads to make 
it sit out from ceiling or wall, creating 
a resonant chamber. 

High absorption efficiency of Geo
coustic, it is said, makes it possible to 
achieve desired results with both 
smaller patches and fewer patches 
than were previously necessary. Units 
are said to be most efficient when 
placed at or near corners of a room. 
Next most effective position is along 
edge of walls or ceiling. Units are 
normally mounted with special acou
stical cement on dry, smooth, clean 

surfaces. Best results are obtained 
with surface temperatures between 60 
and 100 degrees F. Pittsburgh Corn
ing Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 101 

Workman mounts Geocoustic units away 
from wall, creating resonant chambe1·. 

School application shows small number 
of units needed for good atmosphere. 

0 

Possibility of unique design with units 
is shown in auditorium application. 
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~ Light and airy as a butterfly in appearance 

... yet they give "ROLLING STEEL DOOR" protection 

STAIN LESS STEEL GRILLE IN THE CLEVELAN D ART MUSEUM • ARCHITECTS: HAYS & RUTH 

Cornell Rolling Metal Grilles for Schools, 
Banks, Museums, Air Terminals and other 
buildings where protection is necessary and 
good design desirable. 
Rolled up, they are out of sight. Rolled down, they are a positive and 
attract ive barrier against entry. 

Widely used to protect counter openings and to partition school corri
dors without obstructing light, air and vision. 

Exclusive Butterfly Design Grilles can be furnished in stainless or gal
vanized steel, bronze, and in silvery satin or color anodized aluminum. 
Great design possibilities. 

Manual or motor operation. 

CORNELL IRON WORKS, INC. 
ESTABLISHED 1828 

36th Avenue and 13th Street, Long Island City 6, N. Y. 
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

ROLLING STEEL DOORS 

l'A'1 FLATSLAT ROLLING SHUTTER 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, ci rcle No. 317 
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Wall Finish Covers and 
Seals with One Coat 
New one-coat fiat wan finish can be 
applied over plaster, wallboard, or 
painted surfaces, and dries to a self
sealing, washable surface in less than 
two hours. "Poly-Wall" is an acrylic/ 
vinyl formulation with good work
ability and economic coverage. Appli
cation may be by roller, brush, or 
spray; blending is achieved without 
lap marks. Available in 20 colors. 
Mathews Paint Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 102 

Aluminum Siding Has 
Plastic-Bonded Finish 
A virtually indestructible plastic fin
ish that is permanently bonded to 
heavy-gage Reynolds aluminum forms 
an advanced new siding product. 
Guaranteed for 20 year , "Plasticlad 
Aluminum Siding" eliminates need 
for frequent exterior repainting, pro
vides additional long-run economies 
by its superior insulative qualities. 
Other features are hidden-nail con
struction, improved ten ion lock, and 
inside protective mica coating. Finish 
is a deeply-etched wood-grain pattern, 
available in eight colors. Solmica, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 103 

Mica-on-Plastic Protects 
Sheet-Steel Panels 
Sheet-steel roofing and siding is 
thoroughly protected against weather
ing by an integral coating of mica 
particles on heavy asphaltic plastic. 
Mica protects plastic from the sun's 
rays by reflection, thus preventing 
drying or cracking of the surface. 
Unpainted, the coating retains a 

silvery, metaHic appearance from the 
reflective mica. (Acrylic paints are 
available if coloring is desired.) Plas
tic is applied in several layers (with 
mica added to the final layer); roller 
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process assures uniform th ickness. 
Finished sheet can then be rolled into 
corrugated, V-beam, mansard, or fluted 
patterns. Steel, 18 to 24 gage, is by 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation. 
Plasteel Products Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 104 

Table-and-Chairs Unit 
Folds for Storage 
Table with attached chairs features 
walk-to-your-seat design and fo lding 
portabili ty. Chairs are anchored to 
table by structural-steel pedestals that 
are set to one side to provide un
obstructed approach and seating. 
Table, 10' long, folds at center to be 
rolled to storage areas and through 
doors. In accommodating 12 persons 

per table-2 more than at table of 
same size with separate chairs-"TC-
65" gives further space economy. 
Keeping standard orderly aisles is 
another dividend. Seating is either 
contoured plywood or molded plastic; 
table tops are melamine bonded to 
particle board; framework is welded 
steel with zinc coating. Sico Manu
facturing Company, Inc. 

On Free Dat.a Card, Circle 105 

Open-Pore Urethane Foam 
For Long-Lasting Filters 
Washable, permanent filters - with 
germicidal and air-freshening proper
ties achieved by chemical additives
have been developed for use in air 
conditioning. Filters are made of 
"ScottFoam," an open-pore polyure
thane foam that consists of a series 
of urethane strands closely connected 
in a mesh-like structure; the open
pore arrangement frees 97 percent of 
total volume for trapping and holding 
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airborne particles. Filters can be 
washed in soap and water, and re
placed immediately; they are non
shrinking and almost indestructible. 
Even after repeated washings, foam 
does not mat or reduce filtration. 
ScottFoam has been adopted for all 
models of the 1960 Westinghouse 
"Mobilaire" line of air conditioners. 
Scott Paper Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 106 

Pencil for Use on 
Polyester-Based Films 
A new pencil, created specifically for 
making tracings on polyester-based 
film, has been developed. Called "FTR" 
(for film tracing reproduction), its 
lead is compounded of new resins, 
super-fine graphites, and plasticizers 
that block out light to make copy 
prints of black-ink clarity. (Until this 
development, conventional pencils have 
been unequal to the superior new 
translucent films. Excessive rate of 
lead wear, erasures, and variations in 
line thickness on prints have been 
particular problems.) Package, con
taining 12 pencils, is also newly de
signed; box is a desk tray that can 
be anchored to drafting board to keep 
pencils handy. Six degrees of lead 
hardness are available. Joseph Dixon 
Crucible Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 107 

New Cellular Insulation 
On Cooling-System Pipes 
New expanded-cell tube and pipe in
sulation is designed for refrigeration 
and air -conditioning lines. The pre
formed insulation is an expanded neo
prene consisting of millions of tiny 
cells filled with inert gas. Material 
successfully prevents condensation 
(under normal design conditions), 
makes excellent in ulator against heat 
loss, and provides effective vapor 
barrier. Easy to install, "Presst-0-
Cel" hn gos pipe or tube closely, even 
at bends. It can be applied to new 

Continued on page 1 O] 
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ACTIVATOR IN PLASTICS 
For m~re information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 318 

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY 

Plastics Division , Room 7508, Springfi eld 2 , Mass. 

Please send me A.I.A. file on MELAMINE LAMINATED plastic surface 
materials ( ) LAMINATED ARCHITECTURAL GLASS ( ) MOLDED DRAWERS 
for buil t-ins ( ) 

CompanY----------------- ---- -
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Continued from page 99 
pipe or slitted to fit installed pipe. 
Available in all standard pipe sizes. 
Presstite Division, American-Marietta 
Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 108 

Attic Ceiling Shutter 
Is One-Piece Plastic 
Increased structural strength 
completely noiseless operation are 
claimed for new model of "Windmaker 
Alumattic" ceiling shutter. Pivot and 
spacers are molded into a one-piece tie 
bar of plastic, precluding use of metal 
rivets and nylon sleeve, and giving 
completely flutter-free performance. 
Shutter frame is of heavier, thicker 
construction, reducing possibility of 
damage in handling and shipping. 
Phil Rich Fan Manufacturing Com
pany. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 109 

Compact Bathroom 
With Complete Facilities 
In a space less than 3' x 4', revolu
tionary bathroom facility provides 
shower, foldaway toilet, washbasin, 
medicine cabinet, light fixture, and 
exhaust fan. "Model 236 V" is 
shipped knocked-down, assembling 
and connecting easily at installation. 
Fixtures are stainless steel; interior 
wall panels and ceiling are vinyl
coated plastic bonded on steel; ex
terior panels are finished in vinyl. 
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Unit is uggested for apartment con
versions, hospitals, offices, motels, and 
wherever a compact, yet complete, 
facility is needed. Travel-Lav Divi
sion, Angelo Colonna, Inc. 

On Free Data Cwrd, Circle 110 

Casements Are Reinforced 
With Plastic Fiber 
Two examples of Vision et, a new 
imported line of lace casement fabrics, 
are shown. Available in a selection of 
patterns, the lace casements are made 
of cotton reinforced with Terylene (a 
Dacron-like fiber ) to give strength 

• II' ................. . 
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\ / l) \, \ 1 k / 
and stability; ea ily maintained, the 
laces are washable and drip dry. In 
white or biscuit, as well as a wide 
range of colors, they are 48" -wide 
and retail from $3.90 per yard. Kagan
Dreyfuss, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 111 

Strength, Insulation, 
In New Roof Board 
Development of a new board combin
ing high thermal efficiency and su
perior structural strength promises 
major advantages in insulation for flat, 
built-up roofs. New "Aloyglas Copr
fibre" roof insulation i a dense, fine
fiber, plastic-bonded board with high 

June 1960 

resistance to puncture, crushing, and 
damage from foot traffic. Aloyglas 
fibers create a greatly increased num
ber of dead air cells for maximum 
insulating value. Heavy asphalt-kraft 
vapor-barrier facing is carried over 
long edge of 2' x 4' board to facilitate 
handling and minimize damage dur
ing application. Rigidity is added by 
lengthwise edge binding. Maximum 
weight of one pound per board foot 
permits lighter and less expensive 
roof structure, while providing in
creased insulating efficiency. Forty
Eight Insulations, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 112 

Lighting Fixtures May Be 
Variously Arranged 
Individual hexagonal lighting fixtures 
of acrylic plastic can be used singly 
or combined to make any pattern on 
ceilings or walls. The acrylic hexa
gons clip on and off black metal fram
ing for easy installation and mainte
nance and may require only one elec
tric outlet for an indefinite number 
of fixtures, depending upon wattage 
used. Each fixture, 4%"-deep by 11" 
in diameter, contains two ockets, ac
commodating up to 50 watts per 
socket. Available in white, fixtures 
can also be ordered in choice of 24 
colors. Approximate retail price: $60 
each. Lillian Ross. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 113 

New Coating Offers 
Panel Protection 
"Tigaclad," a new concept for lami
nating panels, offers protection against 
wear, stains, and burns. A special 
sheet, impregnated with a diallyl
pbthalate resin is bonded by bead and 
pressure to a veneered panel. The 
overlay becomes transparent and fuses 
with the wood, giving protection and 
enhancing the beauty of the real wood. 
"Tigaclad" is ideally suited where 
there is a need for protection against 
heavy wear; such as wainscotting for 

Continued on page 104 
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GREATER DESIGN FRHDOM·FASTER ERECTION 

joist and Tectum plank 
gives new design freedom 
for routing and suspending 

pipe, conduit and duct 
hangers. 

Clip Detail: Tectum speed clip slides into 
place with a twist of the clip in the 

slotted top of the box section 
sub-purlin. II has excellent 

o. Smith Co., 
Erie, Pa. 

Contractor: 

welds at each joist. 

roof deck assem
bly installed in 12 days 

Prompt delivery 
and service by dealer 

and manufacturer speeded job. 

(4 carpenters, 1 welder, 
5 laborers} 

Plank: 30" x 72", 211 thick 

with Tectum Box Section Roof Deck Assembly 

Mechanical clips afford positive anchorage 
and high resistance to uplift pressures. 
Speeds erection and prevents thermal 
transfer. 

The outstanding features listed above were typical of the 
statements from the well known Erie, Pennsylvania, contracting 
firm of H. Platt Co. This was their first experience with the new 
Tectum Box Section Roof Deck Assembly. In addition to the 
savings reported in construction time and materials , this 
type of roof deck gives extra ceiling height. The deck also 
furnishes continuous beam strength in both Tectum plank 
and box section sub purlins. 

Small wonder this new concept is attracting architect and 
contractor interest everywhere. For the complete story, as 
editorialized in Building Construction Illustrated, March issue, 
send for a reprint of the article. We'll be happy to see that 
you receive your copy, immediately. 

TECTUM CORPORATION, 535 East Broad Street, Columbus 15, Ohfo 

?'ft \)\ffERENCE IN ltc.,. 
£ R"E 1 S A MATER I p.. \... • U 111 

Tect'um® 

For more information, turn lo Reader Service card, circle No. 319 103 
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banks and elevator interiors. Panels 
are also well suited for furniture 
and store fixtures. All species of wood 
veneer are available in thicknesses 
ranging from 9{ 6" to 13{6" with 
largest panel size being 48" x 96". 
Roddis Plywood Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 114 

Scuff Plate Easily 
Installed , Maintained 
New all-aluminum scuff plate and 
threshold design providing efficient 
door weatherstrip and insect seal is 
easy to install and maintain. The high 
strength aluminum guard is fitted 
with vinyl tube for a tight pressure 
seal along full width of the door. It 
can be installed on either side of door 
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for in or out opening. The threshold 
has a rounded surface allowing no 
dirt-collecting undercuts and no heel
or toe-catching edges. Product is 
available in mill, polished, satin, or 
gold anodized finish to match other 
door hardware. Skuff Guard Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 115 

Double-Duty Drinking 
Fountain in Plastic 
New multiple drinking fountain for 
wall installation is molded in colorful 
fiberglass. Fountain has two chrome 

Ski Lodge Brightened by Glass Fiber Roof 
"Barclite" glass fiber roof in Bous
quet Ski Lodge in Pjttsfield, Mass. 
enhances interior atmosphere and re
quires no repairing or replacement. 
Cheery, temperate interior is created 
by translucent panels which allow the 
sunlight to pass through but block out 
infrared or heat waves by special 
additive. Roof withstands mofature, 

10-l 

snow loads, and winds. It is easily 
cleaned by rain wash or simple hose 
spray. By replacing the shingle roof 
with this glass fiber roof, leakage, 
maintenance costs, and damp, dark 
interior space are no longer problems 
for Bousquet Ski Lodge. Barclite 
Corporation of America. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 117 
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plated brass angle steam heads 
mounted on a receptor of vacuum 
molded, lightweight fiberglass plastic. 
A selection of permanently bonded 
colors is available at no extra cost. 
Over~all length is 39%"; shipping 
weight is 27 lbs. Haws Drinking 
Faucet Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 116 

-
Plastic Shower Stalls 
For Easy I nsta I lation 
New "Fibersheen" shower stalls offer 
ease of installation and maintenance. 
One-piece, lightweight, seamless unit 
is made of glass-fiber-reinforced
polyester-resin. "Fibersheen" shower 
will not leak, rust, chip, or rot out. 
It has a hard non-porous surface 
which is easily cleaned with soap or 
detergent. Three-wall stall is for 
standard installation and two-wall 
corner stall is ideal for remodeling. 
Each is available in shades of white, 
gray, green, tan, pink, and sun yellow 
with gold flecks. Denver Metals & 
Chemical Corp. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 118 

Vi nyl Roof Coating 
Resists Weathering 
The vinyl roof coating on the Winter 
Olympics Blyth Arena at Squaw 
Valley, Calif., gives excellent durabil
ity and weatherproofing. Coating was 
applied in two basic steIJs. A vinyl 

Continued on page 108 
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new 
trim-line, narrow wall plates 

of stainless steel -

Ideal for use in movable partitions in com
mercial and industrial in tallations. Made of 
high quality, high nickel 302 stainless steel (18% 
chrome, 8% nickel). Will not rust. High resist
ance to most organic chemicals and have passed 
the well-known Salt Spray Tests. Arrow-Hart's 
H&H Specifica tion Grade Interchangeable Wir
ing Devices fit these neat, durable wall plates. 
Available with 1, 2 or 3 openings, or blank. 

you cannot specify better wall plates! 

Write for complete information to: 
The Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Company 
Dept. PA, 103 Hawthorn St. 
Hartford 6, Connecticut 

STANDARD STAINLESS 
STEEL WALL PLATES 
Made of the same high quality 
302 {18-8) Stainl ess Steel, 
these new standard wall plates 
are attra ctive and mainte
nance-free. Available in a com
plete line, 1 to 3 gangs. 

ARROW-HART OF HARTFORD 
WIRING DEVICES • MOTOR CONTROLS • ENCLOSED SWITCHES • APPLIANCE SWITCHES 

I 

WHE N YO U THINK OF WIRING DEVICES, THINK O F ARROW - HAR T 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 320 105 
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1 BUILDING PRODUCTS 

0 
7 GOOD WAYS TO 

AGAINST WATER 

• 
Today, chemically engineered Dow building 
materials provide the modern, economical 
way to safeguard buildings, as well as the 
people and products within, from the effects 
of moisture and temperature conditions. They 
protect roofs, walls, floors and foundations 
throughout a long life of service. Dow build
ing materials are high in quality, light in 
weight-designed for fast, easy installation. 

1. ROOF INSULATION. Roofmate'\ a 
lightweight, rigid insulation board, is water
proof ... does not need vapor barriers or 
water cut-offs to keep its insulating effective
ness. Further, this dry insulation eliminates 
a major cause of blistering. It installs con
ventionally ..• hot bitumens can be applied 
directly. 

• Trademark 

2. PARAPET FLASHING. Saraloy® 
400, because of its unique pliability, conforms 
easily to most urfaces, including highly irreg
ular shapes. Easily fabricated on the job, it 
can be readily adhered to built-up roofs, 
concrete, metal, wood, masonry, and glass
reinforced plastics. 

3. PLASTERBASE. Styrofoam®, bonded 
directly to the inside of exterior masonry 
walls, makes an excellent base for plaster. 
Eliminates furring, lath, and saves labor costs. 
In addition to its use with plaster, Styrofoam 
can also be used to effect similar economies in 
drywall construction. 

4. FOUNDATION INSULATION. 
Scorbord® (patent applied for), with the 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 
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• 
PROTECT A BUILDING 

AND WEATHER 

exclusive scored "snap-off" feature, effec
tively insulates foundation perimeters-keeps 
moisture out, heat in. New thicknesses and 
pre-scored widths make it easy to meet the 
new FHA-MPS requirements with Scorbord. 

5. MOISTURE BARRIER. Poly.fi lm®, 
Dow's high quality polyethylene fi lm , makes 
an ideal moisture barrier under floor slabs. 
Also excellent for use as temporary enclosure, 
curing blanket, and moisture barrier for walls 
and roofs. 

6. CAVITY WALL. Styrofoam, D ow's 
expanded polystyrene, keeps heat in and 
moisture out permanently . Its low "K" fac
tor, unyielding water resistance, durability, 
and high mechanical strength make it a su-

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

perior cavity wall insulation. 

7. EXPANSION JOINT. Saraloy 400, 
a new elastic sheet flashing, permanently sea ls 
expansion joints. Saraloy 400 has exceptional 
elastic recovery, making it expand and con
tract along with the materi als to which it is 
bonded. Pliab le and easy to insta ll , Saraloy 
400 can be readi ly cut and fitted on the job. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
includ ing othe r application suggestions, 
contact your nearby Dow sales office or 
write to THE DOW CHEMICAL COM
PANY, Midland, Mich ., Dept. I 707EB6. 

• 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 321 107 
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Continued from page 104 
primer containing phenolic resin was 
applied as a cold-spray, air-dry coat
ing. The finishing coat was a mini
mum two-pass spray, applied hot for 
fast and thorough bonding. Total 

minimum film thickness for vinyl top
coat was 6 mils, with an 8 mil thick
ness over jointed areas. Coating is an 
effective barrier against water from 
rain and snow; its toughness pro
vides assurance of a tight roof, pre-

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT 

venting cracking from snow and ice 
pressure; it is flexible, expanding 
with roof under extreme temperature 
changes; and it is resistant to fading. 
Single application is expected to pro
vide protection for a minimum of 10 
years, with no touch up needed. Ply
On Coating, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 119 

Color Finishes Brighten 
Stain less Steel 
"ColorRold," the new coating process 
in stainless steel production, features 
color harmonies resulting from appli
cation of color finishes to stainless 
steel sheet and strip. New system is a 
complex organic coating formula de
veloped by the American Marietta 
Company. Proprietary resins are dis
solved in organic solvents of ketone 
and ester type, and when baked at 
moderate temperatures, a thermoset
ting film of exceptional durability is 
produced. Excellent adhesion to the 
stainless steel is achieved because the 
components are reactive in nature and 
are specifically designed to bond well 
with stainless steel. When size and 
hue of stainless are selected, sheet is 
fed through high-speed coating equip-

June 1960 

ment and then proceeds through high
speed heating ovens. "ColorRold" re
tains durability, brightness, and high 

corrosion-resistant quality. It is avail
able in 11 standard colors-3 metal
lics and 8 non-metallics. All colors can 
be produced with either high or low 
gloss. Washington Steel Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 120 

furane's Epibond produces a bond filn:: 
between concrete and steel 4 times 
stronger than concrete itself 

108 
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Tell much more than just 

the time ... with a HOWARD 

MILLER BUILT - IN WALL 

CLOCK . America•s foremost 

manufacturer of modern 

c locks offers a complete l ine 

from 9" to 24" diameters in 

many finishes . Also custom 

clocks to your specifications. 

Descriptive literature upon 

request. 

BUILT-IN DIVISION 

howard miller clock company ZEELA ND, MICHIGAN 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 322 

Now you can obtain a reliable, permanent 
bond between steel and concrete with 
Furane's EPIBOND Epoxy Dowel Grouting 
Compound - easily, at low cost. Regular 
caulking equipment serves in bonding 
bolts, dowels, re bar, ladders and other 
metal parts to concrete structures. 

Epibond is easy to handle, non-toxic and 
non-dermatitic . It is thermosetting and 
cures chemically at room temperatures, for 
a bond completely unaffected by water or 
chemicals present in the concrete. 

Coated with Epibond Dowel Grouting 
Compound, the steel dowel in the il
lustration is being positioned in the 
horizontal hole for permanent bonding 
into the concrete. 

For informatwn concerning the Furane solution to your· 
grouting problems, iprite or call: 

lurane plastics, INCORPORATED Dept. PA 
4516 Brazil Street Los Angeles, California C~apman 5-1153 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 323 
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ACOUSTICS 

Speech-Control Analyzer 
Developed by Consultants 
Nationally-known acoustical consult
ant firm, Bolt, Beranek & Newman, 
Inc., has developed a "Speech Privacy 
Design Analyzer" for use in quickly 
specifying materials to control pre
determined noise levels for insuring 
acoustical privacy in rooms from 50 
sq ft to 1600 sq ft. The unique acous
tical design tool, culminating two 
years research work sponsored by 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 
will be ready for the architectural 
market in the near future. The "Ana
lyzer" will be a ring-binder portfolio 
containing easy-to-use estimating 
sheets (shown) for use with compo
nent cards on related materials such 
as Ceilings, Partitions, Doors, and 
Ventilating Equipment. A wide va
riety of manufacturers' products will 
be included. Pre-calculated mathemat-

PRIVACY REQUIREMENT 
ESTIMATING SHEET 
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ical formulas on each product will 
greatly simplify the task of calculat
ing acoustical stability for many 
areas. Refills will be prepared and 
mailed to owners of the "Analyzer" 
as new products are announced. A 
price to cover research, preparation, 
and mechanical handling will shortly 
be established for this aid. Owens
Corning Fiberglas Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 200 

AIR/TEMPERATURE 

Reduced Weight Achieved 
In Tapered Cooling Tower 
New reduced weight of "Keystone Lo
Line" cooling tower is achieved by 
stronger and lighter materials. Lami
nated-wood panels are impregnated 
with cellulose fibers; fanstack is one-

piece glass-fiber-reinforced plastic, 
g1vrng thermal stability and resist
ance to corrosion. Canted collecting 
pan washes debris into depressed 
sump, assuring exclusive self-cleaning 
operation. Fact sheet, 4 pages, gives 
capacity tables, general information . 
J. F. Pritchard & Company of Cali
fornia. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 201 

Easy Chemical Treatment 
In Water-Cooling Systems 
Without constant mixing and han
dling of chemicals, "Chemicator" 
feeds balanced chemical treatment 
into circulating-water systems of cool
ing towers and evaporative con
densers. A small, lightweight reser
voir, it is mounted on the side of the 
equipment, a portion of the recircu
lating water flowing through it. A 
sleeve on upper portion of Chemicator 
holds weather-sealed plastic tube con
taining sequence of variously-formu
lated chemical briquettes that pre
vent scale, rust, and slime. Chemicator 
has no moving parts, feeds required 

Manufacturers' Data 

chemicals into system at predeter
mined rate. Folder, 6 pages, intro
duces product. Erlen Products Com
pany. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 202 

Neoprene Cushioning 
For Quiet Fan Operation 
Extra-quiet operation is assured for 
"Windmaster" attic fans by neoprene
cushioned wood frame and neoprene
mounted motor. Thermal cut-off 
switch, with automatic reset, pre
vents motor from burning out or 
causing fires. Other items presented 
in 8-page Catalog 59-A are louvers 
and roof ventilators. Consolidated 
General Products, Inc. 

On Free Data CQ//"d, Circle 203 

Snap-In Device Installs 
Aluminum Registers 
New extruded-aluminum grills, for 
heating, cooling, and ventilating, are 
presented in 6-page folder. Snap-in 
feature of "Decoraire" line makes 
installation simple, eliminates screw 
holes. Units, available in several bor
der styles, are suitable for wall, sill, 
and floor locations. Folder includes 
performance data for easy selection. 
Air Devices Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 204 

CONSTRUCTION 

Inflatable Nylon Houses 
Serve Many Shelter Uses 
Case studies of several "Air :Seal Air
houses" are presented in 4-page fold
ers. Durable and flame-resistant, these 
vinyl-impregnated nylon houses are 
designed for a variety of uses-en
closing construction sites, swimming 

pools, exhibitions, and playgrounds. 
A typical airhouse, 40' x 80', will in

Continued on page 112 
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Continued from page 111 
flate in approximately 15 minutes. 
When properly secured, it can with
stand winds of almost hurricane force, 
temperatures ranging from -60 to 
100 F, and heavy ice or snow loads. 
Cost/sq ft is a low $1.50. Seattle 
Tent & Awning Company. 

On Free Data Ca;rd, Circle 205 

Curtain-Wall Panels 
Of Plastic Face and Core 
Laminated curtain-wall panels, faced 
with glass-fiber-reinforced polyester 
resin, and insulated with polystyrene 
foam, are described in 4-page folder. 
Panels are light in weight, cutting 
costs in handling, shipping, and in
stallation. They have high impact re
sistance and are unaffected by tem
perature changes. Variety of other 
insulating or non-insulating cores, as 
well as other facings, is available. 
Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation. 

On Free Data Ca;rd, Circle 206 

Poles for Structures 
Go Up Fast 
Booklet documents types of commer
cial and industrial buildings of wood
pole-type construction. Costs of per
manent structures are reported to be 
close to temporary shelter erection 
costs. Poles are adaptable to variety 
of designs, and to future expansion
roofs can be fiat, gable, monitor or 
hangar type; since the poles them
selves constitute the complete support
ing members, additions may be made 
by simply removing sheathing and in
sulation from frame. P oles are pre
servative-treated for permanence. 
Some specific areas of cost savings in
clude elimination of foundation work, 
pre-framing, on-the-job engineering. 
Koppers Company, Wood P reservin:;\" 
Division. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 207 

Architectural Stainless
Steel Data 
Folder describes four architectural 
stainless-steel grades, wi th composi
tion, mechanical properties, avai lable 
widths, lengths and thicknesses, fin 
ishes, approximate costs-per-sq-ft, and 
table of comparative gages for stain
less steel and aluminum. Stainless
steel application, design and fabrica
tion are covered. P roduct Development 
Department, Washington Steel Corp. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 208 

Jl2 
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Field-Assembled 
Sandwich-Wall System 
Booklet explains end-welded stud erec
tion system for field-assembled alumi
num sandwich wall. Shown are a num
ber of field-assembled curtain walls 
installed on buildings with Setlock 
fasteners. Advantages cited include 
low first cost, speed of assembly, high 
insulating value, light weight (ap
proximately 1% lb per sq ft), main
tenance savings, easy dismantling for 
relocation. Chart lists specific types 
of wall recommended for various con
ditions; detail drawings demonstrate 
application of studs to building frame
work. Gregory Industries, Inc., Nelson 
Stud Welding Division. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 209 

New Dimension in 
Architectural Glass 
Bulletin discusses benefits of lami
nated architectural glass (consisting 
in its simplest forms of a layer of 
polyvinyl butyral plastic sandwiched 
between two sheets of glass, with the 
three elements bonded permanently 
under heat and pressure)-explains 
physical properties, manufacture of 
the glass; how decorative effects are 
achieved; how plastic interlayer is 
tailored to obtain light control, glare 
reduction, ul traviolet exclusion, and 
solar-energy control. Installation tech
niques are shown. Monsanto Chemical 
Company Plastics Division. 

On Free Data Ca;rd, Circle 210 

Neoprene Gasket Makes 
Permanent Leakproof Seal 
One-piece "Inlock Neoprene Struc
tural Gasket" provides a permanent 
and leakproof sealing method for 
glass or panels up to 2" thick. Natural 
resilience of neoprene eliminates need 
for cements, clamps, and calking com
pounds. Detailed 28-page booklet gives 
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complete information on test results, 
cross-section properties, method of 
size determination, and procedures 
for installation; several typical instal
lations are fully detailed. Inland 
Manufacturing Division, General Mo
tors Corporation. 

On Free Data Ca;rd, Circle 211 

Plastic-Faced Block for 
Finished Bearing Wall 
New glazed-concrete masonry unit, 
making possible the erection of a 
completely-finished load-bearing wall 
in one operation, is described in 8-
page brochure. Called "Aristocrat 
Block," product is a standard concrete 
block with a terrazzo-like plastic face, 
created by patented process that com
bines marble or other natural aggre
gate with plastic, and molds the com
bination to concrete in an integral 
permanent bond. Brochure describes 
test-proven qualities, shows some 
typical applications, gives standard 
sizes and specifications. Aristocrat 
Association of America. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 212 

Neoprene / Metal Strip 
For Roof Joints 
"Expand-o-fiash" for watertight seals 
and expansion joints combines a resil
ient neoprene-rubber strip with a 
metal edging. Flexibility of neoprene 

DO DO · 
eliminates metal fatigue prevalent in 
conventional all-metal joints, and per
mits relaxed installation without ten
sion inherent in molded or extruded 
joints. Fi le folder contains 21 sheets 
illustrating joints for walls; decks, 
parapets; curb, corrugated, or fiat 
roofs. Lamont & Riley Company. 

On Free Data Ca;rd, Circle 213 

Special but Limited Use 
For Vinyl Waterstops 
Waterstops of rubber, neoprene, or 
vinyl-for sealing construction joints 
and expansion joints in concrete
are illustrated in 4-page folder. Cross
sectional details are given for typical 
joints in building, bridge, and high-

Continiied on page 114 
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~ANOTEC• AS A SOLAR SCREEN AND WALKWA:ir..--

Truly a new dimension in freedom of design .•• 
Anotec applied to the new Bodine Electric Com
pany building in Chicago. 

As a solar screen, there is all the full glory of 
light, but the glare of the sun's rays are deflected 
by ANOTEC. 

As a walkway, it's practical for .exterior main
tenance. ANOTEC makes the major contribu
tion toward the three dimensional concept of 
its free flowing casual beauty. ANOTEC is 
created in a vast array of Spectra-Colors and 
Geometric Patterns that add a new concept to 
interior and exterior applications. 

*'trade mark 

ANOTEC* 

~-_/~' 
1379 N. North Branch St. • Chicago 22, Illinois • MO hawk 4-4530 

In New York, Empire State Bldg ., New York 1, N .Y. 
Offices in 75 cities throughout the United States. 

In Canada, Raymond Mfg .Co ., Ltd .,475 Metropol itan Blvd ., Lachine, P .Q . 

Complete Information and Specifications available upon request. Write today. 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 326 113 
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Continued from page 112 
way applications. Vinyl waterstops 
are advocated for limited use because 
of the material's imperfect recovery 
after elongation; however, it has a 
distinct advantage in its resistance to 
acids and other chemicals that are de
structive to rubber. Williams Equip
ment & Supply Company, Inc. 

On Free Data C<J1rd, Circle 214 

Polysulfide-Base Sealant 
For Waterproof Joints 
Polysulfide-based sealants, the elasto
meric compounds that permanently 
waterproof joints in metal, glass, con
crete, wood, and stone, are discussed 
in new 4-page bulletin. Applied as a 
liquid synthetic rubber, these com
pounds chemically cure to long-lasting 
cushioning seals. Typical applications 
include curtain walls, roofs, copings, 
sidewalks, and geodesic domes. Thio
kol Chemical Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 215 

Modular Panels 
Are Foam-Cored 
Dylite Panels: Modular Components, 
33 pages, details methods of using 
new panel product to permit greater 
design freedom and construction econ
omy. Panels have an inner core of 
expanded polystyrene that is bonded 
to facings of conventional building 
materials. Included in booklet is infor
mation on various sizes and types of 
panels available. Also shown are study 
houses which are adaptable to con
struction with Dylite panels. Plastics 
Division, Koppers Company, Inc. 

On Free Data C<J1rd, Circle 216 

DOORS / WINDOWS 

Durable Folding Doors 
Are Vinyl-Covered 
"Custom Magic-Fold" doors are a de
luxe heavy-duty room divider for com
mercial, institutional, and residential 
installations. Available in widths up 
to 25' and heights up to 16' for single
door application; wider openings can 
be accommodated with center-opening 
pairs of doors. Heavy-gage embossed
vinyl covering resists fading, mois
ture, mildew, and flame; solid-core 
"Masonite" acoustical panels reduce 
sound transmission between rooms. 
Other long-wearing materials are in
jection-molded-nylon glide wheels, 
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vinyl-covered cornices, molded-polysty
rene door handles, and extruded soft
vinyl bumper strip. Folder, 8 pages, 
gives full specification data. Clopay 
Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Oircle 217 

Plastic Sky I ights 
Of Various Types 
Up-to-date information on complete 
line of "Marcolite" skylight products 
is given in 4-page catalog. Glass-fiber
reinforced translucent-plastic panels 
diffuse light evenly over a large area; 

they are flame-resisting and dimen
sionally stable up to relatively high 
temperatures. Frames are aluminum, 
for maximum trength with mini
mum weight. Models include roof 
scuttles, monitors, and self-curbed 
skylights. The Marco Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 218 

Neoprene Weatherstrip 
Assures Low Infiltration 
"StanSeal" neoprene weatherstripping 
and "DrafTite" wool-pile weather
stripping are presented in 12-page 
brochure. The neoprene weatherstrip 
is readily adaptable to pivoted win
dows and stationary panels in curtain
wall systems. Air infiltration and sur
face friction are minimal with this 
flexible, long-lasting material. Typical 
installation details at quarter-full 
scale are given for all cross-sections. 
Custom shapes will be designed for 
special requirements. The Standard 
Products Company. 

On Free Data CMd, Circle 219 

Sliding Doors Fit Same 
Opening as Swinging Door 
With "Unitrack" track-and-header 
combination for sliding doors, it is 
possible to build a pre-hung, prefab
ricated sliding-door unit that fits in 
same rough opening as swinging 
doors, yet maintains same door height, 
trim height, and opening. Nylon roll
ers with self-lubricating bearings pro-

June 1960 

vide smooth, long-lasting door control. 
Fixed nylon door-guide eliminates 
scraping sounds and marring of door 
finish ; grooving bottom of doors is 
unnecessary. Data sheet, 2 pages, in
cludes detail drawings. American 
Screen Products Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 220 

Sky I ight I Ventilator 
For Heavy-Duty Use 
New skylights, ventilated and non
ventilated, are presented in 8-page 
Bulletin 60 LV. "Astro-Lites" feature 
a one-piece acrylic-resin dome and 
are available in square or rectangular 
shapes from 14" to 115" in length. 
"Astro-Vents" are said to be first com
bination skylight/ ventilators suitable 
for heavy-duty commercial, institu-

tional, and industrial requirements. 
They are available with air-moving 
capacities up to 4400 cfm. Installation 
drawings and specifications are given. 
Jenn-Air Products Company, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 221 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

New Luminaire Gives 
I mp roved Performance 
New surface-attached 4' x 4' lumi
naire is described in 4-page brochure. 
Sides of the unit, which also serve 
as carrying rails for the lenses, are 
integral parts made of glass-fiber-

reinforced luminous plastic. This con
struction assures physical rigidity 
and mechanica\ stabi\ity. The use of 

Continued on page 116 
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REINHOLD PRESENTS 

Homo americanus suburbanus et automobilensis is getting 
out and walking, and liking it. Merchants are liking it, too. 
Shopping center owners are liking it, three. From four, five 
and six on, everybody who has been bemoaning the fate of 
communityless modern man now sees that shopping centers 
are the answer-to-it-all. 

Naturally there will be lots more shopping centers built 
and lots more architects dreaming up charming pedestrian 
walks, cantilevered extravaganzas-in short, the full, frolic· 
some ambiance of the modern shopping town. 

The authors of Shopping Towns USA appreciate your 
imagination and idealism. They have written this book, how· 
ever, to cover all the practical problems that confront you. 
How far to proceed lacking proper zoning .. . how to help 
city officials justify a new public approach ... how to achieve 
a balance of tenants that will satisfy the credit qualifications 
of investors and still yield good percentage returns over guar
anteed rent ... how to present the case for art in a selling 
environment. 

And more. Much morel For in shopping center planning 
every problem of your teammates, the client-developer and 
the economist-real estate consultant, is your problem. Every 
line you draw is the vector of a myriad legal, financial, mer
chandising and traffic considerations as well as of your edu
cated guess as to future growth and competition within the 
trading area. 

Never in history has the architect needed so much inter
disciplinary knowledge for a single building type. Not until 
now have the right time and the right talents come together 
to supply this knowledge. 

Shopping Towns USA is the complete planning guide to 
the shopping center era. Included is every planning function 
that might arise in projecting small, medium or large cen
ters. Here is the first reliable formulation of planning prin· 
ciples as most typically exhibited in completed major shop· 

• 
In 

owns 
The Planning of 
Shopping Centers 

by Victor Gruen and Larry Smith 

ping centers. And here are the methods and procedures crys· 
tallized by Mr. Shopping Center himself, Victor Gruen, and 
his distinguished economist teammate of many projects, Larry 
Smith. This book puts an end to the early trial-and-error 
phase of shopping centers. No architect or planner can afford 
to overlook it. 

Some chapter headings: The Planning Schedule, Planning 
the Site, Planning Surrounding Areas, Pla-nning for Growth, 
Planning for Traffic, Planning for Merchandising, Designing 
the Shopping Center, Engineering the Shopping Center, 
Leasing the Shopping Center, Budgeting the Shopping Cen· 
ter, Opening and Promotion. 

A Progressive Architecture Library book. 288 
pages including a lengthy chapter on Case Stu· 
dies. Size 8!,.4 x 10!,.4. 350 photographs, draw· 
ings and plans besides other schemata, a 
glossary and bibliography. Price $13.50. 

ORDER NOW 

--------------------------, 
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 

430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Dept . M-644 
Please send first edition copy of SHOPPING TOWNS USA 

with 10 days' free examination privilege and refund guar· 
anteed upon return within same period. <1 

O Total purchase price of $13.50 enclosed. 
O Bill me. 

Address'-------------------

City. _________ _.,one_State ____ _ 

SAVB MONBY! You save 1>0scage chugcs by sending paymenr with 
order. Same rerurn privilege; refund guuanrccd. Inclu<Je 3% sales ax 
on N.Y.C. orders. Do nor enclose cash! 

L-------------------------~ 
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Continued from page 114 
a prismatic acrylic T-bar, which r uns 
across center of fixture supporting 
each Jens, provides a luminous center
strip of same brightness as lenses and 
frame. Ease of installation and main
tenance are further improvements of 
the new design. Holophane Company, 
Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 222 

Plastic Light Globes 
In Various Colors, Forms 
Newest concept in line of functional 
and decorative lighting is " Rotaflex," 
a discovery in plastic that is applied 
and developed in this country exclu
sively by Heifetz. Material diffuses 
light more uniformly than other ma
terials, is washable and non-yellowing, 

lightweight and strong. Unlimited 
possibilities in color and form are 
possible. Catalog, 20 pages, shows new 
collection of clusters, ceiling pendants, 
and ceiling pull-downs-each with 
Rotaflex globes in various (elongated, 
tear-drop, and spherical) shapes. The 
Heifetz Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 223 

New Process Forms 
Vinyf Diffusing Louvers 
New process in thermo-forming and 
electronically fusing vinyl sheeting is 
responsible for "Circlgrids," rigid 
non-burning vinyl louvers for lighting 
applications. Thousands of circular 
cells give a distinctive texture with a 
subtle directional effect. Substantial 
open area is allowed while optimum 
shielding is maintained; units thus 
meet new IES recommendations while 

ll6 
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giving complete visual comfort. Bro
chure, 6 pages, contains mechanical 
and engineering data comparing illu
minating efficiencies with other diffus
ers. Cirvac Plastics. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 224 

Wiring Devices Resist 
Corrosion and Chemicals 
Complete new line of rugged wiring 
devices, to resist corrosion and chemi
cal action, is presented in 4-page bul
letin. "Chem Marine" line uses special 
insulation materials ("Insulprene" 
and melamine) to withstand oils, 
greases, extremes of temperature, 
heavy impact, and most acids; and 
special metals (Mone! and heavy 
nickel-plated brass) to resist severe 
atmospheric conditions. Devices in
clude switch plates, cover plates, re
ceptacles, and grounding units. Har
vey Hubbell, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 225 

Extruded Lens Panels 
Provide Low Glare 
"K-Lite" prismatic lens panels, giving 
low brightness and low glare to fluor
escent lighting, are presented in 4-
page brochure. A variety of pyramid 
patterns in extr uded acrylic or clear
polystyrene is offered. Enclosed ex
truded-plastic shapes for fixture side
panels are available for use with lens 
panels to give rigid assembly. A 
panel-area calculator to determine 
square footage necessary for any light
ing job is included in catalog. KSH 
Plastics, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 226 

PROTECTORS/ FINISHERS 

One-Coat Protection 
Against Rust, Chemicals 
Described as a fibrated epoxy mastic, 
"Prufcoat Primastic" coating unique
ly combines rust-inhibitive primer 
properties with resistance to organic 
and inorganic chemicals. It makes 
one-coat protection possible for equip
ment and structures under severe ex
posure. Bulletin 540A is a 2-page data 
digest containing information on 
chemical and physical properties of 
Primastic as well as on application 
methods and costs. Prufcoat Labora
tories, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 227 

June 1960 

Plastic Cement Finish 
Gives Unusual Protection 
"Orostone" plastic cement, having the 
permanence and appearance of stone, 
is described in 4-page booklet. Mate
rial is manufactured with colorful, 
crushed stones and a specially-formu
lated clear-acrylic plastic that gives 
flexibility and resistance to cracking. 
Desired colors and texture are ob-

tained by careful selection of stone ; 
no pigments are used in the binder. 
F inish is completely impervious to 
water, with "breathing" character of 
acrylic materials allowing for escape 
of vapor pressures from within. Addi
tional properties aid in thermally in
sulating the surface and in absorbing 
sound. Factory-mixed, material is in 
semi-paste form, ready to apply at the 
job. Early building finished with Oro
stone was Saarinen's Kresge Audi
torium at MIT. California Stucco 
P roducts of New England, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 228 

Plastic-Faced Hardboard 
In Range of Finishes 

New 8-page catalog illustrates entire 
line of "Marlite" plastic-surfaced 
hardboard paneling. Products in
cluded are 4'-wide panels, 16"-wide 
planks, and peg board. Finishes are 
new "Trendwood," marble patterns, 
and star motifs, as well as standard 
solid colors in varying lusters. All 
products are 1./4 " thick and can be 

Contixued on page 119 
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other Inland construction products 

(-WAY SAFETY PLATE has come into 
general use as an integral, pre!abri
cated part or the supporting structure, 
providing durable floors and added 
strength. 

WIDE FLANGE BEAMS are the answer 
wh erever more s trength with less 
weight, longer spans with more open 
floor area, is the goal. Sizes from 
8' to 24 ' . 

INLAND ENAMELING IRON is ideally 
suited to curtain-wall and enameled 
panel sys tems, providing strength, 
beauty and unlimited design possibilities. 

INLAND SUB- PURLINS are especially 
designed to provide a lighter, more 
efficient member ror shorter-span 
roofs. They come cut-to-length and 
mill painted. 

~ 
INLAND STEEL CO. 

30 West Monroe Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois 

PRO GRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT 

Continued from page 116 
installed over solid backing or furring 
strips. Marsh Wall Products, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 229 

INTERIOR FURNISHINGS 

Notable Collection of 
Scandinavian Furniture 
1960 catalog of The Lunning Collec
tion of Scandinavian Design is a 72-
page presentation of the finest Scan
dinavian work in furniture, lamps, 
rugs and textile design. Designers 
included in the collection, among 
others, are Hans Wegner, Finn Juhl, 
Poul Kjaerholm, and Alvar Aalto. 
Emphasis in all these pieces is on the 
skilled craftsmanship, handsome ma
terials, and special quality of origi
nality within a basic concept that are 
the hallmarks of Scandinavian design. 
Accompanying the catalog is a price 
list that features line drawings and 

detailed specification . Frederik Lun
ning Inc. 

On Free Data Cn.rrl, Circle 230 

SURFACING MATERIALS 

Special Appl icat ions 
And Specs for Formica 
Recommended specifications and de
tails for a number of special "For
mica" applications are provided in 
52-page Application Data. Areas dis
cussed are wall surfacing on plywood 
or gypsum plaster, shower/ tub en
closures, laboratory and school desk 
tops. Companion literature discusses 
custom-design treatment of Formica 
by methods of inlay, artlay, mural, 
or hand-painting. Formica Corpora
tion. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 231 
Continued on page 122 
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FOR SAFE 
SLIP· PROOF 
SURFACES 
Specify ••OLON 

ANTI-SLIP 
Abrasive Grains 

Always~ 
SAFE 
Wet or 
Dry 

Exolon Anti-Slip Electric Furnace 
Grain is easily troweled into the sur
face of concrete to give it hardness 
and wear resistance far beyond the 
usual Silica Sand mixtures. Never 
polishes smooth in heaviest traffic. 
Specify for SAFETY. 

LOW IN COST 
Available in Aluminum Oxide and 
Silicon Carbide grains. The latter is 
harder and adds sparkle and glitter 
to the concrete surface. It is a little 
higher in cost than Aluminum Oxide. 
Both bond with cement producing 
safe, non-slip surfaces. 

r----------------, 
I Please send me J 
I O Samples of EXOLON Anti-Slip I 
1

1 

O Complete information and 1

1 specifications. 
I I 
I NAME ...................... ...... ... ... .............................. I 
I I 
I ADDRESS ..... .... ... ........................... .... ............... I 
I I 
I CITY .. ............. ..... ZONE ........ STATE............ I 
I I 
The EXOLON Company 
1031 E. Niagara Street •Tonawanda, N Y. 

For more information, circle No. 330 
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Group "C" Th• origlnol weather 

proof, "Dhthnl" dleco&t aluminum 

bracbt oncl celling lightt n-

fq 150-200 watt slzea. Hond 

'1fo- "Thermopal" 91a11. 

Avallable with dt-1t aluminum gua 

Otovp ".0" Round and Square Drvm 

fbdur.s with "T"89er·IAk'' hlftsilng 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 331 

For more Information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 332 
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PASSENGER 
CONVEYOR 
SYSTEMS 
eliminates 
needless steps 
in moving 
pedestrian 
traffic 
horizontally or 
on an incline 

SPEEDWALK DIVISION 

STEPHENS-ADAMSON MFG. CO. 
45 RIDGEWAY AVENUE • AURORA, ILLINOIS 

PLANTS LOCATED IN : LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
CLARKSDALE, MISS ISSIPPI • BELLEVI LLE, ONTARIO 

Acliustable 

WALLMOUNT 
Hat and 
Coat Racks 

Mount directly on any wall-shelves adjustable 
for height on permanently fixed columns to 
accommodate any age group 3'2H and 4'2" 
long. Units fit in anywhere or interlock to 
make continuous racks of any length or desired 
capacity. Double rails below double hat 
shelves take coat hooks or coat hangers. 
Holds wraps spaced apart in orderly, health
ful manner, 5-6 hooks or 3-4 coat hangers per 
r u nning foot. 
Fireproof, vermin-proof, strong beyond need. 
Lifetime construction- welded heavy gauge 
steel, baked enamel finish. 

Matching Overshoe Racks 
Mount on wall at 
baseboar d - keep over
shoes paired , and off the floor. 

Write lw Schaaline Catalog Sl-510 

VOGEL-PETERSON COMPANY 
RT. 83 AND MADISON ST. • ELMHURST, Ill. 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 333 
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New ••• from 
MODERN FOLD 

Class''A''fire rating! 
A tunnel test fire spread rate just one-tenth that 

of the ASTM comparison material (red oak) has 

qualified Modernfold fabrics for the coveted 

Class A fire rating ... a first in the folding door 

industry.* Modernfold "27" and "45" fabrics 

proved conclusively they will not support flame. 

You're assured of complying with all fire codes. 
*Laboratory certification available. 

Super tough fabric! 
Nuca-tex 45* ... 60% heavier ... 100% 
tougher. Abuse that takes heavy toll of stand

ard weight fabrics leaves new Nuca-tex 45 
unmarred and ready for more. In hard-use areas 

•.. school, church classroom, hospital, hotel and 

motel ... Nuca-tex 45 is a handsome and durable 

answer. You may specify Nuca-tex 45 in any of 

six magnificent new colors on any Modernfold. 

*Number shows ounces per lineal yard. All Modernfold fab
rics are designated by weight, i.e., "27" "30" and " 45." 

Tests Standard Nuca-tex 45 
made under ASTM Industry by 

standards Fabric Modernfold 

Weight 27 oz. / Lineal yd. 45 oz./Lineal yd. 

Tear Strength 5 lbs. 13 lbs. 

Abrasion 1000 cycles 2000 cycles 

Bursting strength 150 lbs. 225 lbs. 

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS, INC. • NEW CASTLE, INDIANA 

Jn Canada: New Castle Products Canada, Ltd., St. Lambert, Que. 

For more Information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 334 
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New Patterns in 
Ceramic Mosaics 
Ceramic Mosaics Patte1·ns and Blends 
gives ideas for colorful wall and floor 
treatments in residences and other 
buildings. Full-color plates of 22 new 
patterns and designs in ceramic mo
saics are presented. Accompanying 
text explains how to vary basic pat
terns by substituting alternate colors, 
textures, sizes, and shapes from the 
standard line. Also included in 8-page 
Booklet 550 are photographs of typical 
patterns shown in their actual instal
lations. American Olean Tile Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 232 

Vinyl-Coated Fabrics 
In Variety of Weaves 
Swatch book of "modern-cote," vinyl
coated fabric for wall covering, gives 
complete samples of its three lines. 
Heavy-duty wall-covering line has in
creased resistance because of protec
tive shield of clear vinyl. New line 
"55" has flexible wood veneers lami
nated to fabric . Special weaves avail-

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT 

able in regular line include grass cloth, 
shoe grain, burnished antique, burlap, 
and linen. Bacteriostatic tests by two 
research labs have indicated "excel
lent antibacterial qualities" for vinyl 
and fabric sides, making hospital use 
advisable. New Castle Products, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 233 

Epoxy Masonry Coatings 
And Floor Surfacings 
Epoxy-Based Masonry Materials, 12-
page glossy brochure, describes char
acteristics of epoxy resins used in 
construction, rehabilitation, and main
tenance. Versatility of uses is sug
gested by brief paragraphs on in
terior and exterior concrete-block 
protection, masonry repair, floor sur
facing and retopping, high-friction 
coatings for roads, and concrete 
sewer-pipe coatings. Although not 
providing detailed information in im
mediately-usable form, the brochure 
is helpful in giving a concise picture 
of the scope of this material. Com
panion piece of literature is an 11-
page non-illustrated fact sheet on 
flooring and topping compounds. It 
discusses areas of use, preparation of 

New for Cooler and Freezer Rooms: 
Lightweight, colorful JAMOLITE* Plastic Doors 

4" Thickness: JAMO
L 1 TE Cooler and 
Free zer Doors a re 
both only 4" thick, 
both flush-fitting . 

• put. 

June 1960 

surfaces, and tests on resistance. Ciba 
Products Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 234 

Uses and Installation 
Of Plastic-Faced Panels 
"Micarta"-surfaced wall panels are 
described in 8-page folder. Panels are 
16" x 96" and are made by bonding a 
decorative plastic laminate to a fire
resistant, compressed-cellulose core. 
Photographs show procedures for in
stallation; swatches depict complete 
range of 11 patterns and colors. 
Micarta Division, Westinghouse Elec
tric Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 235 

Complete Line of 
Industrial Finishes 
Finishing Materials for E very Indus
trial Purpose is an annotated color
card offering one of the most complete 
lines in the industry. Some 64 shades 
are available in lacquers, epoxies, 
vinyls, and specialty finishes in a six-

Continued on page 124 

Lightweight: Weighs 
only 1/5 as much as 
steel clad doors. 

• 
New Color: JAMOLITE 
Doors come in gleam
ing white and 4 colors . 

• All units meet the re
quirements of the 
ASME Boiler and Pres
sure Vessel Code. 

For catalog data on 
JAMOLITE Freezer 

• 
Frostop on Freezer 
Door prevents ice 
formation . Carries 
Underwriters' Labora
tories label on most 
sizes. 

• 
Impervious to mois
ture and vapor. 

<:J amison Trademark 

and Cooler Doors write J~M IS ON today to Jamison 
Cold Storage Door Co., 
Hagerstown, Md. COLD STORAGE DOORS 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 335 
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PRECISIONSecln'c HOT WATER HEATING BOILER 
• Complete unit ready for installation with cir

culating hot water system and water chiller for 
year-round air-conditioning . 

• Conversion easily accomplished w here other 
type fuels now used . Suited for homes, churches, 
apartments, hotels, motels, hospitals, commercial 
buildings, swimming pools, snow melting and do
mestic hot water. Temperature Range 60 to · ~0 
degrees. 

• Every unit tested and inspected. 

I Write for color brochure and prices. 

a. ::CISION p a rt s co r p o r a t i on 
• 400- PA North 1st . Street 

\ Nashville 7, Tennes~ee 

No ducts! No noise! No chimney! No odors! No fl ame1 
For more inform~tion, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 336 
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unique new 
asbestos-cement 

structural sheet 
bends around 

corners ... 

obstructions 

'' '' 
• Staples ... or nails within ~"of its edge without 

predrilling 

• Saws with an ordinary hand saw or scores with 
a knife 

• Asbestos-cement, fire-proof and durable 

• Unusually versatile 

No other asbestos-cement structural sheet has ever 
had the qualities of KAMW ALL. Remarkable new 
KAMW ALL is unique! 

While giving you all the advantages of asbestos
cement (fire-rot-and-vermin-proof, water-resis
tant, economical, requires no maintenance), it 
bends around corners and over obstructions ... 

conforming to irregular surfaces and foundations. 
It permits unusual architectural and design effects 
... light, narrow framing members. It saves labor, 
time ... reduces on the job breakage. 

Versatile new KAMWALL covers all conventional 
asbestos-cement applications-and then some! It's 
ideal for soffits, as underlayment for tile floors, for 
interior partitions, for finishing off sides and ceil
ings of recreation rooms, for fire barriers, plus many 
other uses you'll probably be telling us about. 

Write today for a sample of KAMWALL and a 
comprehensive illustrated brochure. Get all the 
facts for consideration on future jobs. Keasbey & 
Mattison Company, Ambler, Pa., Dept. B-4060. 

• KEASBEY & MATTISON at Ambler 
For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 337 123 
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Continued from page 12f 
level scale of lusters. Advice is pro
vided for unusual requirements. 
United Lacquer Manufacturing Cor
poration. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 236 

Sound-Absorption 
Coefficients 
Bulletin contains comprehensive data 
on sound-absorption coefficients of 
acoustical materials. Includes explana
tion of tables and terms, types of 
mountings used for test samples, 
summary tables, producers' tfrbles, in
stallation recommendations, coeffi
cients of general building materials. 
Also gives member companies and 
addresses, and alphabetical list of 
trade names and marks. The Acous
tical Materials Association. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 237 

Sound Conditioning 
With Carpet 
Brochure points out functional and 
decorative advantages of carpeting as 
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floor covering-presents results of 
scientific study made on its acoustical 
value. Tests reveal that carpets and 
rugs have equal airborne and impact
noise sound-absorption with most 
standard sound-conditioning materi
als, reduce airborne noises slightly 
over 50 percent. Methods of testing, 
findings on impact noise reduction 
considering pile structure, density 
and depth, fiber content, with and 
without underlay are fully discussed, 
with graphs. Carpet Institute, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 238 

Catalog Shows Full Line 
Of Ceramic Tiles 
New 32-page catalog offers concise 
presentation of complete line of ce
ramic tiles. Special emphasis on new 
product developments shows new line 
of brilliant decorator colors in 1%" 
"Tile Gems," designed to give rich 
decorative accents. Also shown are 
additions of new colors to glazed-tile 
line and new basic patterns in ceramic 
mosaics. Full-color photos of actual 
installations demonstrate the design 
versatility of tile; designer sketches 
suggest decorative treatments with 
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large-size glazed tile. American Olean 
Tile Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 239 

Builders' Hardware 
Condensed catalog of architectural 
hardware presents information on 
four major lock lines, rectangular and 
standard liquid type door closers, exit 
devices, and miscellaneous builders 
hardware. Designed for easy selection 
of material, book features selector 
charts of functions and designs for 
Integralock, Mortise Lock, Sentrylock, 
and new Magnalock. Specifications, 
application data, product features are 
also included for each of the lines. 
Sargent & Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 240 
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PLASTICS IN ARCHITECTURE 
Ninety-two years ago, not a single commercial plastic 
existed in this country; in 1868, cellulose nitrate ( Cel
luloid) was created-according to legend-to help over
come a shortage of ivory, from which billiard balls were 
made. Not until 1909 was there a second man-made 
plastic - a phenolic (Bakelite) - that could be cast, 
formed under heat and pressure, and used in l.aminating. 
By contrast, last year's pl.astics production was 5,600,-
000,000 pounds-about one-fifth of which will find an 
end use in construction. To date, chief code problems 
have concerned uses of plastics for transmission or diffu
sion of light. From a safety viewpoint, plastics are shat
terproof and will not add lethal flying fragments to other 
hazards resulting from fire, explosion, or collapse. This 
must be weighed, however, against the fact that they can 
catch fire, typically providing little by way of fuel, but 
perhaps creating smoke or introducing a means for the 
initial flame to spread and ignite other materials. The 
plastics industry has urged that building codes meet this 
condition by delimiting permissible areas of flammable 
translucent sheets, rather than by insisting on glass. 
Provisions of this sort have been incorporated in leading 
model codes, as well as in codes of many major cities. 
In the following review, the Editors have attempted to 
reflect this whopping use of plastics components in con
temporary architecture. Presentations of: origins, defini
tions, and applications; foams; structural possibilities; 
residential potentials; decorative embedments; perform
ance evaluations; related and interior design data; and 
the chemist's participation; may lead the designer to 
a better knowledge of plastics as now used, and open 
vistas of consideration for the future. 



BY WILLIAM DEMAREST 
Origins, definitions, and applications of 
plastics products in architecture, created 
through chemistry, are presented in this 
discussion by the Director, Plastics In 
Building, Manufacturing Chemists' Asso
ciation. His principal intention is to dem
onstrate what plastics can be expected to 
per/ arm, as well as what they cannot. A 
house and a small office indicate the ex
tent to which plastics may be found in 
architect-designed structures today. These 
examples are followed by an array of 
illustrations showing plastics components 
which manifest the best uses that de
signers are finding for these materials. 

Most architects will remember Dema· 
rest as former Modular Co-ordinator of 
The American Institute of Architects. 

The impact of the chemicals industry upon 
building is just beginning to be felt. A 
few traditional materials have been radi
cally altered; some new materials, re
cently created, are now widely used in 
building. Chemicals-industry creativity 
and productivity will surely accelerate 
this trend. Since materials constitute an 
integral element of architecture, influenc
ing every form in man's surroundings, this 
technical revolution is of profound sig
nificance for the architect. The new ma
terials that are coming, and the ways in 
which they will perform, promise to trans
form our environment. But it is the 
designer who will command this trans
formation. 

The chemicals industry has long been 
the leader in privately-financed research. 
Its total research budget last year topped 
$600 millions, according to a survey con
ducted by Manufacturing Chemists' Asso
ciation. Its bill, during the period 1959-
1961, for the construction of laboratories 
will come to $220 millions. A dynamic 
industry, based upon science, chemicals 
puts its faith in fundamental research. 
With organic "polymers" such as plastics, 
chemists have now progressed to the syn
thesis of new substances-useful materials 
consisting of molecules that had never 
existed in nature. To accomplish this 
originally, genius was abetted by luck. 
But in recent years, chemists have been 
learning how to construct polymer 
molecules to obtain certain attributes in 
the material. An American authority in 
this field of chemistry, Dr. H. F. Mark, 
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, has ob
served: "It was a matter of great intellec
tual satisfaction to be able to reduce the 
behavior of these substances to orderly 
laws and predict it with mathematical 
precision. But no less stirring was the 
new creative power made possible by this 
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knowledge. The technological progress of 
mankind has been largely a history of 
putting available materials to use. It is 
a considerable step forward to invent the 
materials themselves on order. And this 
is the stage we have now reached in 
polymer chemistry. Starting from a need 
for some material of specified properties, 
we are in a position to create a new ma
terial tailored to fill that need" (Septem
ber 1957 Scientific American). 

Synthesis of new materials or molecu
lar modification of old ones is not limited 
to plastics or to the chemicals industry. 
Plastics simply lead an important trend 
in materials that, for the building industry, 
implies great changes to come. The archi
tect has long since discovered the attri
butes of traditional materials and ex
presses them in design: the weight of 
stone or clay, the grain of wood, the vul
nerability of steel, the fragility of glass. 
But his palette of materials is fast en
larging, while the limitations of materials 
diminish. For him to discover the essen
tials about any substance, it will soon be 
necessary for him to gain some under
standing of its molecular structure. He 
must begin to speak in chemists' terms
in order to understand his materials today 
and, tomorrow perhaps, in order to call 
for the molecules his designs require. 

Discovering Plastics' Essentials 
" ... American architects, inspired in part 
by modern science and technology, have 
developed many new techniques and prin
ciples which in turn have imparted special 
character to contemporary buildings. New 
materials, new structural systems, and new 
erection methods have so enriched our 
resources that we can now build far more 
safely, durably, and economically than 
was heretofore possible .... Building is 
already the largest user of materials, ab
sorbing .. . ¥.i of all copper, 1k of iron and 
steel ... and almost % of the lumber used 
in all industries, ... The need to discover 
. . . materials, ... and to eliminate ... 
obsolete practices, ... will become more 
and more urgent." (The Architect at Mid
Century, The American Institute of Archi
tects' E. & R. Commission-Reinhold, 
1954) 

Plastics have been around for a long 
time. Celluloid was developed about a 
century ago; the phenolics were intro-

duced in 1909 (as "Bakelite," a trade 
name since expanded in scope by Union 
Carbide to include all their plastics ma
terials). Since then, and at an ever
increasing pace, new plastics materials 
have been created by the chemicals if1dus
try, have gone into commercial produc
tion, and-in almost every case-have 
found a useful role in some phase of 
building. The only major kinds of plastics 
that an architect may not yet have en· 
countered are the newcomers that were 
not even available to him before the 
1950's: perhaps the fluorocarbons, or the 
epoxies, perhaps polyvinyl fluoride, the 
polycarbonates, or a few others. In any 
case, the importance of plastics in archi
tecture cannot be denied: and it is grow
ing rapidly. Learning to make the most 
of these oftentimes utilitarian, sometimes 
spectacular new materials, designers are 
discovering their intrinsic qualities. Their 
engineering properties differ from those 
of other classes of materials, as do their 
chemical, electrical, visual, tactile, and 
other characteristics that are architectu
rally significant. 

Plastics' Giant Molecules 
Without plunging rashly into molecular 
theory, it will do no harm to the designer 
who· wishes to understand his materials 
to discover that plastics are grouped by 
chemists with the "high polymers." The 
reader may have noted that many of their 
chemical names carry the prefix "poly-": 
polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride, and so on. 
"Poly-," for "many," indicates that the 
molecule of which the material consists 
is a giant one, a long chain of little mole
cules linked together repetitively. Ethylene 
is commonly known as a gas; polyethylene 
is today among the most familiar of our 
plastics-a solid. The great number of 
ethylene units that are linked to form a 
polyethylene molecule is indicated by the 
difference-in the molecular weights of the 
two substances: ethylene's is 28; poly
ethylene's is typically about 20,000. 

Tangled, spaghetti-fashion, countless 
such molecules constitute an amorphous 
substance which, depending upon temp
erature, will be as solid as glass, or 
leathery, or rubbery-or, with much heat, 
will melt into a viscous liquid. Such plas
tics when in their solid state might be 
described, just as can glass, as supercooled 
liquids. This roughly describes the con
stitution of the "thermoplastic" family 
of plastics. 

The other family of plastics, described 
as "thermosetting," does not rely merely 
upon entanglement of molecular "strands" 
to make the substance strong and keep it 
in a solid state. Instead, chemical cross-
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links lock the giant molecules together 
so that the material makes no transition 
from the glass-solid state when heated, 
but remains rigid and hard at all tempera
tures below that of actual chemical de
composition. (Or "degradation," the term 
more generally used.) One can no more 
melt a melamine dinner plate, than he 
can melt a two-by-four. "How, then," one 
might ask, "can this thermosetting group 
of synthetics also be called plastics?" 
The answer is that, at least at the time 
of fabrication of the product, any plastic 
will flow and can be molded. The ASTM's 
formal definition says that "a plastic is 
a material that contains as an essential 
ingredient an organic substance of large 
molecular weight, is solid in its finished 
state, and at some stage in its manu
facture, or in its processing into finished 
articles, can be shaped by flow." It is 
evident that the thermoplastics can be 
molded thus repeatedly. However, once 
a thermoset has been molded into shape 
and "cured," that's that. 

This distinction between the two basic 
classes of plastics, even as sketchily as it 
has been explained here, should suffice to 
alert the designer to a relative difference 
between these two classes regarding a 
characteristic of plastics that can be very 
important to him: cold-flow, or "creep." 

Creep is characteristic of all materials 
when subjected to prolonged stress. But 
for the structural materials used in build· 
ing-steel, for example-the rate of per
manent deformation is so slight as to be 
negligible in most instances. When using 
plastics as self-supporting elements (not 
to mention in load-bearing applications) , 
this property must be kept in mind since 
it can be of considerable magnitude. 

The so-called "linear" thermoplastics 
(linear polyethylene, polypropylene
both of which have been on the market 
for only two years or so) have especially 
neat, orderly molecules: long, regular, re
petitive spirals with a minimum of random 
side-branches. Their improved molecular 
structure yields improved properties: 
greater strength, especially at elevated 
temperatures, and greater resistance to 
creep than other thermoplastics. 

From the foregoing description of the 
make-up of their molecules, it will not 
surprise the reader to learn that the ther
mosetting pla tics display much more re
sistance to creep than the thermoplastics, 
owing to their three-dimensional network 
of strong molecular cross-links. 

Characteristics of Plastics 
As a Class of Materials 
In learning about plastics, the logical 
starting point is to consider them as a 
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class of materials-analogous to the 
metals, or the woods. It may be that steel 
and brass are very different materials, and 
that to characterize them only as "metal'' 
is generally too vague for practical pur
poses. Nonetheless, the properties shared 
by them to a greater or lesser degree 
rationally group them both under 
"metals." So also with plastics materials. 
They share certain attributes, although 
with wide variance in degree and with 
some out-and-out exceptions. 

To begin, plastics are generally corro
sion-resistant. This property, of course, 
can be of overriding importance in certain 
construction applications. At least one 
plastics material can be found to resist 
practically any corrosive condition found 
in building. Certain plastics are selectively 
attacked by cliisses of solvents; the choice 
for any given condition should take this 
selectivity into account. Many instances 
can be cited-in industrial piping, for 
example-where plastics have far out
performed costly metals such as copper 
or stainless steel under corrosive con
ditions. 

Plastics generally exhibit a low modu
lus of elasticity as compared with tradi
tional structural materials (Chart 1). The 
stiffness typical of the reinforced thermo
setting plastics, as measured by modulus 
of elasticity, is roughly in the same range 
as that of wood or concrete; that of the 
thermoplastics is well below. Maximum 
stiffness is at present obtainable through 
the medium of reinforcement with (high
modulus) glass-fibers. 

Plastics tend to be good electrical insu
lators. This has been an important prop
erty since the earliest of days of the 
plastics industry, back in the second 
decade of this century. It is probably safe 
to say that plastics came into widespread 
use in the electrical-equipment field before 
any other. 

In building, an important characteristic 
of plastics is that, being organic materials, 
they can be destroyed by fire. One, cellu
lose nitrate, is generally outlawed under 
building codes, because it burns readily 
and rapidly. Others, once they can be set 
afire, will burn more or less as do other 
common organics, such as wood or paper. 
Still others will extinguish themselves 
after the igniting flame has been removed. 

Plastics' thermal conductivity is low. 
In the form of low-density foams, they 
provide some of the most efficient thermal 
insulators known today. The conductivity 
("k" value) of polymethyl methacrylate 
is near the median value for the common 
plastics; the following approximate fig
ures compare solid plastics and glass with 

representative insulating materials, includ
ing foamed polystyrene: 

Density Thermal 
lbs/ cu ft conductivity, " k" 

Glass 156 6 

Polymethyl 
methacrylate 75 1.4 

Polystyrene 67 0.80 

Corkboard 10 0.30 

Mineral wool 12 0.27 

Polystyrene 
0.25 foam 2 

At the same time, the designer must keep 
in mind plastics' generally high thermal 
coefficient of expansion-several times 
that of the metals (Chart 2). The thermo
plastic materials, as a group, have higher 
expansion coefficients than do the thermo
setting materials. Particularly when used 
in conjunction with metals, as with 
curtain-wall construction, special allow
ances must be made for this characteristic. 
This problem is a matter of good detail
ing; it has been solved successfully time 
and again. Another important reminder 
for the architect: certain plastics are too 
brittle to accept inserts of a material with 
widely differing thermal-expansion char
acteristics. 

Maximum service temperatures are low 
for the plastics, as contrasted with struc
tural building materials in common use. 
It is possible only to approximate such 
temperature limits, due to the varied con
ditions of actual use and to differing com
binations of temperature·affected proper
ties that may be relevant: tensile strength, 
creep, chemical stability, and the like. 
Plastics generally are best used at tem
peratures below the wood-char point of 
380-400 F. The cross-linked molecules of 
the thermosetting plastics are more heat
resistant than those of thermoplastics 
(Chart 3). Reinforced plastics may be 
highly resistant when the basic resin is 
heat resistant and the reinforcing agent is 
an inorganic material. 

As already noted, many plastics exhibit 
time-dependent plastic behavior: deform, 
or "creep," under load. The amount will 
depend upon the stress and temperature, 
as well as time. But it will exceed, for 
example, that of steel which does behave 
elastically within a certain range of stress, 
or of concrete or timber, which do to a 
great extent. Thermoplastics are most 
"plastic," in this sense, with the linear 
thermoplastics somewhat less subject to 
creep. The thermosetting materials actu
ally behave elastically when subject to 
low stresses. 

Although in many design situations, 
stiffness is the controlling factor in the 
selection of a material, the generally low 
tensile strengths of unreinforced plastics 
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can be contrasted with those of the metals 
(Chart 4). It should be noted, however, 
that plastics laminates and reinforced 
plastics can compare quite favorably. 

Plastics of themselves all tend to be 
light in weight. Common unmodified poly
mers, or resins, range from a specific 
gravity of j ust under 0.9 for polypropy
lene, up to roughly 1.5 for polyvinyl 
chloride. In the face of the characteristic 
stated just previously, this makes possible 
favorable strength-to-weight ratios in com
parison with other materials. If advantage 
can be gained through the geometry of 
the structural system, the fact that plastics 
materials are formed easily can make very 
lightweight construction possible : geo
desic domes, sandwich panels, and so on. 

Weathering is not just one process; it 
is t11e combined result of varying factor~ 
to which a material may be exposed out
doors. There is no easy numerical scale 
for comparing the weathering of building 
materials. Long-term resistance to weath
ering is bound to be one of the most 
uncertain qualities of new materials, such 
as plastics. As yet, accelerated weather
ing tests conducted by laboratories do not 
simulate all the combinations and varia
tions of factors that may be brought into 
play. Some of the relatively long
established plastics, such as phenolics and 
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acrylics, have acquitted themselves well 
for upward of 20 years. (Weathering of 
the former appears only as a dulling of 
gloss and color.) For many, however, 
there is no record of outdoor exposure 
extending over long periods. Plastics pro
ducers realize that the building industry 
thinks in terms of several decades' use 
at the least, and sometimes multiples of 
half-centuries. But, they have not yet been 
able to develop a short-tez:rn equivalent. 
Meanwhile, certain plastics formulations 
as used in actual building products in 
existing installations show great promise, 
upon the basis of a few years' observation, 
of long-term performance exposed to the 
weather. 

Major Plastics Named 
The plastics chiefly used in building today 
number only a dozen or so. Most of them 
are well known to everyone, although per
haps not by their correct generic names. 
Hewing to the basic distinction among 
plastics, the thermoplastics that the archi
tect must know first are: 
Acrylics Popularly known trade names 
are "Lucite" or "Plexiglas," but a chem
ist would say "polymethyl methacrylate." 
These materials can combine the trans
parency of glass (but not its scratch
resistance) with plastics' shatterproof 
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GLOSSARY 

Plastics most commonly found in buildings are named and described 
in the text. Along with names of some other plastics that the architect 
may encounter, tlzis glossary attempts to explain te1·ms necessary to a 
basic knowledge of the subject. 

ABS plastics: Compounds of acrylonitrile, butadiene, and sty
rene. Important characteristics are toughness, chemical resist
ance, non-brittleness at low temperatures. 
Amorphous: Without crystalline structure. 
"Butyrate": Cellulose acetate butyrate. 
Cellophane: Regenerated cellulose; technically, not a true plas
tic. Lacquer-coated, moisture-proof, heat-sealable wrapping. 
Celluloid: Thermoplastic material made by blending cellulose 
nitrate with camphor. 
Cold Flow: See "Creep." 
Copolymer: A long-chain molecule formed from two or more 
different monomers. 
Creep: The change in dimension of a plastic under a load over 
a period of time. Does not include the initial instantaneous 
elastic deformation. Creep at room temperature is "cold flow." 
Cross-linking: The chemical union of polymer molecules to 
form a three-dimensional network. Cross-linked polymers are 
usually infusible. 
Crystalline: Like a crystal, i.e., a body having an internal struc
ture in which molecules are arranged in a regular geometrical 
pattern. 
Cure: Changing physical properties of a material by chemical 
reaction - usually to a harder or more permanent form. 
Deflection temperature: Degrees Fahrenheit at which a plas
tics material under fixed stress distorts as temperature in
creases, according to standardized ASTM test procedure. 
Degradation: Molecular change to the polymer, typically from 
exposure to light, fire or heat, becoming apparent as charring, 
discoloration, clouding of transparent plastics, embrittlement, 
or other loss of inherent properties. 
"Delrin": Trade name of DuPont's acetal resin, the first of a 
new kind of thermoplastics to be produced commercially in 
this country: polymerized formaldehyde (embalming fluid, that 
is!). 
Dielectric strength: Measure of the ability of a material to 
resist the flow of an electrical current. 
Dispersion: A liquid with finely-divided insoluble particles 
scattered uniformly throughout. Called a "colloid," if particles 
are fine enough. "Dispersion" and "suspension" contrast with 
a "solution." 
Elastomer: A material which at room temperature can be 
stretched repeatedly to at least twice its original length and, 
upon release of the stress, will return with force to its approxi
mate original length. 
Exothermic: Adjective indicating a chem ical reaction that gives 
off heat. 
Film: Sheeting of nominal thickness not greater than 10 mils. 
Flash: Extra· plastic attached to a molding along the parting 
line. It must be removed before the piece can be considered 
!inished. 
Fluorocarbons: A group of extremely inert plastics. As resins, 
dispersions, oils, greases, and waxes, they have high thermal 
stability and excellent resistance to chemical attack. 
High-pressure laminates: Laminates molded and cured at pres
sures not lower than 1000 psi (commonly in the range of 1200-
2000 psil. 
Inhibitor: A substance that slows down chemical reaction -
often used to prolong "shelf," or storage, life. 
Latex: A suspension in water of fine particles of rubber (which 
today includes synthetic rubber compositions). 
Linear: Adjective to describe a long-chain molecule with a 

minimum of side-chains or branches. 
Low-pressure laminates: In general, laminates molded and 
cured in the range of pressures from 400 psi down to and 
including pressures obtained by the mere contact of the plies. 
Mil: Linear measurement of 0.001 in. 
Molecular weight: The sum of the atomic weights of all the 
atoms present in a molecule, with the weight of the oxygen 
atom set at 16. 
Monofilament: A continuous thread made up of only one fila
ment. 
Monomer: A substance constituted of a simple molecule, of 
relatively low molecular weight, that is capable of reacting 
with (like or unlike) molecules to form molecular chains called 
"polymers." 
Nitrocellulose: Same as "cellulose nitrate" or "pyroxylin." 
Organic: Adjective to distinguish those compounds that, like 
plant and animal matter, contain the very prevalent carbon 
atom. " Inorganic" compounds are those that do not. 
Plastic (n.): Any non-metallic material that can be molded or 
extruded, not including materials with rubber-)ike or ceramic 
qualities. Another definition (see text) limits "plastics" to 
moldable organic high polymers. 
Plasticizer: Materials added to a plastic to improve flexibility 
or to facilitate compounding. 
Polycarbonate: A new thermoplastic polymer offering outstand
ing impact strength, dimensional stability under varying humid
ity or temperature, and heat resistance. 
Polymerization: The process by which polymers and copolymers 
are formed. (See text.l . 
Polymethyl methacrylate: "Acrylic." 
Polypropylene: A thermoplastic material composed of polymers 
of propylene. The lightest of all commercial plastics, its prop
erties compare favorably with those of similar materials. 
Polyvinylidene chloride: "Saran" (see, under PVC, in text.} 
Polyvinyl fluoride (PVFl: A new plastics material, soon to be 
marketed as a transparent film with promise of outstanding 
resistance to weathering, combined with other desirable prop
erties. 
Postforming: Bending phenolic laminates or certain other ther
mosetting sheet materials into simple (substantially per
manent) shapes by heat and pressure after initial cure. 
PVC: Polyvinyl chloride. 
Resin (synthetic): Polymeric synthetic products having some 
<if the characteristics of natural resins. Some serve as base 
ingredients of plastics; some are important ingredients of fin
ishes, adhesives, etc. 
Resorcinol: Generic noun for a group of synthetic polymers, 
much like the phenolics, that are chiefly used as heat- and 
water-resistant glues. 
Roving: A form of fibrous glass in which spun strands are wov
en into a tubular rope. 
Suspension: A liquid with small, solid particles dispersed more 
or less uniformly throughout. 
Thixotropic: Said of materials that are gel-like at rest, but fluid 
when agitated (desirable in paints). 
"Urethanes," properly called polyurethanes: Newly developed 
thermosetting polymers, appearing as flexible and rigid foams 
and coatings, also as adhesives and as elastomers. 
Vacuum forming: Method of sheet forming jn which the plastic 
sheet is clamped in a stationary frame, heated, and drawn 
down by a vacuum into a mold. 



quality. Their weathering performance has 
been better than other common plastics. 
In building, they are typically used for 
light transmission or control, or for vision 
(diffusers for light-troffers, "bubble" sky
lights, etc.); also they have many decora
tive uses-door handles and the like. 
Cellulosics {Primarily cellulose acetate 
or butyrate. The original cellulosic was 
high-hazard cellulose nitrate.) "Acetate" 
is well known as photographic safety-film. 
These plastics are amazingly tough (one 
important use is tool handles). An inter
esting application of "butyrate" in build
ing is as explosion-venting glazing of 
industrial sash. 
Nylon Molded-nylon products have quali
ties as spectacular as those of the longer
known nylon fabrics. They are tough, have 
a low frictional coefficient, and they resist 
mechanical wear better than many metals. 
Hence, the rollers of this material for 
sliding doors and drawers; likewise, the 
advent of nylon moving parts in locksets. 
Nylon's high softening temperature is ex
emplified by its replacement of brass for 
mixing-valves in automatic washers. Al
though other thermoplastics cost less, this 
property makes it a potential candidate 
for domestic hot-water supplying piping. 
Polyethylene Waxy and chemically inert, 
flexible even at low temperatures, this 
material is one of the most commonly 
known plastics. Polyethylene is a water 
barrier, of course, but it also retards the 
passage of water vapor. The plain, color
less substance is short-lived in sunlight, 
but telephone companies use carbon
black-pigmented polyethylene to insulate 
outside lines. {The improved "linear" 
polyethylene, incidentally, was first en
countered by the general public in the 
"hula hoops" of 1958.) 
Polystyrene Nonwater-absorbent, it is 
found in colorful, but brittle, wall tiles. 
Copolymers of styrene with rubber can be 
very tough. Polystyrene is one of several 
plastics used in electric-lighting diffusers. 
In foamed form, it has become an impor
tant thermal insulation. 
PVC (polyvinyl chloride The resin itself 
is rigid; plasticizers are added for flexi
bility. Everyone ·knows this plastic as 
wear-resistant "vinyl" flooring. Self
extinguishing forms are used in luminous 
ceilings. (Saran should be grouped as a 
cousin of PVC, chemically as well as for 
its properties. Unlike PVC, which must 
be "stabilized" against degradation under 
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ultraviolet light, saran performs well out
doors without special formulation.) 

Pure thermosetting resins tend to be 
brittle and difficult to mold. Fillers are 
generally added to improve the material 
while reducing its cost: chopped fibers 
for toughness and strength, asbestos fiber 
for heat resistance, wood flour for better 
molding, mica for high electrical proper
ties, and so on. Thermosets most used in 
building are: 
Melamine and Urea Hard, durable, and 
dimensionally stable, these quite similar 
plastics are resistant to chemicals, electri
cal potential, and heat. This last property 
makes lower-priced urea useful for incan
descent-light diffusion. With a wider color 
range, melamine is well known to the 
public in the form of molded dishes. 
Epoxy Relatively new and still quite ex
pensive, epoxy is already used in building 
because of its remarkable adhesive quali
ties and chemical resistance. 
Alkyds These appear chiefly as molded 
electrical parts. They are also important 
constituents of certain paints. 
Phenolic Familiar for years in the old 
(black) telephone handsets, it is strong, 
durable, and both electrical- and heat
resistant. This low-cost "workhorse" plas
tic is limited to dark colors. Glass-fiber 
insulation batts use a phenolic binder. 
Polyester Appears in film form under 
trade names such as "Mylar," "Videne." 
It has been known longer as the plastic 
most commonly used in large glass-fiber
reinforced translucent panels that are 
strong, rigid, and impact-resistant. Poly
esters' resistance to abrasion can be poor, 
as can ultraviolet-light resistance, but 
properties will vary widely with changes 
in formulation. 
Urethane Even newer than epoxy, this 
plastic is beginning to appear in coatings 
and as foams that are self-adhesive, also 
offering the advantages of being thermo
setting. 
Silicones Being semi-inorganic substances, 
silicones might not be classified strictly 
as "plastics." In building, they are applied 
to masonry to improve its water repellance 
and weatherability. 

What Plastics Are Not 
To wind up this look at plastics, it might 
be worthwhile to turn things around for 
a moment and to consider some notions 
about this class of materials that may 
need to be dispelled. The plastics are not: 

Unfamiliar Many materials have been 
around us somewhere between half a 
generation and half a century. A tabula
tion of their uses in food preparation, 
office work, transportation, medicine, etc., 
would probably fill this entire magazine. 
Untried A "new" plastics building prod
uct is very likely to turn out to be a new 
application of an "old" plastic, the per
formance of which is well known in other, 
similar uses. 
Substitutes Blind substitution of one 
kind of material for another is inviting 
d.isaster. Changing materials calls for 
changes in the product, too. 
Incompatible with traditional materials. 
Far from ousting them, plastics often 
combine with other materials, yielding an 
improved product by means of coating, 
impregnation, bonding, gasketing, etc. 
Cure-alls, as many new-fangled things are 
often thought to be. Strictly speaking, a 
material is nothing more than a bundle of 
properties. The designer will always have 
to weigh the less desirable ones against 
the ones he's looking for. 
Identical in their attributes. The catch-all 
term, "plastic," is too vague to mean much 
to technical people. 
Fire hazards, per se. First, someone has 
to provide the fire. Then, the plastics and 
all other materials in the situation will 
perform variously, according to their own 
properties and the good sense with which 
they have been used. 
Wholly "plastic" in behavior when 
stressed. Some are quite elastic, under 
low or brief stresses, or when reinforced. 
Cheap This class of material does not 
occur in nature; plastics' molecules are 
manmade. This has to cost something. The 
justification for the use of plastics will 
probably always have to rest upon the 
excellence of their performance, and not 
upon cheapness. 

Uses Show Best Results 
Having discussed characteristics of plas
tics as a class of materials, and having 
considered what they can be expected to 
perform and what they cannot, let us now 
consider-on the following pages-a 
house in California and an office in 
Chicago which represent significant ap
plications of plastics being used by the 
arc.hitectural profession today. The article 
will be concluded with discussions and 
examples of plastics installations that 
demonstrate their best features. 
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Posts and beams are 4' o.c allowing 44" ·wide plastic panels to be set between them; floors, walls, and roof are insulated. 

Over the conventional post-and-beam con
struction of this house in Yreka, Cali
fornia, some 8000 sq ft of Filon's glass
fiber reinforced-plastic panels were used 
for walls, roof, awnings, railings, and tub 
enclosures. Beige-colored exterior and 
interior wall panels are flat, semi-opaque, 
.060" thick and weigh eight- oz per sq ft. 
All panels were prefabricated in the 
builder's shop. The plastic material was 
first spot-tacked to both sides of l " x 4" 
lumber frames; panels were then taken 
to job and secured with stained battens. 
Roof purlins support outer layer of corru
gated light-gray panels; interior surface 
is formed of flat, snow-colored panels 
held with battens. Roger Lee, Berkeley, 
was the architect. 
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Roof panels have 8" ribs, lighting space below. 
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All-Plastic-Panel House 

Smooth finishes reduce maintenance chores. Sunshades are plastic over 2" x 2" frames. 
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Luminaires, mounted on 30-degree angle, 
direct light away from wall to center. 
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Ticket Office 

Plastic signs form integral part of front. 

,_ 

• 

Polyester-resin/ glass-fiber finish protects framing. 

Framing for this ticket office front is fab
ricated of 12-gage tubular-steel sections. 
Steel was sand-blasted, undercoated, and 
covered with 12-oz glass-fiber-fabric satu
rated with blue polyester resin-in several 
applications-and built up to a thickness 
of approximately 1i'i.6". After being sanded 
smooth, frame received sprayed-on coat 
which dries to an orange-peel finish. If 
damaged, protective sheath is. easily re
paired by application of polyester. Harry 
Weese & Associates, Chicago, were the 
architects. 

Wall map was executed in double-plastic panels with colored, transparent map between. 
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Surface 
Finishes 

Rather than taking a roll-call of the many 
applications that plastics have found in 
building, it should profit the designer more 
to discover the major kinds of functions 
they fulfill and l'he reasons why they excel 
in these uses. It is their essential attributes, 
as discovered and used by designers, that 
enable them to perform these functions in 
a superior manner: finish materials ( sur
faces applied in solid form, or surface 
coatings-liquid applied) ; water (or 
vapor) barriers; thermal insulation; ad
hesives; structural elements; mechanical 
equipment components. Miscellaneous 
uses of plastics in building are countless, 
but generally of minor import: insect-
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Alternating plastic and precast-terrazzo pane/s screen swimming pool and loggia. 

screening, construction aids such as tar
paulins or drain-tile spacers, etc. Other 
related, but nonbuilding uses, however, do 
concern the architect: furniture and fab
rics, decorative elements such as murals 
and sculpture. 

Surf ace Finishes 
It is now well known that toughness-re
sistance to both impact and abrasion-is 
characteristic of most plastics. PVC, for 
instance, survives neglect better than any 
other resilient flooring. Combine toughness 
with integral color and the advantages of 
rigid or flexible plastics are obvious. Those 
used as surfacing are necessarily easy to 

bond to the substrate; another feature 
common to them is imperviousness to 
water. Polystyrene, for one, offers both 
properties at relatively low cost. PVC is 
self-extinguishing as well. Decorative 
phenolic-backed melamine laminates com
pete with stainless steel and ceramic tile 
for countertops that can withstand chemi
cals and abuse. Less vulnerable than these 
to sunlight and weather, reinforced poly
ester sheets can also serve a structural 
function, as in sandwich-panel skins. 

Nearly all modern paints are based 
upon synthetic-resin vehicles. These resins, 
one discovers, are the same organic high
polymers of which plastics are made. For 
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Concrete panels containing plastic letters 
are used in this department store sign. 

Spray appli cations of vi nyl dispersions. 
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Polyester finishes for exterior block and spandrel panels. 
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Illumination 

Mobile light mosaic uses plastic paints and plastic adhesive. 

Backlighting of light mosaic. Bent acrylic panels in luminous ceiling. 

Plastic screens replace ship curtains. Daylighting through plastic window wall. 
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example, let us look at just one class of 
paints, the newest in the field. Latexes for 
water-based paints today use one of three 
types of polymer: styrene-butadiene, vinyl 
acetate, or acrylic. They offer important 
advantages: ease of working, excellent 
penetration control, good chemical resist
ance, good color uniformity. They are non
combustible and relatively odorless. They 
can be applied to damp surfaces and are 
nonburning in the presence of highly 
alkaline spots. 

Latex paints have moved outdoors in re
cent years and are widely accepted for 
application to masonry. Now, the makers 
believe they have licked the problems pre
sented by wood: adhesion difficulties under 
rigorous climatic changes, swelling and 
shrinking of wood fibers, fungus and mil
dew problems presented by the water in 
the paint itself. 

Illumination 
Perhaps plastics' most singular charac
teristic is in fulfilling at once different 
functions, otherwise performed by several 
materials in combination. With daylight
ing, the well-publicized acrylic "bubble" 
skylight is a case in point. Although not 
quite self-flashing, the ease of forming the 
material makes possible a unit that details 
readily into a much more watertight instal
lation than the old glass-lights-in-fixed
sash skylights. There is nothing more di
rect than the way rigid, impact-resistant 
glass-fiber-reinforced polyester corrugated 
panels are used in conjunction with simi
lar units of other materials, to perform the 
same functions, plus the additional one of 
light-transmission. MIT's study (for Mon
santo, 1958), "Building with Plastic Struc
tural Sandwich Panels," observes: "The 
ability to provide interior illumination, not 
only through the traditional window open
ings, but also through the structural parts 
of the building, opens up a whole new 
approach to design." 

With electric lighting, combination of 
ceiling surface with integrated lumines
cence is already commonplace, using any 
of a half dozen plastics. The lack of texture 
generally associated with luminous ceil
ings is not inevitable, thanks to plastics' 
formability and capacity for varying the 
amount and quality of light transmitted. 
Acoustical treatment can also be incorpo
rated. In electric-lighting fixtures, where 
plastics diffusers are popular, still another 
function is sometimes introduced: electri
cal insulation. While noting functions 
combined in lighting, important properties 

should not be overlooked: shatterproof
ness, light weight, easy maintenance and 
-for daylighting-relatively low heat 
transmission. 
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Vinyl-covered nylon supported by air (above). Canopy cover is reinforced, polyester laminated to rice-paper core (below). 



Barriers to Water or Heat 
Not limited to the role of waterproof coat
ings applied in liquid form, plastics and 
related (polymeric) elastomers are now 
well known to be "naturals" for an array 
of products used to make buildings water
tight: flashing and waterproof membranes, 
waterstops for concrete, sealants, and gas
kets. Literally dozens of polymers, both 
thermoplastic and thermosetting, are em
ployed thus-all being waterproof and 
easily shaped. Almost any degree of elas
ticity and adhesiveness can be selected. 
Some of these materials are also superb 
water-vapor barriers. For weatherstrip
ping, some are used as foams. Ability to PVC piping is easily joined. 
take color and to withstand exposure to 
weather vary from poor to excellent. Be-
yond just weatherstripping, plastics foams 
provide first-rate thermal insulation. 
Again, they combine important properties: 
remarkably low transmission, light weight, 
desired degree of flexibility, plus ease of 
handling and placement. Certain foams 
are vapor barriers; some are adhesive; 
some are se.lf-extinguishing. Even light
transmission is possible. As cores for 
sandwich-panels, foams add another
structural-function to the combination. 

Structural Components 
Regular load-bearing building elements 
can also be of plastics, when .reinforced. It 
is not economical merely to substitute 
them for traditional materials. Instead, 
the designer must capitalize on special 
properties available. As adhesives, the 
same resins upon which plastics are based 
find important uses in secondary structural 
functions: bonding, for instance, (as with 
plywood) or as a binder (particle board). 
Synthetic-resin adhesives, of course, ap
pear everywhere in building, from glue
nailed residential roof trusses to pressure
sensitive, "contact"-type wall coverings. 
Whereas new concrete will not bond with 
old, some of these p9lymers will adhere to 
both, making possible great savings in re
pair work. 

A recital of the ways plastics have be
come indispensable in building equipment 
would again simply emphasize their re
markable combinations of properties. Cur
rently, plastics people predict that these 
corrosion-resistant, easy-to-work materials 
will shortly develop into a major factor in 
plumbing, with superior characteristics 
for hot-, cold-, and drain-lines, fittings, and 
fixtures. 

In short, discover the combination: the 
combined properties by which the plastics 
have earned acceptance for such varied 
uses, and you have begun to take the 
measure of their potential in the archi
tecture of today. 
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Miscellaneous Uses 

Outside objects are easily distinguished through vinyl screening. 

Plastic play sculpture does not rust or have sharp edges. 
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THE 

BY R. N. KENNEDY 

Although not all foamed plastics have a 
place in building, those that have-:-where 
their installation has proven beyond ques
tion to be satisfactory and economical
are now a part of widespread trend; in 
mass-produced building. The following re
port, orienting the reader to performance 
expectations of these cellular plastics, is 
by the Head of the Expanded Plastics 
Section, Plastics Technical Service, The 
Dow Chemical Company. 

Plastic foams in today's architecture are 
no longer speculative experimental mate
rials, but are chosen for their utility in 
given applications. Cellular plastics have 
tended to enter the construction industry 
first as replacements for conventional ma
terials. Extensive study of their potentiali
ties has, however, resulted in new design 
and construction techniques based on the 
unique properties or novel handling pos
sibilities of these foams. 

Establishing wide acceptance for a ma
terial involves extensive research into its 
use and broad dissemination of the result
ing information through education in the 
field. The job of education is made costly 
and complex by the fact that most archi
tectural markets for rigid foams place 
them in direct competition with estab
lished "conventional" products - wood, 
glass, paper, and fibers. The user is asked 
to replace the known with the unknown 
and he is naturally reluctant to do so. 

What Are Plastic Foams? 
Foamed plastics are made from the same 
type of resins that give us solid plastics. 
Their difleren.ce is that in the manufac
turing process air, or some other gas, is 
introduced so that gas-filled cells are dis
tributed throughout the mass. The result
ing low density, light weight, and foamed 
appearance of the cellular plastic readily 
distinguish it from other members of the 
plastic family. 

Plastic foams can be hard or soft, rigid 
or flexible, depending on the polymer type 
and what is done to it. Some types are 
prefoamed and distributed to be used just 
as they are, or, as planks or boards, to be 
further fabricated . Other types are sold 
as liquids or solid particles which can then 
be "foamed-in-place," the cavity to be 
filled often serving as the mold. Some of 
the liquid types can be sprayed onto a 
surface. 
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UTILIZATION OF FOAMS 

Expanded plastics may be classified in 
several ways: first, according to the nature 
of the basic plastic-that is, thermosetting 
or thermoplastic ; second, according to 
their stiffness-rigid, flexible, or semi· 
rigid; third, according to their cellular 
structure-whether they have open inter
connecting cells, or closed nonconnecting 
cells ; and finally, whether they are pre
expanded or expanded in place. 

For any specific plastic, the foam den
sity, the rigidity, and the proportion of 
interconnected cells generally control the 
physical strength of the material. Thermal 
conductivity is a function of density and 
cell size. Water absorption and water
vapor transmission vary with the water 
susceptibility characteristics of the basic 
plastic and the proportion of open cells. 

Foamed plastics have several properties 
in common. They are strong and light in 
weight. Types with closed cells are buoy
ant and water resistant. They are easy to 
cut and fabricate, are good thermal insu
lators, and have high resistance to attack 
by bacteria, rot, and fungus. 

Obviously, the term "cellular plastics" 
is very broad. It can be applied to sub
stances which appear almost like raw cot· 

TABLE I 

ton, and to others which have a texture 
similar to a type of hardwood. An appre
ciation of the variety in the type, structure, 
and performance of plastic foams is a step 
toward understanding them, because the 
range is certain to become greater in the 
future. 

Foams as Architectural Mater'ials 
The rigid foams, generally considered 
most suitable to architectural applications, 
are structural load carriers, thermal insu
lators, or both. In these applications, par· 
ticularly in panels, a number of qualities 
are desirable: 

Competitive cost 
Structural strength 
Thermal insulation 
Fire resistance 
Ease of fabrication 
Durability 
Light weight 
The importance of each property de

pends very much on the application. 
Most of the basic plastic materials have 

been produced in expanded form, but rela
tively few have created more than casual 
interest in the construction industry. Ex
panded and expandable rigid polystyrene 

RigW, Cellufur Plastics In Construction 

PLASTIC FOAM FORM USED MAJOR LIMITATIONS MATERIAL 

Polystyrene E,P Heat, flammability EXPANDED PLASTICS 

Polystyrenes 

Urethane E,P Cost, flammability Urethanes 

Phenolic E,P Strength at low den· 
sities, water absorp- NONPLASTICS 

ti on lnwlation 

Polyethylene p Cost Fill type (fibers 
and granular) 

Vinyl p Cost, high density Batts and blankets 
(fibers, organic 

Epoxy p Cost, high density and inorganic) 

Boards (foamed 
Silicone E,P Cost glass, cork, fiber) 

Cellulose acetate E Cost 
Structural Core• 
Paper honeycomb 

Urea formaldehyde E,P Strength, effect of Wood slats 

water Paper cylinders 

Foamed glass 

and the rigid urethanes have gained the 
most extensive usage. Common expanded 
plastics and their limitations are listed 
(Table/). 

In some cases, the limitations listed only 
slow the advancement of a foamed plastic 
in construction; in others, these limita· 
tions may prohibit the use entirely. Cost 
is, of course, the most serious limitation. 
High cost may result .from a costly base 
material, costly processing, or high den
sity. It is the volume cost that is signifi
cant (Table II). In many cases, experi· 
mentation has gone forward in an effort 
to lower density - thereby decreasing 
volume cost-without seriously affecting 
physical properties. In architecture, how
ever, installation costs become an impor
tant cost factor, and many times plastic 
foams are favored over other materials for 
their ease and speed of installation. 

Foams based on cellulose acetate, epoxy, 
phenol formaldehyde, silicone, and urea 
formaldehyde resins have all been avail
able to the industry for a number of years, 
but have not found large markets because 
of deficiencies in properties or high cost 
relative to performance. The status of 
some of these may never change. Consid-

TABLE II 

Comparative Costs 

COST 

I/lb 

0.25 -0.45 

0.55 -1.25 

I/board-ft 

0.09• 

0.16 .. 

0.02 - 0.05 

0.02-0.08 

0.05 - 0.18 

0.05 - 0.15 

0.03 - 0.08 

0.02- 0.05 
0.12 - 0.14 

E= Expanded.in-place P =Pre-expanded *Pre-expanded board, 1.5-2.0 lb/cu ft ••Pre-ei:panded board, 2 lb/cu ft 
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1 J 11 x 12" plank is bent into U, covered with plastic fiashing ( acrosspage) . 
2 Flexible polyethylene foam provides an insulating roof expansion joint. 

erable efforts are being made to overcome 
these limitations, however, and it is pos
sible that with improved techniques of 
production, reduced costs, or improved 
properties, some will find a place in the 
major markets. Continuing research on 
these plastic foams and new foams may 
change the present picture decidedly. 

The foamed phenolics were primarily 
investigated as wall insulating materials, 
both as board stock and as foam-in-place. 
Although low in cost, phenolic foam lacks 
strength at low densities. Because it has a 
high percentage of open cells, it does not 
have good water resistance. Higher-density 
phenolics have been used as core materials 
in specialized nonarchitectural sandwich
panel applications. Heated or restrained 
molds are not necessary for the phenolic 
foam-in-place operation; principal draw
backs are low strength and water absorp
tion-transmission. Here, then, is a mate
rial that comes close to meeting the basic 
architectural requirements for wall insu
liition, but not quite close enough. 

Semi-rigid foamed-polyethylene has en
tered into isolated architectural applica
tions. Just beginning to gain acceptance, 
low-density (2 lb/cu ft) foamed polyethy
lene has demonstrated its suitability as a 
flexible insulating material to bridge the 
gap between moving se·ctions of a large 
building - an excellent answer to the 
expansion-joint problem when used in 
conjunction with a plastic flashing 1, 2. 
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A material that deforms under load, poly
ethylene foam has no structural applica
tions, but it will be used to solve difficult 
gasketing, closure, and relative-movement 
problems. 

Foamed vinyls have as yet seen little 
action in the construction field. Their char
acteristics, especially those of the closed
cell types, are similar to those of foamed 
polyethylenes. They are being specified to 
some extent for gasketing, weather strip
ping, and window glazing. Rigid vinyl can 
be used as insulation for specialized ap
plications. Its high price, however, will 
prevent large volumes from moving into 
the insulation field. 

The epoxy foams have been suggested 
for panel-core use, but at the present time 
the minimum density of epoxy foams 
commercially available ( 4.0 lb/ cu ft, as 
compared with the 1.0 to 2.0 lb/cu ft 
densities now considered desirable) are a 
limiting factor in their utilization. Cost is, 
of course, high, laying on a second blow 
to this material. 

The foamed silicones are generally de
signed for high temperature, with an up
ward limit of 600 F. Silicones that foam at 
room temperature have been suggested for 
thermal insulation, but nothing is offered 
for the normal construction field. Gener
ally, foamed silicones are high in price 
because of their costly base materials and 
high densities. 

Cellulose-acetate foam is high in cost, 

but has found restricted use where excep
tional strength or thermal stability is im
portant, and in applications where solvent 
resistance is required. 

Urea-formaldehyde foam is low in cost, 
but has very low strength and poor wate1 
resistance. It has found some use in low
temperature insulation and as an acous
tical material. 

In the over-all analysis, foamed poly
styrene leads all of the foamed plastics in 
architectural utilization. Of great promise 
for the future, however, are the urethanes. 

Expanded and Expandable 
Polystyrene 
Polystyrene is the leader among the rigid
plastic foams, because of its happy combi
nation of properties. It is low in cost, 
readily available, easily fabricated, strong, 
durable, resistant, and an excellent insu
lator. Cellular polystyrene is produced by 
expanding polystyrene with a gaseous 
blowing agent. One type of polystyrene 
foam is extruded by special equipment in 
the form of planks and logs; the other 
type is molded from expandable beads. 

These polystyrene foams are rigid, 
closed-cell foams capable of .being pro
duced in densities from 1 to. 30 lb per cu 
ft. Low heat conductivity and resistance 
to water make them excellent low-tem
perature insulators. They have high 
strength-to-weight ratios and are good 
shock absorbers. While untreated poly-
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3 Ceramic tile on polystyrene-core panels. 

styrene foam burns, it may be made self
extinguishing. It is easily cut with stand
ard tools and easily bonded to other 
materials. 

Polystyrene foam is low in cost, allow
ing it to compete favorably with non
plastic materials in many areas of appli
cation. The price range is from 85 cents 
per cu ft, for a board-type of material, to 
$1.50 per cu ft, for more complex molded 
shapes. 

Extruded-expanded polystyrene opened 
the way for foam plastics in widespread 
building qsage. Expanded polystyrene 

6 Aluminum-faced panels with polystyrene-foam core. 
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4, 5 Panels and splines of polystyrene foam and plywood. 

7 Polystyrene foam and reinforced-concrete panels. 
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8 Polystyrene-foam perimeter insulation. 

10 Polystyrene foam used as a plaster base. 
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board has received its most impressive 
reputation in the area of low-temperature 
insulation where it serves especially well. 
The most recent techniques in aluminum
skinned, polystyrene-foam prefab panels 
for quick-assembled cold rooms have 
proved this material excellent for cores. 

Early studies in plywood-polystyrene 
domestic building panels paralleled the 
cold-room pantl development. Now there 
are many examples of expanded polysty-

9 Polystyrene-foam roof insulation set in asphalt. 

TABLE III 

Properties of Polystyrene and Urethane Foams 

POLYSTYRENE URETHANE 

Density, lb/cu ft 1-4 1.8 - 4 

Compressive strength• 15-40 35-50 

Shear strength• 25- 35 28 

Modulus of rigidity• 600- 1500 300 -600 

Flexural strength• 40-60 40-60 

Thermal conductivity, K, 
Btu-in./br/sq ft / degree F 
at 70 F mean temperature .22 - .30 .14- .24 

Water vapor transmission, 
perm-in. 1-3 1-3 

Water-absorption, 
lb/ sq/ ft of surface area < 0.15 < 0.15 

Heat distortion temperature, 
degrees F 160 - 185 250- 300 

Burning characteristics May be made self·extinguishing 

•lb/sq in. @ 2 lb/cu It deo1ity 
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rene-core panels well-suited to various 
architectural applications 3 to 7. Poly
styrene foam board has been worked into 
a number of completely new construction 
ideas. In special forms, as perimeter insu
lation and roof insulation, and as board 
stock itself in some situations, polystyrene 
foam has brought building insulation to a 
new level of practical installation 8 to 10. 

The reasons for this success lie in the 
particular properties of expanded poly
styrene (Table lI I). The combination of 
structural strength, insulation, and low 
vapor transmission, and the possibility of 
keying-in plaster or concrete have also 
brought expanded polystyrene board into 
important application in the thin-shell 
concept for roofs and walls. 

Expandable polystyrene has also en
tered into the picture. With some restric
tions, the beads or prefoamed pellets can 
be foamed in place. The expand-in-place 
polystyrene consists of small polystyrene 
beads containing a solvent-type blowing 11 Panels /or research house: expandable polystyrene and plywood coated with aluminum foil. 

agent. Heat softens the plastic and vola-
tilizes the solvent, inflating the beads to 
many times their original diameter. When 
placed in a mold between skins and 
heated, the beads knit together during ex-
pansion to form a polystyrene foam filling 
the space between the skins. The foam 
differs from the pre-expanded type in that 
the beads can be molded, within a range 
of densities, into a wide variety of shapes 
and sizes, without waste. Properties of the 
two types. of foamed polystyrene are quite 
similar. Sandwich-type prefab panels are 
now being made with expandable poly
styrene and suitable skins on a production 
basis 11. 

Bead-board stock is available and has • 
taken up some of the insulation market of 
expanded polystyrene board. 

Foamed Ure thanes 
The field of foamed plastics has several 
important and promising newcomers such 
as the foamed urethanes. The extensive 
possibilities of the urethanes rest in the 
fact that they are a vast group of chemical 
materials linked together in name by the 
urethane chemical bond. By utilizing the r 

wide variety of polyols (many not even 
tried) the increasing variety of multiple 
diisocyanate cross-linking agents, and the 
potentialities of known foaming tech- 12 
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Premolded urethane-foam panels for a radome: strength and dielectric "transparency." 
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13 Expandable urethane sprayed in place as valve insulation. 

niques, tailor-made urethanes can eventu
ally be developed to meet the needs of the 
building industry. It should be emphasized 
that the rigid foamed urethanes are not 
just one material, but a wide variety of 
separate, distinct, and promising plastics. 

Urethane foams are made by the reac
tion of diisocyanates with polyols, such as 
polyesters and polyethers. When water is 
present during the reaction, carbon diox
ide gas is released causing foaming. 
Expansion also may be achieved by a low
boiling-point solvent, such as a fluorinated 
hydrocarbon. The heat of the reaction 
causes the solvent to vaporize, expanding 
the semi-polymerized plastic. This gas re
mains permanently in the closed cells, 
producing a foam with low "K" factor 
(Table Ill). Proportioning and propel 
selection of the reactants can control the 
rigidity of the foam. One of the problems 
in the production of urethane foams is that 
the isocyanates are toxic and must be 
handled with care in well-ventilated areas. 
Finished foamed products are nontoxic. 

Urethane foams can be produced by 
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either a "one-shot process," or by a process 
in which the reaction is carried only far 
enough to produce a diisocyanate adduct 
"semi-prepolymer." In this latter process, 
the final reaction is easier to handle and 
less toxic. It takes place by the addition of 
more diisocyanate and curing agents. 
There are advantages and disadvantages 
to each of these processes. The one-shot 
process is more satisfactory where high
volume production in a fixed location is 
desired. The semi-prepolymer system is 
more suitable to a small operation and 
more adaptable to field conditions. Most 
early development work was based on the 
flexible type of urethane foams. Only re
cently has much more attention been 
applied to the rigid materials. Now, 
large-volume sections may be molded in 
relatively simple molds with the foam in
gredients being processed through conven
tional pumping and metering equipment 
into a low-cost mixing or homogenizing 
head 12. Techniques have also been de
veloped for applying rigid foams with 
specialized spraying equipment. 

Rigid urethane foams are excellent ther
mal insulators because of their "K" factor, 
which is ~2 to % that of expanded poly
styrene material, and lf.i to ~~ that of glass
fiber mat. They are made in densities from 
1 ~2 to 30 lb per cu ft. Rigid urethanes 
have good structural strength, are resist
ant to water, have high heat-resistance 
(250 F), and may be foamed-in-place. 
The foam will adhere readily to the sides 
of a cavity, becoming its own adhesive 
for many applications in the sandwich
construction field. It can be made self. 
extinguishing. 

Flexible urethane foams in densities 
from 2 to 10 lb per cu ft have an inter
esting range of acoustical properties and 
are being investigated for that use. 

Rigid urethanes will compete with poly
styrene foam in the many fields of low
temperature insulation. In domestic re
frigerators, for example, the amount of 
insulation may be reduced because of the 
low "K" factor. This increases the internal 
volume of the refrigerator without increas
ing its outside dimensions. A similar re
duction in thickness of insulation can be 
realized in building construction. The pos
sibility of spraying makes it attractive as 
insulation in some difficult architectural 
applications 13. 

The Future In Foams 
Plastic foams have definitely established 
themselves in architecture, but their 
acknowledged success has been hardly 
more than an initial entry. The rigid 
foams have a long way to go before the 
present latent demand for them is realized. 
Low-cost polystyrene foams will remain 
very important in the areas of perime
ter insulation, low-temperature insulation, 
nonstructural wall and roof insulations, 
and as plaster bases. There is a strong pos
sibility that the urethanes will take over 
the prefab-panel applications and other 
structural installations, mainly because of 
their foam-in-place and self-adhesive char
acteristics. The foam-in-place advantage 
will also lead to innumerable new appli
cations of urethanes as insulation mate
rials for new and old construction. Plastic 
foams will offer wide utility in architec
ture; the urethanes and polystyrenes are 
particularly suitable for the applications 
of both today and of the future. 
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Structural uses of plastics: 1 radome built 
of glass-fiber-reinforced plastic; 2 Monsanto 
House at Disneyland in California; 3 canopy 
structure at the recent United States exposi
tion at Moscow; 4 United States Pavilion at 
the Brussels Fair; 5 and 6 plastic curtain
wall panels and window glazing in conven
tional buildings; 7 foamed plastics used in 
a radome; 8 polystyrene foam board which 
becomes integral part of reinforced-concrete 
structure. 

8 
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STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

BY FREDERICK J. McGARRY 
The use of plastics in construction merely 
as replacements for metal, wood, concrete, 
or glass is, of course, not sound. In this 
article the author discusses appropriate 
structural uses for plastics and design con
siderations involved in using them success
fully. Examples shown (acrosspage)
many of which are already visually fa
miliar to the reader-illustrate topics 
discussed in this article. Other instances 
of plastics performing structural functions 
are found on succeeding pages. 

A team membt!r for research on several 
internationally-heralded projects in plas
tics construction, the author is Assistant 
Professor of Materials, and Assistant 
Director of Plastics Research Laboratory, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

As the plastics industry continues its 
startling growth and our need for struc
tures of all types similarly increases, a 
veritable din of comment from countless 
sources relates the two fields. Plastics will 
solve the housing crisis, the school crisis, 
the transportation crisis, the urban blight; 
curiously, no one has yet pointed out the 
remedial capability of plastics with re
spect to our divorce rate, though such may 
soon occur. But, their critics reply, they 
burn and break, they creep and fall apart 
outdoors, their colors are garish, and you 
can't tell one plastic from another-until 
it's too late. Somewhere between the evan
gelical fervor of the opportunist and the 
total rejection of the pessimist the truth 
can be found, and a modest effort in that 
direction is attempted in this report. My 
reasons are admittedly selfish: my own 
professional interests encompass both plas
tics and building, and I wish to see them 
mutually prosper. 

Are plastics really structural materials? 
The answer to this simple question is ap
parently evasive: practically all of them 
are, in one sense, though few are yet, in 
another. 

Let us start with the extremes-the next 
time you see a new jet aircraft speed 
through the sky or read of the latest mis
sile launching from Cape Canaveral, real
ize that neither of these devices could so 
perform without plastics as primary struc
tural components in their design. Large 
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and critical sections of the jet are held 
together with plastic glues quite similar to 
those found in waterproof plywood or in 
auto body repair kits; these include the 
control surfaces of the wings and parts of 
the tail assembly. Its nose, practically 
all of the interior bulkheads, floors, 
panels, and seat assemblies are even more 
completely plastics-based. Without the 
combined advantages of light weight, 
strength, stiffness, vibration resistance, 
formability, and smoothness of joint de
tail-which plastics alone exhibit, the 
aircraft simply would not function as it 
does. 

The same is true of most missiles; not 
only are many important areas glued to
gether, but the most critical region, the 
nose cone, is composed exclusively of 
plastics, reinforced with glass or other 
ceramic fibers. The same properties, plus 
low thermal conductivity, absence of melt
ing, and high thermal energy input re
quirement for sublimation (from the solid 
to gaseous states) make plastics the 
uniquely suitable binders to use. But, the 
rebuttal goes, the glass fibers do all the 
work and sustain all the loads. This is 
true, except for tfi:e fact that such fibers 
would be useless unless positioned, pro
tected, and stabilized by the surrounding 
plastic; have you ever seen a glass-fiber 
curtain in a breeze? 

Now think of polystyrene, the tinny
sounding plastic which was so common in 
toys until a few years ago, when the pub
lic finally refused to buy any more. It was 
certainly not a structural material, by any 
stretch of the imagination. At present, 
however, the largest single market for 
styrene, some 180 million lbs per year, is 
a really structural application-refriger
ator door liners. The outer surface of the 
door is a thin, stamped-steel sheet with 
little rigidity or stability, until connected 
to its thicker and more precise plastic 
mate to complete the door assembly. The 
plastic straightens and stabilizes the steel 
and supports food contents on the shelves; 
the stresses so created are substantial. It 
is used because of its light weight, resist
ance to chipping, staining, and moisture, 
low thermal conductivity, ease of high
speed-forming into the complex shapes de
manded by shelf design, and permanence 

of coloration. In the not-too-distant future, 
the entire box may be constructed of 
plastic-sheet material. So even styrene, 
when properly formulated and used, has 
impressive load-carrying ability; fibers or 
other high-strength reinforcements are 
not needed to make the material work 
effectively. 

When the architect ·employs the term 
"structural," however, he usually envisions 
a material or member directly supporting 
the live and dead loads in a large im· 
mobile structure, most often a building. 
Can plastics do this? At present a few 
of them can, if one is willing to pay the 
price. Frequently, construction with plas
tics is the only way to fulfill some shelter 
function, the cost then being secondary. 
Unless the latter is true, however, the use 
of plastics merely as replacements for 
metal, wood, concrete, or glass just doesn't 
make sense; they 'are too expensive and 
probably always will be. This fact is relllly 
the crux of the whole question, so let us 
examine it more fully. 

One familiar use is in the ground 
radome used to protect radar installations 
from the weather 1. A number of these, 
essentially identical in design, serve in re
mote geographical locations where trans
portation is limited. They need to be light 
and modular in design, the latter for 
economy of production and erection. They 
have to be weathertight and nonabsorbent 
to avoid electrical troubles; it is not 
critical that they be incombustible, since 
their contents are not hazardous in this 
respect and human occupancy of the 
shelter is limited. Either formed-plastic or 
stamped-metal panels would meet these 
requirements; but there is one additional 
factor: the structure must he transparent 
to electromagnetic radiation-the radar 
waves which are generated, transmitted, 
and received by the apparatus within. 
Metal reflects such waves almost com
pletely, while glass-fiber-reinforced poly
esters or epoxies pass them like a window. 
Thus, the radomes must he built of plas
tics to fulfill their function. 

On a less specialized level, ~onsider 
dwelling house construction. Quite aside 
from its esthetic and functional aspects, 
which many have questioned, the Mon
santo House constitutes a strong statement 
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These doubly-curved shells utilize plastic-sandwich roof panels as minimum structural materials where it can best fill task (above). 
Reinforced-polyester materials used in translucent-sandwich wall panels of this church were formulated for color stability (acrosspage). 

that glass-fiber-reinforced plastics can be 
used for primary structural members 2. 
Although it has conveyed this message 
explicitly to the millions who have seen 
it, the same structure could have been 
executed as effectively with metal or per
haps even wood, in combination with 
other materials. The light-control possi
bilities of the translucent plastic were de
stroyed by external painting; its low 
thermal conductivity negated by the large 
areas of sheet glass; none of its unique 
electrical properties were utilized; its low 
density was offset by the size of the com
ponents chosen, which necessitated a mo
bile crane for handling and placement; 
the chemical and moisture resistance of 
the plastic were not of primary functional 
value; its stillness (about the same as that 
of wood), rather than its superior strength, 
was permitted to control the structural 
design; and the formability of the ma
terial was not very fully exploited. Thus 
the project represents essentially a tour 
de force, as its location suggests, but an 
interesting and provocative one to analyze. 

By way of contrast, consider the um
brella-like design used at the recent ex
position in Moscow 3. Intentionally 
propagandistic, it boldly asserts the ar
chitectural and engineering sophistication 
of our society within the context of a 
temporary and functional shelter whose 
cost, for a variety of reasons, had to be 

limited. A short lead time necessitated 
simple and rapid tooling-readily possible 
with reinforced plastics. The long delivery 
distance and the unknown qualities of 
Russian labor called for a simple, light
weight, modular structure to be speedily 
erected with a minimum of equipment. 
Strength, rather than stillness, largely 
controlled the design. At only a few criti
cal points was additional, more expensive, 
reinforcement needed, since the formabil
ity of the material made shell action pos-
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sible with an astonishingly thin skin. 
Control over both daylight and artificial 
light was achieved through the inherent 
translucency of the material. Its combusti
bility was retarded and inhibited by the 
inclusion of chlorine compounds; this was 
known to promote ultraviolet degradation 
and color changes, but the design state
ment required it to last only a few weeks 
and no visible effects would occur in such 
a brief interval. Our Russian hosts have 
changed this factor and the structures re
main standing, exposed to weathering and 
snow loads for which they were never in
tended; but as the problem was originally 
defined, the execution of it with reinforced 
plastics was nearly ideal. 

Many of the preceding comments can 
be applied to the Brussels pavilion 4 
with equal validity, though with less rigor, 
since the primary structural elements 
there were steel-the plastics functioning 
only as skins to keep out wind and 
weather. Prefabricated, lightweight, strong 
and rigid where necessary, easily trans
ported by air and installed at the site, 
transparent or translucent, and color
stable for the interval involved, the skins 
permitted the architect to achieve an eco
nomical shelter outstanding for simplicity, 
novelty, and delicacy despite its large size. 

The same type of panel has found 
growing acceptance in conventional build
ings 5. Here again it serves primarily as a 

skin, in this case in a curtain wall; its 
higher cost, compared to traditional ma
terials, is offset by the thermal, visual, 
and weight advantages which it offers. It 
should be mentioned that the reinforced
polyester materials used in this sandwich 
panel were carefully formulated for color 
stability, and from the earliest installa
tions to the present time have performed 
satisfactorily in this respect. 

Single, thin sheets (in color and with 
or without formed facing) of unreinforced 

acrylic, which is also notably stable for 
outdoor exposure, are being used as 
spandrel panels. For windows, the same 
plastic, can be formed into a saw-toothed 
profile, to effect light control inside the 
building 6. Colorful, self-cleaning by rain 
action, lightweight, shatter-resistant, eco
nomical to stiffen by simple shaping meth
ods, thermally effective, the material offers 
many attributes which are simultaneously 
exploited in these applications, though 
primary structural loads are not sustained. 

Now we can become a bit more precise 
in our understanding of structural plas
tics for buildings. Within a narrow defini
tion of the term, the glass-fiber-reinforced 
polyesters and expoxies are truly struc
tural and represent a kind of high-strength 
wood, in their stillness characteristics. 
They are so expensive compared to con
ventional materials, however, that it is 
merely submitting to a vogue to use them 
solely for their structural properties. 

When other properties are significant, 
however, such as low density, formability 
for additional stillness, economics of form
ability in large numbers by machine meth
ods, low thermal conductivity, chemical 
and moisture resistance, and perhaps elec
trical properties, their selection for struc
tural functions may become defensible if 
not mandatory. When light control is 
desired, it too is available, though outdoor 
life before resurfacing is shortened; trans

parent and translucent glass-fiber-rein
forced plastics must be restored oftener 
than opaque ones, to keep their glossy 
surfaces intact. Don't think that sandwich 
panels with reinforced skins and a low
density core are the cheap answer, espe
cially if curved rather than fiat; they look 
beguiling on paper but are incredibly 
expensive to fabricate, as any aircraft 
builder will readily confirm. Even fiat 
panels demand a level of engineering 
which only a few fabricators have yet 
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achieved, within practical cost limitations. 
If the plastics engineer's idea of "struc

tural" is accepted, the picture broadens 
greatly. To him, a plastic is structural if 
it will support its own weight while per
forming some specified function. This isn't 
quite as ridiculous as it sounds at first: 
Innumerable plastic components of auto
mobiles, home appliances, recreational 
articles (including boats), and building 
products do just that, in a fashion which 

111 eather surface of botanical garden dome 
consists of aluminum geodesic framing with 
triangular acrylic panels held in place by ex
truded neoprene gaskets. 

no other materials can match. When he 
takes pride in the performance of his 
foamed styrene in a plywood-faced sand
wich panel, such as recently used in the 
NAHB house in South Bend, he is not 
merely being na"ive; this one amazing ma
terial provides stabilization against skin 
buckling, flexural stiffening, and thermal 
insulation, and acts as a moisture vapor 
barrier. As codes ease, materials improve, 
and processes and equipment develop, this 

is the way our houses will be built. 
Before one concludes that plastics foams 

always need some structural crutch, such 
as plywood, consider a new type of foam 
radome being erected 7. When the tech
nique is fully developed, this structure, 
68 ft in diameter and 4;2 in. thick, will 
be delivered to the site as a few drums of 
liquid plastic with a mixing and dispens
ing machine. But what good is a foam 
dome, except for housing a radar set in 

Polystyrene foam used as concrete form-work in this church building remains in place as insulation and plaster base. 



some remote outpost? 
The idea can be extended and varied 8. 

Here, preformed polystyrene foam plank, 
two in. thick, is sandwiched between wire 
mesh just adequate to support the planks 
with the live load of a workman dispensing 
pressurized concrete from a hose. When 
the outer mesh-reinforced concrete shell 
has been built up to the necessary thick
ness for the particular span, the inner 
surface can he covered with reinforced 

concrete or plaster in the same fashion. 
The foam plank is a light, cheap, low
labor-cost form board which serves perma
nently as thermal insulation and as a 
vapor barrier. Considering the present 
vogue of thin-shell construction, the rami
fications of this.development are arresting 
and significant, offering unusual design 
freedom to the architect wishing to work 
in the medium. 

A greater tonnage of plastics than 

Structural use of plastics in construction of 
geodesic dome. Dome was supported by air 
pressure, using nylon pneumatic lifting dia· 
phragm. As each succeeding row of hexagonal 
steel panels was welded on, pressure was in
creased to .raise dome. At one point pressure 
of only 1.45 oz. per !Q .. in. supported nearly 
560 tons. 

aluminum was produced last year. More 
than 20 percent of it was consumed by 
the building market, though very little of 
this amount was structural, by the archi
tects' standard. The architects and plastics 
engineers should recognize that the same 
word-structural-has different connota
tions to the two groups; if they can com
municate with each other responsibly, both 
can continue to profit from shared experi
ence and effort. 



RESIDENTIAL RESEARCH 

BY LEE FRANKL 
Several years ago, this author-a designer 
and independent researcher-established 
a laboratory on Cape Cod to study meth
ods of producing house components that 
are particularly appropriate for the use 
of plastics. As a result of his research, 
he designed and erected his own home in 
Dennis, Mass., the construction phase of 
which is presented here. In addition, the 
author presents details of future projects 
that are based on his experience with 
plastics components. 

Frankl's background in the housing 
field includes, in addition to the design 
and construction of several framing sys
tems, three textbooks on modular co
ordination based on the work of Small 
Homes Council at University of Illinois; 
a project which comprised the writing and 
illustrating of NAHB Trade Secrets Re
ports; a later book was the field erection 
manual used by National Homes. 

Before designing the house illustrated in 
this article (following pages), the author 
had developed a modular milled-member 
framing system and had built three houses 
based on variations of this method 1. 
With a puritanical approach to the use 
of horizontal and vertical grid lines, it was 
usually necessary to cut exterior materials 
to dimensions such as 3'-11" x 7'-10" and 
3'-ll1Ai" x 7'-10%", with corresponding in
terior skins cut to 3' -9%" x 7' -91ha" and 
3'-lo%" x 7'-9~~" These odd dimensions 
led to a serious look at plastics as a means 
of forming odd-sized panels to fit a modu
lar system. 

Modular assembly should mean a 
greater use of modular components. A 
structural system, however, may depend 
on the use of lumber having 1 %", 2%", or 
3%" widths. These members are milled to 
receive panels. When a 4' center-to-center 
grid system is used, panels of varying 
dimensions are required for the wall 
assembly. Panel components with plastic
foam cores and skins that could be rela
tively easily manufactured were consid
ered an effective means of accommodating 
these odd dimensions. 

A decision to use Dylite cores, for the 
first plastic-panel house, was reached. 
(Dylite is Koppers' trade name for poly
styrene foam; Styrofoam is the trade name 
used by Dow, and Unicrest by United 
Cork.) Before this house could be de-
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signed, however, it was necessary to deter
mine the characteristics of the foam-core 
panels; i.e., their thickness, allowable 
spans, types of skin, glue lines, etc. Ac
cordingly, a test program was established 
and carried out with a university research 
group. Early tests of roof panels-made 
of polystyrene planks laminated to ply
wood skins with resorcinal adhesives
indicated that 2' x 8' panels with 3" cores 
could span a maximum of 8'. It was 
quickly realized that this span would be 
insufficient to meet a desired eave-to-roof 
span of 10'. 

Recalling earlier panel experiments 
using cardboard tubes as cores, several 
attempts were made to study the feasibil
ity of substituting polystyrene-foam tubes 
as the cores. Several panels were made 
using tubes in various ways: the whole 
tube 2, whole tubes plus half tubes above 
and below 3, and various systems of cor
rugated cores 4. Epoxy adhesives were 
used to weld the tubes to each other and 
to the skins. Each of these experimental 
panels, when load tested, proved to be 
superior to solid-foam cores in resistance 
to deflection. 

Another experiment involved splitting 
a single 8' tube and wrapping one of the 
halves with 3"-wide gummed paper. Each 
of these sections was center-loaded with 
10 lbs. Deflection of the paper-wrapped 
tube was only one-half that of its un
wrapped mate. Panels made of the poly
styrene tubes wrapped with aluminum 
foil-similar to that used in cigarette 
packaging-provided equal strength with 
the added advantage of a ·vapor barrier. 

A discussion of these results with a re
search engineer, familiar with this field, 
led to slicing a foam plank vertically, 
through its depth, and placing 60-lb Kraft
paper rafters between the strips of foam 
5. When laminated with resorcinal ad
hesives, the resultant panel proved to be 
excellent in resistance to bending. Since 
the extruded-polystyrene tubes used in the 
previous experiments could not be made 
available when we finally got into con
struction, the Kraft-paper/foam-type pan
els were selected to span the 10' distance 
from ridge to eave. Actual roof panels 
used in the house were 3' -4" x 14' -0" in 
size, made with plywood exterior skins 
and Upson board on the opposite faces of 
the cores. 

As the photo of the workshop suggests, 

(over page) this was really a "behind-the
barn" manufacturing process due to the 
lack of controls and an inadequate set-up 
for presses and jigs. Accordingly, interior 
skins were not laminated to the exterior 
wall panels, although interior-partition 
panels received finish skins en both sur
faces. The partition panels were rabbeted 
to fit plates anchored to floor and ceiling 
as well as panel-locking channels at all 
vertical joints. The single floor is Ph" 
edge-grained oak Doweloc in 12" planks 
that span the 24' width of the house. 

The milled members and panels for each 
exterior wall were assembled on the floor 
deck. Four men assembled and tipped up 
each wall in one hour. The 22 roof panels 
were placed and fastened in four hours. 
Asphalt shingles were then applied to the 
roof and W' cherry-plywood skins to 
the inside face of the exterior walls. 

The fixed windows are insulating: two 
sheets of glass were placed in an extruded
neoprene surround, then set into the 
milled opening and secured by a back
hand. Exterior and interior doors have 
polystyrene-foam cores which inhibit the 
passage of moisture and minimize warp
age. (The house is generally dry and 
mildew-proof, because of the high quality 
of the foam cores.) French doors are made 
up of two sheets of acrylic, with embed
ments, set into a 2" x 4" rabbeted frame. 
To take care of expansion and contraction, 
the acrylic was set against neoprene tub
ing. Heating is electric baseboard, made 
economically feasible by the excellent in
sulating property of the foam. 

Critical Evaluations 
In an evaluation of this method of con
struction, many details are still being ap
praised. Essentially, the system has great 
merit, since foam cores make a one-quality 
house possible. Cost differences are related 
entirely to costs of skins and the basic 
structure remains the same-a quality 
product superior to conventional stud 
walls with conventional batt insulation. 

It soon became apparent, however, that 
a mistake was made in using new mate
rials in components that imitated nonfoam 
products. More skin finishes had been 
used than in conventional panels. 

Unbalanced panels were used through
out-roof panels have *" plywood on the 
outside faces and Upson board on the in
teriors; exterior wall panels have "Tex-
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ture lll" plywood on the outside and 
Upson board, cherry plywood, or ~8" 

Masonite on the inside. However, what is 
a balanced sandwich panel? Is it a core 
with similar skins on both surfaces? Or is 
it a panel with 70 F temperature on its 
interior face and -10 to 150 F tempera
tures on the weather surfaces, with vary
ing degrees of moisture content? To what 
degree does the moisture-inhibiting factor 
of the foam core allow the design of 
unbalanced-panel construction? 

Furthermore, advantage was not taken 
of new structural arrangements of the 
parts of the panels made possible by the 
foam cores. Jointing methods, except at 
the windows, did not improve on conven
tional methods. Shop procedures for lami
nating panels was complicated. 

This valuable hindsight resulted in the 
investigation of other plastics and tech
niques: phenolics and urethanes, as well 
as syntactic foams. The entire house be
gan to be considered as a series of related 
components: the framing cage, roof, wall, 
and floor panels, mechanical elements, 
and glazing. The design of new com-
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FRAMING DIAGRAM 

ponents followed, and present hopes are 
that these will be incorporated into several 
structures currently being planned. An im· 
proved interior-partition system and 30 
new sample panels are being completed 
at the time of this writing. The remainder 
of this report will discuss some of the 
directions that this designer has been pur· 
suing. Although some of the occupancies 
discussed are not houses, the principles 
involved are thought to be applicable to 
residential construction. Applications for 
patents have been made for many of the 
designs. 

Marina Roof 
Bermuda panels and flat panels form the-
1500-sq-ft roof of an addition to a marina 
on Nantucket Sound. Foamed-in-place 
urethane cores were used in the Bermuda 
panels while polystyrene planks were 
laminated to plywood skins for the flat 
panels. All panels were shop-coated with 
urethane and have sand embedded on the 
weather surface. This roof, although ade
quate, is not thoroughly satisfactory. For 
one thing, the rigid-foam formulation was 
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not perfected to the degree that it is today, 
and, in shrinking, it pulled the plywood 
skins together slightly. There was also 
considerable waste of foam, since it was 
applied in a free blow with the excess 
being removed later. (Free blow means 
that no limiting surface was used to con· 
trol the desired rise of the foaming 
process.) 

The urethane foams have an important 
advantage over polystyrene, since there 
are no added costs for adhesives and labor. 
Development by the chemical industry of 
equipment and controls for this material 
is progressing steadily. 

Door Details 
Neoprene surrounds, which hold doors and 
screens, are also the interior and exterior 
casing. A similar approach can be used 
for windows, with neoprene holding glass 
and screens 6. These designs are based 
on the lnlock type of stiffener. 

Domes 
A proposed design for a Junior Museum 
anticipates a structure based completely 
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Walls of milled members and panels are 
tipped into place. Total time for assembly 
and placing of walls: 4 men, 4 hrs and 16 hrs. 

Kraft-paper rafters extrude between two of 
the strips of foamed styrene which are 
laminated with resorcinal adhesives. 

Floor of house is single deck of 1 1/2" oak 
"Doweloc." In background is concrete-block 
garage thot forms far wall of the breezeway. 

Four exterior walls are plumbed. Ridge 
beams and posts (designed to fall in closet 
areas) are then positioned and fastened. 

Plumbing walls are of 1 1/ 16" foam-cored 
double-faced panels. All interior walls were 
assembled and fastened by 4 men in 5 hrs. 

Later step in panel construction shows ad
hesive being rolled onto surface of foamed 
styrene to bond skin securely to panel. 
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Sandwich panels, of foamed-styrene core and 
" Texture 111" plywood exterior skin, are in
serted in rabbeted edges of milled framing. 

First roof panel, of foam core and 1/4" 
exterior-grade plywood skins, being placed. 
Weight of 14" panel is approximately 140 lbs. 

View of breezeway and stacked-block garage 
wall. Roof grid accommodates oak tree; 
roofing material is corrugated polyester. 

Exterior skin is draped over foamed-styrene 
core. Unit is then pressed to insure tight 
bond between the component materials. 

JUNE 1960 P/A 

Roof panels, fully in place, are V jointed. 
Large openir1cgs in long walls are for double
glazed acrylic doors which have embedments. 

Over-all view of completed house. Ex
terior corners are filled with finish 4" x 4" 
which fits into rabbeted, milled members. 

Scene from "behind-the-barn" operation: 
improvised pressing methods use old contain
ers, shims under struts to ceiling rafters. 

.. 
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on the use of plastic components. Each 
of its areas has seldom been so built. 

The dome (of a planetarium) could be 
built iJ\several ways. Syntactic foams, pre
expanded polystyrene beads, or phenolic 
beads, mixed with resin, can be troweled 
over a pressurized balloon. This technique 
has been used with concrete; however, 
foam is much lighter in weight and gives 
better insulation. If additional finish is 
required, a plastic coating could be 
sprayed on. Glass rovings (nonwoven 
short strands) could be added to the coat
ing or syntactic foam for additional 
strength, or for a thinner-walled structure. 
An alternate structural solution can be 
found in the use of "orange-peel" sections, 
which could be filled with foamed ure
thane, polystyrene, phenolic, or others 7. 
The joint system could be a half lap 
fastened with adhesives. This dome might 
also be built of a combination of octagonal 
and square foam-filled panels 8. For any 
of these solutions-no doubt, there are 
others-there is sufficient data available 
from work already accomplished, by the 
many designers working with plastic ma
terials for building, to engineer this dome 
without much special study . 

Bent/Curved-Panel Structure 
A structure based on bents from which 
curved panels can be hung is an inter-
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esting possibility to be explored 9. Models 
at one-quarter scale have been built with 
Tekwood skins, filled with syntactic foams 
-both microballoons and pre-expanded 
polystyrene beads. It would seem that a 
single skin to the weather side would 
suffice for protection; a ceiling of flexible 
or semi-rigid urethane with a Hypalon 
finish is one of the many possibilities for 
the interior finish. 

H-P Roof House 
In a hyperbolic-paraboloid roof house, an 
oval is inscribed within the square of the 
h-p with the low points on either axis. 
The long spans possible with this roof re
move the need for bearing walls. This then 
permits the design of lower-cost nonbear
ing walls, all of which would have 
straight-sloped top edges. Most of the 
rooms would have three exposures. The 
design is an economical one with pipes 
and fitting holding the structure together. 

Conclusions 
There is no doubt that plastics--in com
bination with lumber, metals, and paper
can play a prominent role in component 
design and manufacture. A number of 
factors, however, stand in the way of their 
fullest realization. 
1 Policing by the industry, to make cer
tain that formulations are correct, is 
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Seven-ft square hyperbolic-paraboloid roof panel. This unit was made of seven l' x 7' 
polystyrene planks laminated with Upson-board skins. Comparison tests were made between 
the doubly-curved panel and a fiat panel of the same material and dimensions. Under a 
similar loading, the deflection of the fiat panel was four times greater. 

essential. At present, there are some im
proper formulations being sold at lower 
prices. 
2 The architect needs better information 
to be able to specify plastics properly. In 
this regard, sales personnel are often not 
sufficiently acquainted with construction 
problems to give complete and unbiased 
information. 

With a potential billion-pound annual 
market for foam cores-which could not 
be supplied by available manufacturing 
facilities-it is apparent that many types 
of foams will be used. Methods should 
be developed to reduce the quantity of 
foam in a component without reducing 
strength, as in corrugated plank. There 
must be a freer exchange of information 
by all of the companies involved in this 
kind of research. The chemical industry 
might establish a central source of infor
mation where the building industry could 
get data on types and uses of plastics; 
where existing research and development 
information is assembled and correlated, 
thereby eliminating much duplication of 
effort; where terminology, understandable 
to architects, engineers, and builders, is 
developed; where research is channeled 
and new research may be initiated. 

Some work of this kind is being done, 
but with little correlation. The Plastics 
Group of the Building Research Institute 

is attempting to find answers; without a 
full-time paid staff,'however, its work is 
necessarily limited. The Manufacturing 
Chemists' Association now has a Director 
of Plastics In Building. The NAHB works 
with plastics manufacturers on research 
houses. Consumer magazines in the resi
dential field have become involved in pro
grams using new materials in new ways. 
But, will the many advantages be as 
quickly attained through these unrelated 
efforts? 
3 Teamwork among chemists, architects, 
engineers, and contractors is necessary 
for the proper design of components. 
Throughout the continuing process of re· 
design, the carpenter should continuously 
be kept in mind. If new components can
not be quickly and accurately assembled 
-without further cutting and without 
damage to finished skins-the product is 
of little value. 
4 Regarding components, the following 
analogy makes their proper place clear: 
no one would wear a tuxedo without a 
tie--a missing component, ·nor brown 
shoes-an unrelated component. All com
ponents must relate in the final structure. 
5 Necessity for using modular co-ordina
tion, a common dimensioning language, 
cannot be overstressed. Correlated com
ponents and the ability to assemble on 
the site, demand such a system. 
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METHODS 
OF 
EMBEDMENT 

. . . in polyester (above and right) 
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. . . in laminated acrylic sheets 

BY ARMAND G. WINFIELD 
An embedment is the result of placing-an 
object within a given mass of plastic ma
terial which serves as a protective sheath 
around the object. An expert in this field, 
Winfield is a staff member of DeBell & 
Richardson, Inc., Consulting Engineers in 
Plastics, of Hazardville, Conn. Several of 
the more important encapsulating tech
niques, as they apply to the decorative 
possibilities of plastics, are discussed. Also 
revealed in detail are methods used in 
thermoplastic acrylics and in thermoset
ting polyesters and epoxies. 

An embedment, an encapsulation, and a 
potting are each basically the result of 
placing relatively small objects within a 
given mass of plastic material. The plast!c 
serves as a . total blanket or protective 
sheath around the object(s). Since three 
terms have been used to describe this 
phenomenon, these words need definition 
to clarify their specific usage. 

An embedment is the total entity of an 
object in its plastic sheath. Embedments 
are usually decorative in nature, but can 
be medical, biological, or industrial, as 
well as purely esthetic. They are always 
cast or molded in a transparent plastic 
material. 

A potting usually refers to an object 
placed within an opaque envelope or 
sheath. Pottings are usually electric or 
electronic in character-the opacity be
ing a function of fillers required in a resin 
to produce explicit dielectric charac
teristics. 

Encapsulation is a general term encom
passing the two specific terms already 
mentioned, and is simply the enclosure of 
an object within a capsule or membrane. 
The first two terms are closely related to 
the plastics field (and are usually pro
duced by casting techniques), while the 
last is of a broader frame of reference. 

The first embedments known are those 
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. . . in clear acrylic 

found in nature; prehistoric flies en cap
sulated in pitch which, through petrifica
tion, became amber-and the fly remained 
carefully preserved in this clear, hard 
shell. The advent of the plastics industry 
brought man's first facile and practical 
medium for artificial encapsulations. In
sert moldings evolved as an outgrowth of 
the rubber-molding field which metamor
phosed, prior to World War I, with the 
advent of the phenolics. Embedments ap
peared in-the late '30's and pottings took 
their place in the following decade. 

This article will deal with several of 
the more important encapsulating tech
niques as they apply to the plastics field. 
It will examine the methods used in ther
moplastic acrylics and in thermosetting 
polyesters and epoxies. 

Early History of Acrylics 
The writer's earliest reference to embed
ding is work with styrene monomer and 
ultraviolet inhibitor in England in 1937.1 

In 1939, E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 
Inc. had a display in New York where it 
exhibited a large block of crystal-clear 
"Lucite" in which some amethystine crys
tals were embedded. This intriguing speci
men started him on a 20-year investigation 
into the possibilities of this field. 

Among the first professions to become 
engrossed in the handling of cast acrylic 
was the dental field, and with the advent 
of World War II, the cast-acrylic dental 
plate made an appearance in the Army 
Dental Corps as well as in some of the 
more progressive civilian laboratories. In 
the early '40's several companies appeared 
as commercial embedders, two of the most 
prominent of these having been affiliated 
with the dental profession. 

The methods used during this early era 
were basically derived from the dental 
techniques, modified for speed and accu
racy of mass or semi-mass production. 
Converters supplying the dental labora-

tories had taken standard methacrylates 
and acrylic monomers and purified them 
for oral use. Molding materials were made 
as a fine bead polymer. Substantial 
amounts of hydroquinone inhibitor were 
removed from the monomer to ease the 
handling in denture applications. By com
bining predetermined quantities of the 
fine-mesh polymer with the purified mono
mer, a "dough" was produced, which, 
when subjected to the right amount of 
heat and pressure and a calculated cure 
cycle, resulted in the polymerization to 
the most beautiful crystal-clear acrylic 
end products. 

These early methods of embedding were 
closely guarded and little information 
leaked out for many years. The techniques 
described in this article, therefore, are 
primarily based on the author's experi
ence in this field-supplemented where 
necessary with published data. 

Tedious Early Methods 
The early methods of making embedments 
were slow, long, and tedious. A cavity or 
mold could be made of plaster, wood, 
or metal. If either of the first two were 
used, it had to be set in · a metal flask to 
prevent shattering or bursting during the 
curing cycle that consisteq of varying de
grees of heat and pressure. A typical early 
embedding sequence was as follows: a 
cavity of polished brass, aluminum, or 
beryllium copper was coated with a mold 
release l. Note the removable bottom and 
the draft on the sides. A layer of acrylic 
"dough" was placed in the bottom of the 
mold 2. The object to be embedded was 
then placed on top of the "dough" 3, 
and another layer of "dough" placed over 
the object 4. 

One of several methods was then used 
to cure the embedment. One technique was 
to place this open mold in an autoclave, 
replace air with nitrogen or carbon diox
ide, and bring the pressure up as high 
as 150 psi depending on the size of the 
embedment. Heated from 65 F to 225 F 
for two to six or more hours-again de
pending on embedment size-the embed
ment would cure or polymerize. 

A second method was to place a top on 
the mold and clamp it shut. The most 
effective clamp had built-in springs. The 
reason for springs was that when the 
polymerization took place the acrylic 
shrunk, and a springless mold would not 
maintain the even pressure necessary to 
complete the polymerization. A spring 
mold or clamp 5 would do mechanically 
what the gas pressure maintained in the 
autoclave. Heat was applied .by placing 
the mold or flask in a caldron of water 
and Taising the temperature to a boil for 
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the two- to six-hour cure cycle. 
The autoclave method was cleaner and 

more efficient; the second method was 
much less expensive in equipment and in 
operation. 

Both techniques were adaptable. Cavi
ties could be made to produce a single 
piece conforming to the shape or configura
tion of the cavity-or multiple parts could 
be embedded in a common cavity, to be 
cut apart and finished separately after 
curing. An important phase of this process 
was the finishing of the part, and great 
care had to be exercised to achieve a high 
finish free from blemishes or pits. Some 
embedders produced extra-hard surfaces 
by adding small quantities of benzyol per
oxide to the monomeric mix. 

Variety of Obiects Embedded 
Limitations in these early techniques were 
mainly in size. The larger the piece, the 
greater the heat and pressure require
ments, and the longer the curing cycle. 
Common embedments were usually small 
- key-tag and small-jewelry size--ear
rings, brooches, and the like. Next in 
popularity was the cigarette-box top or 
the cigarette lighter (with metal parts 
inserted by fabrication) . More difficult 
and expensive were book ends and large 
desk sets. The largest embedments by the 
early techniques rarely exceeded 12"xl2"x 
l"-and these took many days of carefully 
controlled cycling. Embedments of this 
era brought good prices: little embedded 
works of art upwards of $5, large desk 
sets as much as $200. 

The remarkable range of objects em· 
bedded included everything from biologi· 
cal, medical, and marine specimens to 
those of gem and geologic nature; from 
tiny paintings and sculptures to coins, 
stamps, and locks of hair; from insects 
to sea shells; from photographs to draw
ings; from hard bits of wire to soft globs 
of wax; from museum objects of price· 
less nature to company miniature products 
for advertising give-a-ways. 

From 1945 through 1947 a small group 
of New York artists used this exciting new 
medium to preserve miniature -works of 
art, which under normal conditions would 
be easily destroyed. 2 

It was during this early period, too, that 
Bureau of Standards in Washington and 
Office of War Information, as well as a 
number of industrial defense plants in the 
field of electronics, began to look toward 
this technique as a possible medium for 

encapsulating miniature electronic assem
blies. They felt that a series of delicate 
components could be prewired and then 
embedded as a single unit assembly. This 
unit, made up of many parts, would then 
be placed in the total assembly much like 
a single radio tube. Delicate assemblies 
were a problem where the instruments 
were subject to shock treatment-espe· 
cially under battle conditions-the walkie
talkie being one such instrument. 

An area of embedding of special inter· 
est to the architect and interior designer 
is sheet embedding, pioneered by Wasco 
Products, Inc. In this method, a gasket 
is placed peripherally around and between 
the outer edges of two large plates of 
glass. The space provided by the gasket 
controls the thickness of the plate and is 
usually not in excess of 14". An acrylic 
slurry is poured between the glass plates 
together with fabrics, leaves, plants, in· 
sects, grass, or other desired decorations, 
and the whole entity becomes one large 
embedded sheet-up to 3' x 6'-for use 
as walls, shower stalls, partitions, panels, 
etc.8 

The field of acrylic embedding has 
never become a field of high production. 
There is too much slow and tedious hand 
work involved-in placing the objects, in 
careful pressure and heat controls, and 
in the shaping and ultimate polishing of 
the finished pieces. As late as 1955, com· 
panies had been visited where long cycles 
of six to 30 hours were still being used. 

Development of Improved Methods 
In 1949, the first fast process was intro· 
duced. • This was a method of embedding 
by modified compression-molding tech· 
niques. Fine-mesh polymers were tamped 
into the base of aluminum or beryllium 
copper cavities 6. The object for embed· 
ding was placed on the tamped polymer 
7, and another layer of polymer laid 
around and over the object to the desired 
depth. This, too, was tamped 8. The mold 
was then closed, and heat of 300 to 350 F 
was applied to plasticize the polymer. 
Mechanical pressures of from 500 to 5000 
psi were then applied in cycles as short as 
three minutes, although again size of the 
emhedment was the controlling factor
the greater the mass, the longer the cycle. 
This process, however, shortened the 
standard embedment cycle from hours to 
minutes. 

The next major change in thermoplastic 
embedding came in 1953 when the author 
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developed a process for injection-molding 
embedments in a matter of seconds, rather 
than minutes. This technique, a modifica
tion of standard injection molding, could 
use any thermoplastic material and could 
embed by precision methods. Mold cost 
is increased by only 40 percent and cycle 
time, by 75 percent but the basic limitation 
is still mass ; the method must be restricted 
at this time to comparatively small parts. 

The last major developments in the 
embedding/ clear-casting fields have oc
curred during this past year. One is the 
creation of clear blocks of acrylic, cast 
up to 2' x 3' x 4', for use as submarine 
windows or atomic-reactor windows.5 Al
though there is nothing embedded in these 
blocks, their size is an important advance 
in the technique of casting. The other de
velopment is a gargantuan embedment 
some 3' x 3' x 7', which holds a stainless
steel capsule and serves as a corner stone 
in the lobby of the new Equitable Building 
in New York.e 

This, then, brings the acrylic-embedding 
picture up to date from the late '30's to 
the present day. During these 20-odd 
years, the techniques, for the most part, 
have changed little. It is essentially a 
hand process-for custom or semi-custom 
production-in a quality market. 

Techniques for the Epoxies 
The next phase of this discussion covers 
the epoxies, tracing their history and de
velopment and discussing their techniques. 

The first encapsulating use of epoxies 
was in the early '40's at Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey,7 when the Signal Corps was 
interested in the technique for covering 
wire-wound resistors. Its work closely 
paralleled previously-mentioned electronic 
developments in the acrylics. In 1949, the 
first complete encapsulated printed circuit 
was produced there. The growth of epoxies 
as potting compounds has been steady 
since that time and they can be found 
in common usage today in many branches 
of the electronics field. 

Epoxies, as are the polyesters later to 
be described, are thermosetting in nature, 
which means they are chemical com
pounds activated by a catalyst which lines 
up their molecular structure as a chain 
reaction and crosslinks it. Once this com
pound is cured, it becomes permanent in 
this form and cannot be changed. 

There are two types of epoxies used in 
the encapsulating field: first, the so-called 
clear or "water-white" epoxy through 
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which the item can be seen, much the 
same as in an embedment ; and second 
the opaque potting compound which is 
filled with an inert, usually inorganic, 
filler. 

Until very recently, there was no real 
"water-white" material. Two of the light
est straw-colored materials in the lowest 
viscosity range are Bakelite ERL-2774 and 
Bakelite ERL-2795. Either of these ma
terials could be activated by either a 
single amine catalyst or by a stoichio
metric balance among several amines pro
ducing a multistage catalyst system. The 
second technique is used to counterbal
ance an extremely hot catalyst with a 
slower reacting one. Additional modifica
tion by the use of polyamides8 to toughen 
the encapsulation is a common practice 
which does not measurably alter the clar
ity of the encapsulation. 

Using the double-stage catalyst system 
with Bakelite ERL-2795, the author em
bedded glitter in large sheets of unsup
ported epoxy for the Scott Air Force Base, 
illinois, in early 1956. Five and one-half 
lbs of resin were poured over a highly 
waxed glass mold, and after a gelation 
period of approximately two hours, glitter 
was sprinkled over this tacky surface. A 
second pour of resin was then placed over 
this ll1h-sq-ft panel. After an additional 
gelation period of two hours, and a room
temperature curing cycle of an additional 
six, the parts were placed in an oven at 
180 to 225 F for a two-hour curing cycle, 
after which time they were removed from 
the mold and were ready for delivery 9 
and 10. 

During the late '50's, a technique called 
molecular distillation9 was used to clarify 
the various straw colors in epoxies to a 
water-white appearance. This technique 
cost about $25 per lb, and was impractical 
commercially. It was not until late 1958 
and early 1959 that a real "water-white" 
epoxy made its appearance on the mar
ket 10 and is now gradually being used 
where clear castings are required. This 
material, however, is both expensive and 
somewhat difficult to handle, requiring 
long curing cycles of anywhere from 16 
to over 70 hours at controlled tempera
tures (depending on the mass of the 
casting). 

Epoxies are generally good to use where 
shrinkage is an important factor. Epoxies 
have a volumetric shrinkage factor of ap
proximately 1 to 2 percent-or a lineal 
shrinkage factor of approximately 1 to 
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WEATHERSTRIPPING 
MASTIC OR PUTTY 
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1.259 percent. This means that they can 
be used around metal, glass, and other 
delicate electronic items where high· 
shrinkage resins would crack. The use of 
filled epoxy for pottings is an area of 
specialization, because the exact formula
tion is dependent on the physical require
ments necessary for the specific job. For 
specific problems, however, there are 
many compounds on the market prepared 
by converters for specific types of potting, 
and there are several companies who pre
pare special compounds for particular 
assignments. Many techniques are in use 
today where shells made of epoxy are 
used as molds and the part is left in them. 
The mold release problem of the epoxy 
is a difficult one, since the resin is very 
tenacious and tends to stick even to the 
best-prepared mold surfaces. 

Embedments in the Polyesters 
The last phase of this article covers the 
"water-white" polyesters. The author has 
been investigating the use of polyesters as 
an embedding media during the past eight 
years and has examined each one appear
ing on the market and claiming "water
white" appearance. Of all of these evalu
ated, two of the three that came close to 
the claim are difficult to use as general 
embedding media. These two are acry lie 
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GLASS WALLS-

GLASS PLATE\ 

monomer polyesters and syrups, and are 
primarily designed for outdoor use with 
glass-fiber reinforcement in sandwich con
structions. An excellent resin for clear 
embedding is Pittsburgh Plate Glass's 
Selectron # 5026. This resin has a light 
purple-blue cast which, when cured, 
almost entirely disappears, leaving a clear 
block similar in appearance to an acrylic. 

Polyester embedments present both ad
vantages and disadvantages over the 
acrylic embedding. On the plus side is a 
less expensive basic raw material (ap
proximately $.45 per lb compared to $1.50 
to $3.00 per lb for dental-grade acrylic) . 
There are no size limitations in polyester 
embedding if the material is correctly 
handled. Costs of equipment and manufac
turing are much lower than for acrylic 
embedding. 

On the negative side, however, the light 
stability of the so-called "water-white" 
materials is relatively short-lived. On ex· 
posure to direct sunlight, the piece will 
turn from clear to straw color to amber 
within a year or two. In normal indoor 
usage, this life expectancy can be ex
tended. Polyester has a volumetric shrink
age of approximately 6 percent, or a 
lineal shrinkage of approximately 2 per
cent, and this precludes its use around 
many items which have large mass or are 

13 
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metal, glass, or materials whose coefficient 
of expansion differs widely from the 
polyester. 

Polyester embedments .can be made in 
molds of glass, latex,. Teflon, plastisol 
without mold release, or chrome-plated 
steel or brass. They can also be made 
in throw-away molds of vacuum-formed 
vinyl or polyethylene. Molds of wood or 
plaster can be used for single parts, but 
mold releases of cellophane, polyvinyl
alcohol film, silicone grease, or oil must 
be used. 

Polyesters have a strong odor original· 
ing from the styrene monomer. This the
oretically disappears after the part is 
cured. In order to guarantee the removal 
of this odor, a masking agent or scent 
can be added as a neutralizer to the base 
resin.11 This scent does not alter the clar
ity of the finished casting even though it 
has a tendency to amber the liquid during 
mixing. 

A typical emhedment is made as fol
lows: A temporary mold is made of glass 
and held together with putty or mastic 
11. A layer of the polyester is then 
poured over the bottom 12. In order 
to eliminate the use of vacuum jars, 
Selectron # 5026 is preheated to 120 F for 
a period of 30 to 60 minutes. This is then 
catalyzed with ~2 to 1 percent (depending 
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on the mass of the embedment) oft-butyl 
hydroperoxide which has been carefully 
stirred into the resin to eliminate air 
bubbles. The poured layer will gel in any
where from 15 minutes to an hour, again 
depending on the amount of catalyst, the 
room temperature, the humidity in the air, 
and the temperature of the mold. A 
vibrator can also be used to remove re
maining air bubbles, but for the most part 
this is unnecessary. After the base resin 
has gelled, the object to be embedded is 
dipped into a catalyzed solution of poly
ester and is carefully placed on the gelled 
area in the exact position desired 13. 
Care must be exercised to see that air 
bubbles are removed from this embedment 
and this is often done with a needle or by 
additional vibration. Since the wet embed
ment has a tendency to slide around, care 
must be exercised to see that it gels in the 
position required. After embedment gela
tion, an additional layer of catalyzed poly
ester is poured over and around the object 
to fill the mold 14. This too must gel. 
After gelation of the second layer, a layer 
of purified, lightweight, mineral oil is 
poured over one resin to serve as a block
off to the air 15. Selectron # 5026 is an 
air-inhibited resin. 

The mold-and-cure cycle after gelation 
is, depending again on the mass of the 
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embedment, very critical; but as a rule 
of thumb, the cycle is approximately two 
hours at 120 F, followed by 30 minutes 
at 160 F, and 30 minutes at 220 F. After 
curing, the object is carefully cooled to 
room temperature. Since polyester has a 
large shrinkage potential, it will pull away 
from the mold walls and is thus easily 
removed from the mold. 

Polishing and finishing of polyester is 
a chore. Although all surfaces in direct 
contact with the mold will be as smooth 
as the mold itself, the area covered by the 
oil must be worked and finished. When 
the oil is removed, the area is tacky and 
this tackiness must be ground off and 
polished. The most effective method is to 
wet-grind with grits of 240, then 360, fol
lowed by bu.fling with a tripoli compound, 
then followed by chalk or chalk-rouge for 
high finish. The "water-white" polyesters 
are extremely versatile and can be tinted 
or colored as well as left clear. 

The line where one layer of resin is 
poured onto anQther will never really dis
appear in the polyester embedment, but 
can be hidden by the shape of the embed
ment, for instance by angles meeting at 
this cleavage line. 

Other Techniques 
Insert molding is primarily a production 

technique used in many industries whereby 
an object, usually metal, is set into part 
of the mold before the molding compound 
is introduced. An example are the prongs 
of an electric plug. Phenolic is shot around 
these metal prongs by a transfer-molding 
technique. Insert molding is mentioned 
here only briefly, since it is actually dis
tinct from the techniques already de
scribed. These have been hand techniques 
whereas insert molding is mechanical. 

1 Unpublished data given to author by Arthur J. Warner, 
concerning work. at Standard Telephone Cables, Ltd., 
North Woolwich, London. 
2 Winfield Fine A.rt in Jewelry, New York, N. Y. 
8 0 Acrylite" and "Waacolite," product• of Wuco Prod
ucts Inc., Cambridge. Mass. 
6 Tod Harris, President, Creative Plastics Corp., Stony 
Brook, N. Y.: (Creative Plastics was subsequently pur
ch•sed by Whitehead & Hoag Co., Newark, N. ].) 

IS Cast Optics Corp., Hackensack, N. J. 
8 Produced by Plutica Developments, Inc., Attleboro, 
Mass., for Skidmore, Owings & Merril), New York, N. Y. 
7 ••Compounds for Electronics," John M. Jewell and 
William C. Jenner, Modern Plutic1, vol. 37, December 
1959, pp. 101.102. 
8 .. Versamid ," product of General Milla, Chemical 
Division, Kankakee, Ill. 
8 ''The Use of Molecular Evaporation H a Means for 
Propagating Chemical Reactions," Contribution #74 
from the Experimental Station of E. I. DuPont de 
Nemours & Co., Inc., Collected Papers of Wallace H. 
Carothers on Polynieri.zalion, edited by H. Mark, G. S. 
Whitby. lnterscience Publishers, Inc., New York, N. Y., 
1940. Chapter XI. pp. 154-156. 
lO "MaraglaH 655," product of The Marblette Corp., 
Long Island City, N. Y. 
11 "Bouquet 1+40-R-8," Dodge & Olcott, Inc. , New York, 
N. Y.; '"Pisarro Base #416," Mane Fils, New York, N. Y. 
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Satisfied with over-all performance of plastics applications in three-year-old lab building (lower right), 
owners have begun construction of huge research complex with maximum use of similar plastics installations. 

PERFORMANCE EV ALU A TI ON 
BY W. A. CLENEA Y 
Three years ago, a new laboratory build
ing was erected for Monsanto Chemical 
Company at Creve Coeur, Mo., containing 
nearly 60 plastics applications. Since that 
date, periodic checks have been made to 
evaluate the performance of these plastics 
installations. How ther have withstood 
actual conditions .are reviewed by Mon
santo' s Chief Architect of its Research 
and Engineering Division. 

Three years ago, Monsanto Chemical 
Company undertook a research project 
unlike the typical laboratory investiga
tions ordinarily associated with a chemi
cal manufacturer. The project was a 
building-the Inorganic Chemicals Divi
sion Research Laboratory-which, at the 
time of its construction, contained more 
applications of plastics as a material of 
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construction than any structure of its kind 
in this country. 

Conceived as both a dramatic and prac
tical research project to demonstrate the 
suitability of plastics as a building ma
terial, the project has proved to be a 
"pilot plant" for the study of plastics ap
plications. It has done for plastics what 
Alcoa did for aluminum in the construc
tion of its aluminum office building in 
Pittsburgh. 

The laboratory is a three-story struc
ture with approximately 72,000 sq ft of 
floor space. It coutains 40 chemical re
search laboratory modules, a s1 .. ecial sec
tion for chemical engineering, research 
offices, a library, and service facilities. 
Throughout the components of the struc
ture are found the various applications of 
plastics: from the polystyrene-foam insu
lation of its roof to the nearly 80 percent 

plastic exterior. 
During the years since the building was 

occupied, the more than 50 different plas
tics applications have been under constant 
scrutiny by an evaluation committee. From 
this study, Monsanto and the building in
dustry have learned how these applica
tions-many previously untried-stand up 
in practical use. 

The committee's second annual report, 
covering the testing period from June 
1958 to June 1959, disclosed that of the 
nearly 60 applications, 43 were considered 
successful, minor difficulties were encoun
tered with 10 applications, and six appli
cations were rated as "major difficulties:' 

Because many of the applications w~re 
completely new, the first year's evaluation 
report showed that as many problems were 
due to faulty installations as to the ma
terials themselves. When these installa-
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tion "errors" were corrected, the number 
of plastics applications that caused either 
major or minor "difficulties" was de
creased substantially, the report revealed. 

As evidenced by the committee's find
ings, the plastics applications in the 
Inorganic Laboratory are generally satis· 
factory. Many of the applications, revo· 
1utionary at the time of the laboratory's 
construction, are now products receiving 
wide commercial use. Numerous others 
will become standard applications in the 
not-too-distant future. 

A resume of the committee's findings for 
the applications in the Inorganic Labora
tory follows: 

Finishes 
Laminated polyester canopy support 1. 
Where color was applied (by brush) to 
this structural support, there was some 
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3 4 

fading and discoloration. The application 
is, however, rated as successful and there 
has been no noticeable distortion or de
flection. (The canopy itself, constructed of 
translucent polyester panels sandwiched 
with aluminum honeycomb core, has 
proven unsatisfactory. The honeycombed 
cells filled with moisture, distorting the 
canopy. It has since been replaced with 
single-sheet polyester laminated on alumi· 
num expanded metal.) 
Polyester-/ aced exterior blocks 2. This 
application, visually appealing, was rated 
as having minor difficulties because of a 
yellowing effect. The committee has rec· 
ommended that a more light-resistant 
lacquer be applied to a sample block, for 
further evaluation. 
Polyester exterior sheets. Exterior trans
lucent sheets of the sandwich panels have 
discolored, the white polyester turning a 

distinct yellow and the blue turning dark. 
The fault, the committee believes, lies in 
the resin and can be corrected. Further 
tests are to lie carried out. 
Styrene wall coverings 3. This newly
developed wall covering has held up well 
in the past three years. Exposed corners 
showed some wear and damage, but this 
condition has been corrected with the in
stallation of metal molding strips. 
Polyester partition panels 4. Panels be
tween laboratory modules received a satis
factory rating. They give great flexibility 
to the size of the modules, since they can 
be removed and installed with ease. 
Melamine wall coverings over masonry 
walls. The evaluation committee discov
ered that since this covering was field
applied in large 4' x 8' sheets, mounted 
flush, no room was left for expansion or 
contraction of the material. This, coupled 
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with the fact that the material was applied 
during cold and damp conditions (winter 
of 1957), when the walls were water
saturated, caused the covering to pull 
away from the wall. In 1958 the wall cov
ering was removed, the walls sealed, and 
the material reinstalled leaving a 1;8'' joint. 
The 1958-59 report showed that this appli
cation is still not completely satisfactory. 
Vinyl wall coverings. There has been no 
deterioration where the vinyl covering was 
applied over plaster walls, wood frames, 
partitions, or panel doors. Installation on 
wallboard on exterior masonry block was 
unsatisfactory due to moisture entrapment 
beneath the vinyl fabric. 
Styrene wall tile. This installation is an
other successful one, and one of the most 
attractive plastics applications in the 
laboratory. 
Polyester-faced interior concrete blocks. 

Two types of blocks were used on the 
interior; one, a sand-polyester facing, con
tinues to retain color and finish without 
fading or deterioration. The other, a glass
mat-reinforced facing, bleached rapidly 
after initial installation, but has changed 
little during the past 12 months. 
Polyester-/ aced acoustical-ceiling tile. This 
is considered another appropriate appli
cation, as are the styrene lighting-fixture 
diffusers. 
Polyester-faced paving blocks. The only 
adverse comment concerning this use is 
that the blocks are somewhat slippery 
when wet. A coarser corundum sand or 
grinding, the committee found , would 
remedy this problem. 
Polyester-coated asbestos cement for lab
oratory benches. This plastic was used as 
a protective chemical coating on asbestos
cement bench tops, hood enclosures, and 
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baffles. Proper adherence to the surfaces 
was a difficult problem, and, after sub
sequent testing, the company decided 
against further use of this particular 
application. 
Resin-bonded asbestos-cement laboratory 
bench tops. Here, the committee found 
that the resin-bonded sheet had a tendency 
to stain. It recommended this application 
highly, when the working surfaces are 
treated with a sealant prior to actual 
usage. 
Interior styrene-latex base paints. Usage 
shows full measure of durability and color 
fastness of these concrete paints. 
Vinyl-based paints. Early failure of air
dried, vinyl-chloride-acetate co-polymer 
paints has been attributed to the thin coat
ing applied initially. The vinyl lacquer on 
laboratory fittings has also proven satis
factory. 
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Urethane fioor paints. The report showed 
that what was first believed to be a fault 
of the paint-failure to adhere to the on
grade concrete slab-was actually a fault 
of application. When the surface was 
properly prepared and the paint properly 
applied, the material stood up to the most 
rigid specifications. 
Urethane corrosion-resistant steel paints. 
Rated as another successful application, 
the urethane coatings have continued to 
show excellent corrosion resistance even 
under severe exposure in the engineering 
labpratory. After its first annual evalua
tion, the committee recommended heavier 
coatings than were initially applied to 
stair treads, gratings, and checker plates. 

Illumination 
Acrylic sun-louver windows 5. Here, the 
committee found that warpage from ther-

7 
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mal expansion raised major difficulties, 
because of the installation, however, and 
not the material. Heavier glazing beads 
and thinner calking tape were recom
mended to prevent warpage, and a second 
installation in the company's Agricultural 
Research Laboratory has proven suc
cessful. 
Luminous vinyl ceiling 6. The translu
cence and color of the rigid vinyl ceiling 
has remained unchanged, and the appli-. 
cation is considered a successful one. 
Polyvinyl-butyral door lights. The deco
ratively-imprinted plastic sheet, laminated 
between two sheets of plate glass, has 
proven highly satisfactory. This is the 
same process that is used in automobile 
windshields and is finding increased ap
plications for decorative effects. 

Water/Vapor Barriers 
Sprayed-vinyl vapor barriers. The concrete 
foundation was sprayed to form a moisture 
barrier between the earth and the walls. 
This application is considered by the com· 
mittee to be vastly superior to conven
tional membranes. Dampness and outside 
temperature during application seem to 
have had little effect on its sealing or ad
hering properties, and even those mem· 
brane areas above the ground which 
are exposed to the elements showed no 
deterioration. 
Polyethylene membranes 7 and 8 . This 
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application, an excellent method of cur
ing concrete, has one minor reservation
because the moisture is retained by the 
sheet to improve the curing process, it 
eventually escapes. There is, therefore, a 
longer drying time, and as the committee 
noted, floor coverings or coatings should 
not be installed until there is adequate 
dryness of the concrete. 

Thermal Insulation 
Rein/ orced-polye ster /foamed-styrene 
sandwich panels 9. To the viewer, this is 
the most obvious plastics application in the 
laboratory. Rated as having only minor 
difficulties, the exterior panels show no 
change in surface finish from weathering, 
although they have begun to yellow 
slightly. These sandwich panels weigh 
70 lbs versus more than 300 lbs for a 
metal sandwich panel of comparable size. 
A 2" core of foamed styrene provides in
sulation equivalent to a. 16" brick wall. 
Foamed-styrene sandwich roof panels 10. 
In this application, foamed styrene was 
laid on the roof and covered with asbestos
cement sheets and plastic-reinforced roof
ing paper. To test the adequacy of this 
component, an opening was cut in the roof 
and a sample of the 2" styrene foam 
analyzed for compressing or loss of foam 
characteristics. The insulation was un
changed from cyclic heat or aging, and 
there has been no evidence of deteriora-

12 
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tion of the panels. 
Vinyl-/ orm insulation. This material was 
used in an insulating medium in several 
"constant temperature" laboratory rooms, 
but because of a problem with dimensional 
stability, it was replaced. 

Sealants 
Calking compounds and adhesives 11. 
These have performed satisfactorily, ex
cept that the calking tape used to seal 
exterior plastic panels in their aluminum 
frames extruded somewhat. 
Extruded-styrene glazing beads. These 
have also functioned well, holding the 
polyester sheet rigidly in its strut frame
work. They have disassembled readily 
when partitions were relocated or modified. 
Polyester closing strips on curtain-wall 
mullions. The strips were initially ce
mented to the aluminum, but became 
detached when expansion and contraction 
of mullions caused the adhesive bond to 
break. Attaching the strips with metal 
screws in an elongated hole permitted the 
necessary expansion and contraction. 

Mechanical Components 
Polyester molded monitor over plastic 
fans 12. Despite constant exposure over 
the past three years, this unit has weath
ered well and has not discolored. 
Polyester exhaust fans 13. These spe
cially-designed all-plastic fans-27 in all 
-were installed in the roof of the labora-
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tory. They were designed to provide air 
delivery from 1000 to 2100 cfm, with a 
static pressure from %" to more than l" 
of water gage, and speeds between 1200 
and 1700 rpm with the use of fractional 
horsepower motors. High bearing and belt 
maintenance have caused them to be rated 
as a "minor difficulty" although their func
tional performance has been good. 
Polyvinyl-chloride pipe and fittings 14. 
The ea ~., of making alterations makes this 
application particularly satisfactory. Only 
where certain solvents were trapped fc5r 
any length of time in the drains has there 
been a problem with this application. 
Styrene difjusers. Since this application 
was installed in the laboratory, styrene 
diffusers have become a regularly-mar
keted product. Their performance in the 
laboratory is considered highly satis
factory . 
Polyester air-intake louvers. Structurally 
these units have proven satisfa<;tory, 
although they have dulled in color and 
some surface roughening is perceptible. 
Polyester hood linings. No maintenance 
has been necessary on the linings of the 
polyester sheet. Repeated repainting, how
ever, has been required for the asbestos
board, polyester-coated linings. 

Miscellaneous Applications 
Decorative polyester screen in lobby 15. 
Termed the first major advance in stained
glass art since the 9th Century, the screen 

is made of stained glass embedded in 
glass-fiber reinforced polyester resins. 
The plastic takes the place of soldered 
H-shaped strips of lead, traditionally used 
by stained-glass window creators since 
the earliest days of the art. The screen 
depicts the millions-of-years story of phos
phorus, the foundation of inorganic chem
istry. There has been minor delamina
tion in spots that range in area from B2 
to 4 sq in. The committee reported that 
the defect would seem to result from in
adequate wetting of the glass during 
fabrication. 
Plastic-coated plywood forms 16. These 
special forms were used in the construc
tion of the laboratory to provide a smooth 
ceiling surface. The cement finishing usu
ally required after removal of forms was 
substantially reduced, and the resultant 
savings more than offset the cost of the 
special formwork. 
Polyethylene covering while curing con
crete. This application has generally be
come a standard construction procedure 
and has proven extremely satisfactory in 
the Inorganic Laboratory. Polyethylene is 
placed over the concrete slab after it has 
been poured. Moisture is thus retained in 
the concrete while it is curing, and the 
slab is prevented from drying out too 
rapidly. 
Styrene venetian blinds. There has been 
some sagging between the supported areas 
of the blinds, but the addition of a series 
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of thickened ribs in the manner of cor
rugation has helped solve the problem. 
Light-stabilizing additives have been sug
gested to remedy a slight tendency of the 
blinds to darken in color. 
Vinyl-covered steel furniture. This is an
other satisfactory installation; the mate
rial has not deteriorated either as an 
upholstery or as a decorative covering. 
Polyester chairs. Chairs and their ure-· 
thane padding have given good perform
ance in the past three years, while the 
polyvinyl-chloride coverings have worn 
substantially. 
Polyester-inlay cabinet and door fronts. 
A number of these reinforced-polyester 
fronts remain unchanged, but a few faded 
perceptibly. The company is conducting 
further tests to determine whether this 
condition was caused by undue wear and 
exposure, or by a ddiciency of the material. 

Polyester molded drawers. These lab 
bench drawers were installed in only one 
laboratory. There has been no deteriora
tion or change. 
Polyester chalkboards on laboratory hoods. 
The initial difficulty in cleaning these 
boards was overcome by washing with a 
mild solution of hydrochloric acid. An im
proved surface, installed in the chalk
boards of the company's Agricultural 
Laboratory, has proven quite acceptable. 

Familiar Uses 
Other successful aP1Jlications, so familiar 
that they need not be discussed, are vinyl 
floor tile, vinyl asbesios floor tile, vinyl 
folding partitions, vinyl and melamine 
kick and push plates, acrilan carpeting 
with urethane pads, synthetic-fiber drapes, 
phenolic door knobs, phenolic-resin sewer 
drains, rein/ orced-polyester pressure tank. 

16 
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ART OF 
PLASTICS 
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II 
Harold Krisel: Laminate 

Wolfgang Behl: Polyester Plastic Panel # 1 

Cameron Booth: Early Hour 

Ted Hallman: Woven Hall Hanging (detail) 

RELATED DESIGN FIELDS 

The versatility of plastics and their adapt
ability to very different .esthetic purposes 
is apparent in these works by contempo
rary artists and designers. 

Sue Fuller's String Composition # 50 
( acrosspage) is an intricate arrangement 
of plastic filament in an aluminum frame 
34" high, 45" wide. The saran threads in 
low-key colors are more stable, the artist 
states, than natural fibers which sag and 
absorb moisture. Though the image formed 
by the threads suggests vast spaces, planes 
sweeping across and overlapping deep in 
space, the shallow frame, to which the 
threads are attached, is actually little 
more than l" deep and is backed with 
painted hardboard. Neither paintings nor 
sculptures, as they are classified for ex
hibition purposes, Miss Fuller considers 
her works constructions more akin to 
bas-reliefs. 

Another kind of construction, Harold 
Krisel's Laminate, 13" x 15", is sculpture, 
three-dimensional, free-standing, space
manipulating. Krisel, an al'.chitect work
ing in an important New York architec
tural office, uses acrylic for its strength, 
light weight, clean surface, and for the 
precision with which parts can be joined. 
Individual shapes are cut from transpar
ent acrylic sheets and welded together 
with a chemical solvent which evaporates 
to leave a clean strong joint; units are 
interlocked for final massing and then 
sprayed with white lacquer for an opaque 
finish. 

A contrast to constructed sculpture, 
built-up and finished in a permanent state 
without transforming the material, Wolf
gang Behl's Polyester Plastic Panel # 1, 
66" x 49", is carved and modeled. Behl's 
interest in plastics was prompted by the 
search for a strong, lightweight, inexpen
sive material for large-scale commissions. 
Plastic foam in slab form is carved directly 
to form a core covered with a layer of 
reinforced plastic; this glass-fiber skin is 
modeled with a layer of plastic mixed with 
aggregates of varying textures and colors 
for a finished surface which may be filed, 
troweled, or sanded. · 

Cameron Booth's Early Hour, 60" x 72", 
is boldly painted with acrylic paint on 
canvas. The artist prefers plastic paint be
cause it is easy to work with, flexible, dur
able, and quick drying. 

Ted Hallman's decorative, woven, wall 
hanging is designed with acrylic shapes 
suspended with fibers of cotton, linen, 
rayon, and jute. 
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INTERIOR DESIGN DATA 

TOP DESIGNERS 
CHOOSE PLASTICS 
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From the offices of three leading interior 
designers, we show recently completed 
interiors which demonstrate the current 
applications of plastic materials, skilfully 
handled. Each interior is heavily used, sub
ject to constant wear by the public-one 
of the prime reasons for plastic surfacing 
materials and finishes. Plastics' advan
tages and possible future for the interior 
designer and archittct are commented 
upon by Florence S. Knoll, George Nelson, 
'and Gerald Luss. 

Bank 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MIAMI • MIAMI, 

FLORIDA • WEED, JOHNSON ASSOCIATES, 

ARCHITECTS KNOLL PLANNING UNIT, 

INTERIOR DESIGNERS • FLORENCE S. KNOLL. 

DIRECTOR 

DESIGNER 

• LEWIS BUTLER, PROJECT 

Florence S. Knoll The rapid strides taken 
by the plastics industry during the past 
decade have placed in the hands of the 
interior designer or architect many useful 
tools to help create more practical and 
attractive contemporary interiors. We have 
found their use in general functional areas 
of the utmost importance for maintenance. 
Permanent surfaces that are easily cleaned 
and not susceptible to color changing or 
surface chipping have strong credentials 
for use in those areas where public abuse 
or high frequency traffic is likely or ex-

Plastic-laminate partitions in the installment 
booths (right) and the safety-deposit coupon 
booths (above) are shop-built, shipped flat
permiting dry-wall construction on the job 
and shop wiring for the electrical network in 
the coupon booths. 
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Hidden plastics used here are the thermoset· 
ting type which sandwiches blocks of the 
screen, designed by Erwin Hauer; and plastic
laminate on the other side of the tellers' 
counter. 

pected. There are many textured-vinyl 
wall coverings available now that help 
immeasurable in adding interest to long 
corridors and relieve the institutional look. 
While the strongest recommendations for 
plastics, at the moment, come from the 
general area of maintenance considera
tions, we do not feel that their employ
ment is limited to strictly functional areas 
but that they can be used with discretion 
throughout a building. We have found the 
simplest textures to be the most successful 
visually and stay away from artificial pat
terns or surfaces which try to disguise the 
nature of the material. As far as the future 
is concerned, we see no reason to believe 
other than that further developments in 

The gypsum-cement screen wraps around the vault; two Bertoia screens separate entrances from banking area. 
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the plastics industry will expend greatly 
the number of products and their uses for 
both the product designer and the interior 
designer. 

DATA: descriptions and sources of the 
major materials and furnishings shown. 

CABINETWORK, SCREENS, PARTITIONS 
Teller.' Counter : teak veneer facin1/pla1tic-laminate 
top/Consoweld Corp., Wisconain Rapid1, Wis.; uaver· 
tine ledge/cu1tom-made. Screen: 11p1um-cement blocks/ 
de1i1ned by Erwin Hauer/Murals, Inc., 16 E. 53 St., 
New York, N. Y. Coupon Booth Partitlon1 : white, 
blue, and yellow plastic-laminate/white plastic-laminate 
writine shelf/black pla1tic-laminate ed1e/Con1oweld 
Corp. 

DOORS, WINDOWS 
Coupon Booth Door. : white pl&1tic-lamioate/Con10· 
weld Corp. Wlndow1: white-wool cuement draperie1/ 
Knoll A11ociate1, Inc .• 575 Madilon Ave., New York, N. Y. 

FURNITURE, FABRICS 
Check-Writing Tablet: teak pedeatah/ltalian Cremo 
top1/bru1hed·chrome base/ custom made. All Other. : 
de1kt with teak-veneer top1 , walnut pedestala/tables, 
chain with bru1hed-cbrome bue1/upholstery in beige 
leather; beige, red, and blue wool: nylon and vinyl in 
booth1/Knoll AHociatea, Inc. 

LIGHTING 
Lumlnou• Celling: tranducent·plastic panela/Colonial 
Plastics Corp., 22 Nesbitt, Newark, N. J.; fluorescent 
fiiturea/Kurt Vereen Co., 4 Slocum Ave., Englewood, 
N. J.; custom-made. General : recesaed incandeacent 
fi1:ture1/Kurt Versen Co. Coupon Bootb1: built-in 
cornice with supplementary fluorescent fixture1/Gotham 
Lighting Corp., 37·01 31 St., Long bland City 1, N. Y. 

WALLS, CEILING, FLOORING 
Walh: brOwn marble/Candoro Marble Co., P . 0 , Box 
631 , Knoxville l, Tenn.; white, yellow, or blue vinyl 
on plaater/Vicrte1:/L. E. Carpenter &: Co., Inc., 350 
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Ceiling: white acou1tic 
tile/Travertooe/ Arm1tron1 Cork Co., Lanc&1ter, Pa. 

ACCESSORIES 
Wa1tebaskets: black, tan vinyl and leather/Knoll 
A11ociate1, Inc. Planters: white pl&1tic·lamioate bo1:/ 
bruahed·chrome baae/cu1tom-made. 
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Student 
Center 

200 Plastics Lil Architecture 

Constant use of furniture-by some 6000 persons each dar-demanded vinyl upholstery and other plastics. 

LOEB STUDENT CENTER, NYU • NEW YORK, 

NEW YORK HARRISON & ABRAMOVITZ, 

ARCHITECTS • GEORGE NELSON & COMPANY, 

IN C., INTERIOR DESIGNERS 

George Nelson Perhaps the best way to 
evaluate plastics as c_urrently used in in
teriors, and to form an estimate of future 
possibilities might be to evaluate these 
materials in terms of the broad general 
trends in building. These trends include: 
the replacement of handwork with pre
fabricated assemblies wherever possible; 
reduction of maintenance costs and the 
time needed for erection and installations; 
increased emphasis on adequate lighting 
and increased attention to noise reduction. 
These are by no means all of the signifi
cant trends, but taken as a group they 
serve to make clear the success with which 
plastics are finding new applications in the 
contemporary interior. Typical examples, 
by now fairly common, include lightweight 
translucent-plastic ceilings, synthetic floor 
and carpeting materials, the use of plastic 
sheets on walls to replace painted surfaces, 
the introduction of foam and honeycomb 
materials to reduce the weight of demount
able partitions, the gradual elimination of 
wood in furniture in favor of metal, and 
the increasing use of reinforced plastics to 
replace metal. Given the extreme versa
tility of various families of plastics at the 

present time and assuming as certain the 
development of new formulations with su
perior characteristics, one can take it for 
granted that the current expanding use of 
plastics in these areas will continue in
definitely into the filture. 

Since specific information on plastics as 
used at the Loeb Student Center follows 
in your data listing, my comments are of a 
fairly general nature. 

DATA: descriptions and sources of the 
major materials and furnishings shown. 

CABINETWORK 
Bulh·ln Radiator Cover/Bench: white plaatic-lami· 
nate/wood top covered with yellow vinyl-upholstered 
c uabions/ architect-designed/ custom· made/Roof Struc
tures, Inc. , 45 W. 45 St., New York, N. Y. 

WINDOWS 
Frame: gray, etched, alumilited aluminum/ Aluminum 
Company of America, 1501 Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 
19, Pa. DraperieA: orange, yellow, green stripe/Saran/ 
custom -made/Marie Nichols Fabrics, 151 E. 53 St .• 
New York, N. Y. 

. FURNITURE, FABRICS 
All: black or ochre vinyl upholstery /Herman Miller 
Furniture Co., Zeeland, Mich. 

LIGHTING 
Recessed Fixtures: incandescent/Eastern Lightin1 
Products Corp., 15 Somera St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

WALLS, CEILING, FLOORING 
Walls : white vinyl/St ipl·te.1:/Vicrte.1:/L. E. Carpenter 
& Co., Inc., 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.; natural· 
color English oak panels/Flexwood/United States Ply· 
wood Corp., SSW. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y. Celling: 
acoustic tile/Travacouatic/National Gyp1um Co.. 325 
Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N. Y. Flooring: a1pbalt tile/ 
black and white straited/Kentile, Inc., 58 Second Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: wool carpet/black, black-and-white 
striped runners/gold, olive-green circlea/1pecially·de· 
aigned/custom·made/Frischer Carpet, 400 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 
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Employes' lounge also used for community activities, displays Eero Saarinen' s plastic pedestal furniture. 

BERKSHIRE LIFE INSURANCE ~OMPANY 

PITTSl'IELD, . MASSACHUSETTS • HOYLE, DORAN 

& BERRY, ARCHITECTS DESIGNS FOR 

BUSINESS, INC. , INTERIOR DESIGNERS 

G. LUSS, VICE·PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR OF 

DESIGN • HENRY MUHR, PROJECT DESIGNER 

• EMIL DOYAN, PROJECT DECORATOR 

Gerald Luss The types of materials used 
in the contemporary office must take into 
account initial cost, maintenance, esthet
ics, function, and durability. Because plas
tics and plasticizing processes take care 
of such requirements to an impressive de
gree, they are widely applied in today's 
office. A major attraction is the fact that 
plastics are relatively easy to clean and 
maintain. In pool areas housing clerks, 
secretaries, or bookkeepers, or in other 
areas of much traffic and use such as cafe
terias and rest rooms, materials that are 
easily maintained are a big cost plus. 
There is another aspect too. Materials that 
can be kept fresh, clean, and bright look
ing bring a sense of order to things and 
make work more productive. Plastics have 
long life potential too, are lightweight, and 
can be manipulated into unlimited creative 
design. These advantages explain why 
there is a big market for plastic products, 
furniture', etc., and plastic processing-in 
today's office. And this market has been 
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instrumental in stimulating all kinds of 
continuing experimentation-for wall cov
erings, finishes, products, and as a light 
diffuser as well. 

DATA: descriptions and sources of the 
major materials and furnishings shown. 

PARTITIONS 
All: aluminum posts/ Aetna Steel Products Corp. , 730 
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y .; clear glass/Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass Co., 632 Duquesne Way, Pitteburgh, Pa.; 
hue white / Muralex / Libbey-Owe ns -Ford Glass Co .. 608 
Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio; designed by G. LuH/ 
custom-made. 

DOORS, WINDOWS 
Doors: floor-to-ceiling flush steel/black-enamel finish/ 
designed by G. Luss/ custom-made/ Aetna Steel Products 
Corp. Blinds: wood woven with cbenille/black/Tropi· 
craft of San Francisco, 14 Sbe.rwood Place, San Francisco 
3, Calif. Casements: white, sheer, striped fishnet and 
wool surf/Isabel Scott Fabrics Corp., 515 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 

FURNITURE, FABRICS 
Sofas, Arm Chairs: Dux, Inc., 1633 Advian Rd. , 
Burlingame, Calif.: high-back arm chair/George Tanier, 
Inc., 521 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Benche11: 
custom-made/Ezra Blank Associates, Inc., 500 Stagg St., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Pedel!ltal Table, Chairs: reinforced. 
plastic shell chair with fused-on plastic finish/table• 
with plastic-laminate, marble, wood tops/pedestal with 
fused-on plastic finish/Knoll Associates, Inc., 575 Madi
son Ave. , New York, N. Y. 

LIGHTING 
Ceillng .. Installed: alternating 14-ft-wide areas/recessed 
downlights, fluorescent coves, surface mounted incan
descents/Century Lighting, Inc., 521 W. 43 St., New 
York, N. Y. 

WALLS, CEILING, FLOORING 
Perimeter Walls, Column Facing: white vinyl Stipltez 
/Vicrtes/L. E. Carpenter & Co., Inc., 350 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N. Y. Celling: white acoustic plaster. 
Flooring: black-and-white rubber tile alternating with 
charcoal-and-black wool carpet/Weil Bro1. Textiles, 
Inc., I Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Lounge 

View from corridor into lounge. 
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FUTURE: 
ROLE OF THE CHEMIST 

BY JAMES H. KRIEGER 
It is indisputable that plastics in construc
tion are here to stay. The extent of their 
future growth in building and acceptance 
by architects and other designers will be 
affected by many factors-their ability to 
provide proper performance, further edu
cation in orderly application techniques, 
improved properties and characteristics, 
and new plastics as yet unborn, to name a 
few. The role of the chemist in this growth 
is especially concerned with the latter of 
these factors . His particular brand of 
alchemy and the tools and limitations that 
he must contend with are the subject of 
this discussion, prepared by an Associate 
Editor of Chemical and Engineering News, 
a publication of the American Chemical 
Society. 

It would be wonderful if the chemist could 
find that one magic material which would 
give the architect complete freedom in 
designing his structures. This will prob
ably never happen. But in today's plastics, 
the chemical industry has given the archi
tect a group of materials that, as a whole, 
provide him with perhaps the widest 
range of properties of any of the building 
m·aterials. 

As the chemical industry has become 
more acquainted with building needs, it 
has provided an increasing array of prod
ucts. These can generally be sorted into 
the different families of plastics, with the 
vinyls, styrenes, polyethylenes, acrylics, 
polyesters, phenolics, ureas, melamines, 
and urethanes being the most important 
from the architectural viewpoint. Within 
each of these families, many variations are 
possible, resulting in a group of pro~ucts 
"tailored" to meet the architect's needs. 

Today the chemist can perform this 
"tailoring" to a great extent, manipulat
ing properties of a plastic material to suit 
it especially for construction use. He can 
change many properties at the source, by 
synthesis, or he can change them later 
during compounding. Molding and fabri
cation techniques can further enhance the 
material. In the future, tailor-made plas
tics with specific built-in properties will 
undoubtedly become even more common, 
as new families of plastics are discovered 
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and new ways of making and handling 
them are developed. 

On the other hand, the chemist is not 
all-powerful. Once saddled with a par
ticular chemical structure, he can go only 
so far in changing the properties of the 
final material. Each plastics family might 
be thought of as having a sphere of modi
fication beyond which the chemist cannot 
go. However, new developments as they 
come along can be expected to expand this 
sphere somewhat. 

New developments affecting architec
tural products will show up in all areas 
of processing-synthesis, formulation , and 
fabrication. These areas are intimately · 
connected, each entering into the final 
product, but the extent to which they in
fluence one another, and the way in which 
they are carried out, depends primarily 
upon the nature of the basic plastic 
material. 

Basic Difference Between Plastics 
Plastics have a common meeting ground 
by way of definition. They are all poly
mers, giant long-chain molecules made up 
of repeating units. These units-or mono
mers-are molecules of the original chemi
cal from which the plastic is made. It is 
from these units, to a varying exteht, that 
plastics get some of their basic properties, 
such as chemical·resistance, flame resist
ance, heat stability, and electrical nature. 
Polyvinyl chloride, for example, is inher
ently flame resistant because of the chlor
ine atom in the vinyl-chloride molecule. 

Polymers are formed by one one of 
two types of reactions-addition poly
merization and condensation polymeriza
tion. For the architect, this is perhaps the 
most important difference between plas
tics, since addition gives rise to the 
thermoplastics (vinyls, styrenes, poly
ethylenes) , and condensation forms the 
thermosetting materials (polyesters, phe
nolics, ureas, melamines) . This influences 
the way the two groups of materials are 
processed, which in turn leads to the wide 
deviation in properties and use. 

The major processing difference is that 
thermosets generally have fillers such as 
glass-fiber or wood-flour, while thermo
plastics are generally unfilled. The re-

sulting intluence on properties is that 
thermoplastics · derive their properties 
from the polymer molecules and the 
chemical additives, whil~ thermosets have 
their properties (such as tensile strength, 
modulus, and toughness) mostly con
trolled by the filler. 

The Two Polymerization 
Mechanisms 
A look at the two polymerization mecha
nisms, along with their processing tech
niques, shows why these differences exist. 

Condensation polymerization occurs 
when two different molecules react, usu-· 
ally splitting out water, to become the 
repeating unit in the polymer chain. These 
units tie up by means of the same reac
tion: chains add on to chains. For ex
ample, phenol and formaldehyde react to 
form phenol formaldehyde, with this com
pound repeated over and over again in the 
polymer. . 

Addition polymerization, in contrast, oc
curs when one molecule hooks on to an
other like molecule, as in the case of 
polyethylene; one ethylene unit hooks on 
to another ethylene unit. A catalyst is 
needed in this type of polymerization to 
activate individual molecules that start the 
reaction. Once activated, an addition poly
mer continues to build up, one unit at 
a time, until all of the monomer units are 
used up. 

Differences in Molecular Structure 
The long molecules of the thermoplastics 
are coiled and intertwined in a monst.rous 
tangle. At normal temperatures the mole
cules lie quiet. However, with heating they 
begin to move around, and the plastic, 
which was rigid, becomes flexible. With 
further heating, the molecules slip and 
slide over one another; the plastic "melts" 
and becomes fluid. If the plastic is cooled 
at this point, it goes back to its origi
nal state, but if heated still further it 
decomposes. 

Processing takes advantage of this char
acteristic. The plastic is polymerized to its 
final molecular weight. A solid, the mate
rial is then fabricated (injection molding, 
extrusion, calendering, and the like) by 
heating it to make it fluid, then quickly 
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cooling it after it is shaped. The form 
of the material and the manner of process
ing make addition of a filler quite difficult. 

Thermosets have a high degree of cross
linking-chemica 1 bonds (rather than 
physical tangles) between molecules at 
points along the polymer chains. As a 
result the chains are held tightly together. 
With heating, therefore, thermosets do not 
become fluid, but remain solid up to their 
decomposition temperature. During pro
duction, polymerization of the material is 
stopped before it is completed, making it 
easy to put a filler in the plastic (or use 
the plastic for impregnating), form it in a 
mold, and then finish the polymerization. 

Control of Molecular Weight 
The above is the basic framework within 
which the chemist operates. With the re
strictions imposed on him, what can he 
do to build properties into a material? 

At the synthesis level, the chemist has 
several techniques (including control of 
molecular weight, control of crystallinity, 
and co polymerization) that can be used 
singly or in combination to get a final 
product with desired properties. 

Molecular weight is one of the more 
important variables affecting final proper
ties-both from the ultimate structural 
standpoint (softening point, strength) and 
from the processing standpoint (melt flow, 
solution viscosity). Not all molecules grow 
to the same length, or therefore, the same 
molecular weight; as a result, the molecu
lar weight for a given material is the 
average of all the molecules. This average, 
however, can be controlled by adjusting 
process variables (such as time, tempera
ture, and amount and kind of catalyst). 

Influence of Crystallinity 
Crystallinity, like molecular weight, has a 
strong influence on final properties. Plas
tics fall into two categories: amorphous 
and partly crystalline-amorphous poly
mers are those which have a completely 
disorganized tangle of molecules, while 
in crystalline polymers, short sections of 
adjacent-molecule chains line up parallel 
to one another and form regular crystal 
lattices. The same chains may then go on 
to intertwine and tangle in the amorphous 
area that exists between crystals and 
serves to hold the crystals together. 

Crystallinity control is an example of 
how the chemist must often strike a bal
ance between enhancing certain desirable 
properties while at the same time de
grading others. With polyethylene, for 
instance, an increase in crystallinity in
creases stiffness, resistance to heat 
distortion, and vapor permeability; simul
taneously, it also decreases toughness and 
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resistance to stress cracking, among other 
properties. 

Polyethylene's crystallinity can be in
creased during polymerization by making 
the molecules linear-a condition where 
the molecular backbone has few or no side 
chains branching from it. Other plastics, 
though, might call for mechanical methods 
to control crystallinity. In the case of 
saran, a polymer containing 50 percent 
or more vinylidene chloride, the cooling 
rate is a determining factor; a quick 
quench, when the material is still hot from 
processing, imparts crystallinity. 

Combination with Other Materials 
Copolymerization is a versatile technique 
for designing properties into a plastic at 
the synthesis stage. The process is a 
method of combining properties of a sec
ond material with those of the original; 
a copolymer therefore contains two differ
ent repeating monomeric units in the 
molecular chain. One degree of control 
in copolymerization is the ratio of mono
mers, but beyond this, the chemist can 
also control the way in which the two 
monomers combine. 

The simplest copolymer form is one 
where the two different monomer units 
hook up at random, or alternate, in the 
polymer molecule. If, however, the copoly
mer is made up of molecules in which ~he 
alternating units are actually short-chain 
polymers of the different materials, it is 
known as a block copolymer. There is still 
another type: the graft copolymer, which 
has polymers (generally short chains) of 
one material attached to the molecular 
long-chain backbone of the other material. 

Block and graft copolymerization are 
relatively new from the commercial stand
point, although they have been used to 
advantage in a number of applications. 
Some of the high-impact polystyrenes, for 
example, are made by grafting styrene
butadiene rubber molecules to a polysty-

. rene backbone. 

Formulation with Additives 
When the chemist reaches the limits of 
his freedom at the synthesis level, he has 
another tool to use: formulation. Actually, 
formulation is not necessarily imposed on 
synthesis; the two are generally combined 
to give the desired result, and the amount 
each contributes to the final product will 
vary for each plastics family. Polyethy
lene's properties come mostly from the 
method of synthesis, while the many varied 
forms of polyvinyl chloride, on the other 
hand, derive most of their properties from 
formulation with additives. 

Formulation includes polymer blending 
as well as the use of additives. Blending 

not only helps to upgrade properties, 
but can also be used to change process
ing characteristics; adding high-polymer 
materials that lower flow-temperature im
proves the processing behavior of poly
vinyl chloride, for instance. An example of 
blending, that enhances final properties, 
can be found in the group of the impact 
resistant polystyrenes, which get their 
toughness from mixing styrene polymer 
with some type of rubber. 

Additives, too, fulfill both functions. 
Heat stabilizers might be added, for ex
ample, to protect the material during pro
cessing. If the material has to withstand 
sunlight, chemicals that absorb ultraviolet 
radiation might be used. Other chemicals 
might be added to increase flame resist
ance. These types of additives must be 
chosen carefully, however, since they 
should not interfere with the final prop
erties of the processing characteristics. 

Plasticizers are probably the additives 
that give the most noticeable effect. These 
chemicals act as lubricants between poly
mer molecules, enabling the molecules to 
slip and slide over each other much the 
same as they would do upon being heated. 
The result is a flexible material, whereas 
the original polymer was rigid. 

Effects by Fabrication 
One final area in which the chemist
perhaps more rightly called the chemical 
technologist-can exert an influence on a 
plastic's properties is fabrication. Fabri
cation ordinarily serves only to put the 
plastic material into a usable shape or 
form; at the same time, however, it can 
add desirable properties, as in the case of 
foams. Plastics have low thermal conduc
tivity to begin with, and foaming takes 
advantage of this quality, extending it still 
further to make highly efficient insulation. 
Styrene foam, for example, has about one 
fourth the thermal conductivity of solid 
styrene. 

Conclusion 
These, then, are the tools that the chemist 
uses and the limitations he fights. Some 
of these limitations are chemical: un
discovered polymers, too little knowledge 
of chemical mechanisms, and the like. 
Some are technological: pure polyvinyl 
chloride, for example, cannot be processed 
in today's equipment because of its high 
melting point. Still other limitations 
are economic: costs in certain areas of 
technology are too high, leaving some 
materials and some property ranges un
exploited. But as these limitations are 
overcome, the architect can look forward 
to new materials and to even better per
formance from those already in existence. 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CRITIQUE 

Plastics: Ceiling Efficiency Three Ways 

BY WILLIAM J. McG UINNESS 
A mechanical engineer reports on his in
spection of a new office-building ceiling 
installation that difjers from others of its 
.kind in almost every respect. 

Plastic material makes three major contri
butions to the 800,000 sq ft of ceiling in the 
new Union Carbide Building on Park Ave
nue, New York. Formed into three-layer 
diffuser panels, it provides a specular sky 
over all spaces: offices, large and small, 
and corridors. As a gasket around the edge 
of each tightly-closed luminaire casing it 
excludes dust and thus improves the per
manent maintenance factor of the fixture. 
The third contribution, a second function 
of the gasket, is to afford an acoustic air 
seal between the plastic diffuser panels 
and the ceiling divided strips. The princi
ple of this seal, especially valuable for 
contiguous, small offices, is to aid in reduc
ing the sound transmission between offices 
through what, in the past, has often been a 
noise-leaking acoustic plenum (the space 
above the hung ceiling). 

In developing this ceiling, the architec
tural firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill has 
drawn strongly from its fund of experience 
with similar installations, yet this latest 
effort is different in almost every respect 
from other ceilings of its kind. Using vir
tually no standard parts, it represents the 
collaborative efforts of the architect, of a 
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number of esthetic and technical design 
consultants, and of manufacturers and con
tractors. It is highly efficient in illumina
tion, maintenance, and privacy. 

The plastic diffuser panels afford a 
maximum of low-brightness light source 
area between truly minimal divider-strip 
widths. Three layers of plastic were fused 
together for the material used. It was then 
formed into pans and edged with light
weight integral aluminum frames. These 
assemblies are suspended lightly from 
the four brackets on the enameled-metal 
reflector-type luminaire casing. The alu
minum edges of the panel frame turn up 
against the plastic gasket. From below, 
only the flush plastic-panel surface is visi
ble against the stainless steel of the major 
and minor runners. An efficiency statement 
of 4 per sq ft of floor area, for almost 80 
ft-c at working level, is an index of the 
effective translucence of this material as a 
vehicle for the light received from the 
efficient luminaire above. 

The laminations of the luminous panels 
consist of two layers of 0.015" Bakelite 
rigid vinyl sheet, plus a layer of 0.001" 
Krene cast-vinyl film on the inside-facing 
the light. This upper layer is hard and very 
smooth; dust can be wiped from it easily. 
Also, it absorbs ultraviolet light from the 
source that would be harmful to the layers 
below. 

The polyurethane gasket prevents dust 

-

and sound from effectively passing from 
the room to the luminaire, or from the 
room to the space between the luminaires. 
The light fixtures, edge-to-edge inverted 
"bathtubs," exclude from above, the dust 
that would normally settle on and around 
the tube and its luminaire. The concept 
of these dust-proof chambers, also sealed 
from below by a gasketted plastic soffit, 
makes it easy to comprehend their high 
maintenance factor. 

Bolt, Beranek & Newman have achieved 
maximum reduction of sound transmission 
-both from floor above to occupied space 
below, and from any office to another ad
joining it on the other side of a partition. 
In the first instance, the sound must pass 
through three surfaces and two air spaces: 
namely the structural floor, the space 
above the luminaires, the metal reflector, 
the volume enclosed by the "bathtub," and 
the plastic panel. In office-to-office isola
tion, the sound is retarded by 3 air spaces 
and four surfaces as it attempts to escape 
over the partition. It must pass a plastic 
diffuser, luminaire air space, the metal re
flector, the hung-ceiling space, and then 
penetrate the adjacent fixture surfaces and 
space in reverse order. In this process 
of sound retardation, the plastic gasket 
evidently prevents a direct escape which 
would circumvent the beneficial damping 
of these numerous sound-blocks in cumu
lative effect. 
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a study 
The Norman economy Lory beg in ri ght '' ith the installation of th e i11di1 id11al 

ga -firrcl Norman Schoolroom Heating and Ventilating Systems. The re'. no 

need for expensive boile r room . . s lack .. pipe tunn el~ , boilers, con trol panels, 

circulating pump or expansion tanks. Each 1orman forced warm-air 

system adds another chapte r in rconomy ... thrre"s no need lo re-vamp a ernlral 

syslrm when th e chool gro\\ . ! Hoom by room 1orman y Lem auto

mati ca ll y provide heal rapidl y and uppl y the proper blend of outdoor air and 

rec irculated room air for coo lin g and 1entilation. The low operating and 

maintenance co l mak the 1orman econom y story o ne without endin g. 

Write Today for New 1960 omprchensivc l\ lanual 

See folder in 1960 Sweets Arch. File 3l h / No 
:';/." '• 

L FURNACE ENCLOSURE 2. RETURN AIR GRILLE 
J . UTIL-1-oucr e BOOKSHELF 4. AIR DIFFUSER PRODUCTS CO. • 1154 Chesapeake Ave. Columbus 12, Oh io 
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PEC IF1CATIONS CLINIC 

Plastics Permeate Specifications Sections 

BY HAROLD J. ROSE 
Plastics as a material of building con
struction are a reality, as their increasing 
appearance in specifications indicates. 
Enumerated here, in a typical listing, are 
sections that reveal the scope of plastics 
in architecture. 

Building material for use in conslruc
Lion, formed from plastics, have had a 
tremendou growth in recent year . The 
introduction into building construction 
of materials made from pla tics has 
taken a concerted effort by manufac
turers, fabricator , architects, and 
engineers. It has required research, 
exploration, tests, and use by imagina
tive architect and owners to overcome 
the problem first a ociated with plastics 
in its various forms. 

Many pla tics have already proved 
their worth in certain area of building 
construction and are today accepted as 
tandard building materials. 

To appreciate the extent to which 
plastic have become identified as build
ing material , a typical listing of 

pecification section outlined herein 
illustrates dramRtically the scope of 
pla tic as materials of building con
struction. 

Under the heading of "Concrete 
Work," plastics are u ed as follows: 

1 As a vapor barrier for labs on grade: 
polyethylene. 
2 As a form board for smooth roncrele sur
fac : plastic-faced plywood. 
3 As a perimeter insulation: expanded poly-
tyrene. 

4 As walerstops: polyvinyl. 
5 A an expansion joint material: pc>lysul
lides. 
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(i As a bonding agenL: epoxy coatings. 
nder the heading of "Masonry 

Work," plastics are u ed as follows: 
1 Facing of concrete block: reinforced poly
t>ster . 
2 In ulation nf air . paces in cm ity walls: 
expanded polystyrene. 

Under the heading of "Waterproof
in g," plastics are used as follows: 
I As spandrel waterproofing: vinyl . 
2 As sho1\l'r stall pans: vinyl . 

Under the heading of "Roofing and 
Sheet Metal," plastics are used as 
follows: 
1 guller - and lt>a<ler : reinforced poly-
esters. 
2 A. vapor barrier : 1 inyl film .. 
3 As nashing material : polyvinyls. 
4 A roof coatings: neoprenes and chlorosul
fonated polyethylene. 
5 As roof insulation: expanded polystyrene. 
6 As skylights: reinforced polyesters and 
acrylics. 
7 As roor stru ctures, i.e. heet , plates, 
domes: glas -fiber reinforced polyester . 

Under the heading of "Calking and 
Weatherstripping" pla tic are used as 
follows: 
1 As calking: polysulfides. 
2 As weatherstripping: vinyl. 

Under the head in g of "Carpentry and 
Mill work" pla tic are used a follows: 
1 A laminated-plastic urfaces on 11ood 
doors: melamine re in . 
2 A waterproof glue : phenol resins and 
resorcinol resins. 
3 As interior office partitions: melamine 
laminates and vinyl-impregnated fabric co1er
ing O\ er mela] or worrl. 
4 As counter-Lops: melamine laminates. 

nder the heading of " R esili ent 
Flooring" plastic are used as follows: 
1 Vinyl-asbestos tile. 
2 Homoge ncou vinyl. 
3 Felt-backt>d laminated-vinyl heel and Lile 
flooring. 

Under the heading of "Builders Hard
ware" plastics are used as follow : 
l Kick, mop, and armor plate: phenoli .. 
resins. 
2 Pushes, pulls: polyvinyl chloride . 
3 Guide- and pivot : nylon. 

Under the heading of "Glass and 
Glazing" plastics are used a fol lows: 
1 Glazing: reinforced polyester and acrylics. 
2 ealants: polysulfides. 

Under the heading of "Tile and Ter
razzo" plastics are used a follows: 
1 Plastic Wall tile: reinforced-polyester , 
polystyrene. 
2 Terrazzo divider trip : polyvinyl . 
3 Thin setting beds !or ceramic tile: syn
thetic rubber compounds. 
4 La Lex terrazzo mix es. 
5 Bonding agents for terrazzo: epoxy coal· 
in gs. 

Under the heading of "Acoustic Treat
ment" plastics are u ed a follows: 
1 Plastic-faced acoustical Lile: polyvinyl. 
2 Pia tic channel at abulling vertical ur· 
[ace . 

Under the heading of "Painting and 
Finishing" plastics are used as follows: 
1 Paints: polyvinyl acetates, acrylics. 
epoxies, butadiene-slyrene. This list is con
stantly expanding as a result o[ re earch by 
paint chemist . 
2 Wall coverings: sprayed vinyls on fabric 
backin{!;. calendered vinyl . 

In the mechanical and electrical field, 
pla Lies have been introduced quite 
ex tensively too. Luminous ceilings em
ploy the u e of plastics to diffuse light 
evenly from it point source. Polyvinyl
chloride pipe i u ed in piping y tern 
for distilled water and cl1emical wastes. 
Laboratory equipment utilizes plastic 
for fume exhaust ducts and laboratory 
counter top . Electrical conductors are 
insulated with plastic coverings. 
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u&[\~~@ lf[}{]~ [}{]~&u @~~ [}{]@[L~[ill&Yf ~~~: That gleaming white expanse of roof is 

covered with White Top Marble Roofing Aggregate. The exceptional reflective quality of this bright crystalline marble turns 

back the sun's heat, keeps it cooler inside, considerably lowers air conditioning costs. In the winter, White Top's extraordinary 

density bars much of the cold, cutting fuel costs. D That's just the beginning. The simple, clean beauty of Georgia White Marble 

certainly enhance the splendor so typical of all Holiday Inns. D Maintenance? Practically none. There is nothing to lift, to 

tear, to rot, to crack. And whoever heard of marble wearing out? D It's the perfect roofing material- beautiful, practical, yet 

it costs little or no more than ordinary materials. pecify White Top- there is nothing quite like it anywhere. 

~ CALCIUM PRODUCTS DIVISION D The Georgia Marble Company, Tate, Georgia 

Originators of the marble chip roof 



IT' THE LAW 

& 

Judge Bernard Tomson and Attorney 
Norman Coplan discuss a recent New 
York Appellate Court decision ( nyder 
Plumbing and Heating vs. Purcell, 9 
A. D. 2nd 505) and point to the ineffec
tiveness of certain parts of Article 34 of 
the A I A "General Conditions." 

In the Snyder case, the County of Rock
land in New York entered into separate 
contracts with a plumbing contractor 
and a general contractor for the con-
truction of a home and infirmary. 

The e contracts incorporated the AIA 
"General Conditions" and de cribed the 
work Lo be performed by each of the 
con tractors. 

Prior to the plumbing contractor's suit 
again t the general contractor, he had 
commenced an action again t the County 
of Rockland for damages attributable 
to the delay caused by the County in 
the erection of the project. This suit 
wa ettled by the payment of a certain 
sum of money to the plumbing contract
ing company, and re erved to it any 
rights "which it may have against any 
of the other contractors involved in the 
construction of the project." 

The plumbing contractor, after the 
settlement with the owner, demanded 
arbitration of his further claim against 
the general contractor that the latter had 
cau ed him additional damage becau e 
of hi delaying the work. Thi demand 
for arbitration was rejected by the 
Court on the ground that there wa no 
contractual relation hip between the 
plumbing contractor and the general 
contractor pur uant to which uch arbi
tration wa required. 

Thereafter, an action was commenced 
by the plumbing contractor against the 
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Flaws 1n Article 3 4 

general contractor to recover damages 
allegedly sustained a a resull of the 
general contractor's improper perform
ance. Thi action was ba ed upon certain 
of the "General Condition " incorpo
rated in the contract between the general 
contractor and the owner, and in par
ticular, upon Article 34 which read 
as follows: 

"Art. 34. Mutual Responsibiity of Con
tractors.-If, through acts of neglect on the 
part of the Contractor, any other Contractor 
or any ubcontractor hall sufTer loss of 
damagPs on the work the nntractor an-ree; 
to settle with such other Contractor or ub
contracror bv aj!:reemenl or arhitration, if 
such other Contractor or ubcontra tor will 
so SPttlf". Tf -=•lf'h nthPr C:ori',.'l'' ' "'r "r . 1111-

contractor shall assert any claim against the 
Owner on account of any damal!e ad,ged to 
have been so sustained, the Owner shall 
notify the Contractor who hall defend, at 
his own expense any uit ha ed upon such 
claim, and if any judgment or claims against 
the Owner shall be allowed, the Contractor 
shall pay or sat i•fy such judgment or claim 
and pay all co l and expenses in connection 
therewith." 

The Court, in dismi ing the action, 
ruled that Article 34 wa for the benefit 
of the owner, and could not upport a 
proceeding by one contractor again t 
another. The Court aid: 

"In its brief, nyder unequivocally states 
that Article 34 of the agreement between 
Purcell and Rockland County gives it the 
right Lo proceed ex contractu again t Purcell 
as the third-party beneficiary thereunder. We 
do not so con Lru the clause. Article 34 is 
essentially an indemnity provi ion solely for 
the benefit of Rockland ounly and does not 
create an obi ip;ation to any other contractors 
performing work on the project. 1oreover 
the county never claimed or asserted that 

nyder' alleged los was caused by Purcell. 
In fact. after a'<sertinj!: its claim for damages 
against the county, nyder settled its cl~im 
and released Rockland County. The county 
never demanded in indemnification from Pur
cell at any time. Consequently, no derivatiYe 

liability on the part of the defendant accrues, 
nor does the duty to indemnify the plaintiff 
under the defendant's contract with the 
county ari e. The plaintiff' reservation cf 
right ap;ain t th defendant in the release 
delivered to the county cannot enlarge or 
alter the cope of the indemnity clause. 

"It is the generally accepted rule that the 
intent Lo confer a direct benefit on a third 
party mu L clearly appear in order to enable 
such a party, not named in the contra t, to 
recover thereunder .... We find no such in
tent in the contract under consideration 
here. nyder, therefore, may not maintain 
this action again t Purcell." 

The plumbing contractor could not 
" ettle," or "arbitrate," or institute legal 
action against the general contractor 
under the provi ions of Article 34. This 
decision points up the ineffectivene of 
that part of Article 34 which provides 
that any contractor who causes damages 
to any other contractor or subcontractor 
hall "settle with uch other contractor 

or ubcontractor by agreement or arbi
tration, if uch contractor or subcon
tractor will o seule." This provision has 
no legal binding effect, and can be 
de cribed at best, as an expression of 
"hope"' rather than providing for a 
ound method of determining disputes 

or damage claim between two con
tractors performing on the same project. 

In any event, under the wording of 
Article 34 and the decision of the Court 
in the nyder ca e, a contractor, who has 
not performed in compliance with his 
obligation under his contract with the 
owner, cannot be held liable for the 
damage ustained by another contractor 
ba ed upon thi breach of duty. The 
only remedy available to such other 
contractor is to e tablish, independently 
of the performance standards contained 
in the owner' contract, that the con
tractor who caused him damage was 
guilty of negligence. 
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Versatile and exciting designs in the ~ lttitJ of sculptured tiles 

the Caribbean Series offers the versatility of creating unlimited 
variety of designs for commercial and residential application . 

ROBERTSON 
ROBERTSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

TILE DIVISION , TRENTON 5, NEW JERSEY 

MEMBER Of THE TILE COUNCll OF AMERICA 

sea shell starfish 

4 }/.i " x 4 }/.i " cushion-edge tile 
availab le in 46 colors, 
bright and semi-matte finish. 

Designs specially created for 
Robertson by industrial designer 
Peter Quay Yang, A.S.I.D. 

half moon 

sand dune 

surf 

limbo 



VIEW 

Tower Can Open 

Or Block Axis 

Dear Editor : I became acqua inted wit h 
) our magazine about 15 years ago. IL 
wa a time when, unlike other magazines, 
you had published a great many projects, 
initiated competitions, and s timulated 
re earch into de ign, in order lo encour
age the pirit of modern architecture in 
your country and to .illustrate what 
should be done ra·ther than what one was 
doing. A IL thi resulted in the works by 

tubbins and many others. ince then 
many years passed and Wright, eutra, 
Gropius, and Mie have found solid 
support in the page of your magazine. 
At the pre ent moment, America con
tinues to be a great laboratory of 
mod ern architecture; tone, Rudolph, 
and Yamasa ki try other experiments; 
Breuer , at The Hague, and Bun haft, 
at Brus e ls, are realizing other plastic 
expressions in contemporary architec
ture. 

One rejoices to see all this intense 
emulation . But what does one think of 
the writer in Architectural Design who, 
in speaking of the work of tone (pub
lished in Architectural R ecord for 
March, 1959 ) says, " the work of Edward 
D. ton e which is hown in this issue 
fills most modern architect with a ort 
of fascinated horror. . .. " Certainly, in 
the end , we are going to know whether 
the spirit of modern architecture will 
escape, or a new inspiration will eep 
in through the openings of these " pierced 
screens." 

Most of th e downtown of the great 
American urban agglomerations will be 
reconstructed. Chicago, Baltimore, and 
San Francisco have new plans for their 
cities and some of the construction has 
already started. The number of new 
skyscraper , of which all mericans are 
very proud, is cons tantl y increas.ing. Ac
cording to the importance of the build
ing, th e s ite, and the ize of tructure, 
proportionate care is taken lo assure the 
best olution. In spite of thi , outdated 
regulations of municipal authorities, 
exaggerated rentability requirements, ex
ce ive utilization of the land, lack of 
planning fore ight, etc. ometimes cause 
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results contrary to the architect's good 
intention . 

In making ome studies of Grand Cen
tral City which i to be built in ew 
York, I have the impression that those 
who were in charge of de igning this 
important project have not found the 
be t parti. To prevent what eem to 
me a complete mistake, I have decided 
through the publication of a series of 
let le rs, lo seek the opinion of m y col
leagues in the profession. 

H ere are my thoughts. One of the 
mo&l important sk y cra pers that has ever 
been co nstructed in ew York will be 
built beh ind Grand Central talion on 
the axi of Park Avenue. Its location , 
in the very heart of the city and in the 
most conges ted business section, raises 

innumerable problem of urbanism and 
architecture. The lack of a ma ter plan 
for ew York makes it even more 
difficult to solve the siting of important 
buildings. 

From the point of view of urbanism, 
one must realize that a building of monu· 
mental character, located on the axis of 
the most important major artery and at 
the c nter of gravity of the city, imposes 
certain requil'ement of compo ition. At 
the sa me time the size of the building 
demanded b y the program call for a 
height which will make it a pire as well 
a the dominant element of a gigantic 
compo ition, and in this way will urpass 
the silhouette of all the skyscrapers 
existing in ew York. IL is necessary 
to bear in mind that the Avenue i on 
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the average only 45 meters wide while 
some of the existing skyscrapers border
ing it rise Lo a height o[ 200 meters. 
Between these two cliffs of glass and 
steel there is only the sky and the horizo11 
which are free. Hence, there i the 
necessity of preserving the characteristic 
endles ness of New York avenues and 
not Lo create opaqu e screens which 
would obstruct them. 

From the archileclural point ol view, 
the future building should accommodate 
all the element demanded by a complex 
program consisting of restaurants, movie 
theaters, garages, and a number of 
ollices occupying an area o[ 2,500,000 
sq uare feel. Hui' e1 er, the plan should 
have rom:.idered equally impurlant both 
the skyscruper tu\\er and Lhe Avenue 
which passes on both sides o[ th e 
building. 

As u olution to this difficult proule111 
Dr. Gropius has presented a projecl 
where the tower is an elongated octagon 
placed perpendicular lo the Avenue aml 
thus forming a barricade. 1 t is easy lo 
ee that this concept ignores the sur

roundmg space---it has a clear for
mali tic c:hara cler and gives the impres
sion that it ca me from an outdated bag 
of ideas. The long axial view of the 
Avenue, the old tower which is part of 
Lhe com position, and the tremendom; 
circulation around the building have a 
radial inHuence. This ha not been ex
pressed in the Gropius project either i11 
plan or m the composition of the 
building. 

Guided by a different idea, l have 
sent to those who might be interested 
some sketches with another concept- a 
building with a transparent center and 
Lwo lateral towers which could have 
different form . 

Therefore, we are faced with two 
ideas: One is the barricade, a wall which 
stops you. It is a static idea and contrary 
to the movement within the mosl dynamic 
business district in the United States. 
The second concept allow the Avenue. 
together with the sun and the ky, to 
pass through the building. This dynamit· 
idea animates the composition, creating 
a movement which expresses the intense 
circulation around the ite. The question 
is one of deciding whether the siting 
and the massing of the building, its 
integration into the environmental space, 
and the representative and symbolic as
pects of the movement, are expressed by 
an octagonal barricade or by a trans
parent spire, a kind of modern obeli k 
allowing the Avenue to pass on both 
sides of Grand Central talion_ 

212 Views 

M •\RTIN l'INClllS 
B111·han'"\I, H num1111iu 
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Specify 

Ger -Pak® Polyethylene 

BARRIER 
FILM 

for ultimate protection 

LOW-COST WATER-VAPOR CONTROL 
that assures protection from below grade to roof. 

T hink of all the advantages you're building into the home 
when you use GER-PAK polyethylene sheeting. Under con-
crete slabs GER-PAK keeps basements dry . . . as concealed 
flashing it licks moisture damage problems ... over sub-floor-
ing it seals out dust and water vapor penetration. Yes, for 
every one of its many, many uses, GER-PAK offers a vital build
ing benefit. And only tough, lightweight GER-PAK comes in 
every working size from 12 in. for flashing up to 40 ft. wide. 
Ch oice of BLACK, NATURA L and opaque WHITE for 
concrete curing. (See our catalog in Sweet's File.) Specify 
the advantages of superior all-'round protection ... specify 
GER-PAK film. FREE samples and information brochure 
yours for the writing. 

For your local GER-PAK distributor . .. Find It Fast ~ ... U T.4/0, 
lnTho ;t-~ 

Conveniently warehoused in : Kenilworth, N .J . • Dallas, 'Yellow Pages1 
..,.. &;::" 

Texas • Memphis, Tennessee • Chicago, Illinois J.!.{<ifi:ll;:><==d.J ~Jwc...,..:~ 
• Los Angeles, California • Oakland, California ~"' ._ 

DESIGNED TO MEET FHA REQUIREMENTS 

GER-PAK-THE SHORT WAY TO SAY SUPERIOR POLYETHYLENE FILM 

~PAK" P' --

11 I 
~ 

Polyethylene Film 

GERING PLASTICS division of STUOEBAKER·PACKARO CORP. 
Under Concrete Slabs Over Studding Lining Crawl Spaices Concealed Flashing Ma terial Protection Kenilworth, N. J. 



BOOK REVIEW 

ITALIAN VI LLAS 
AND PALACES 

Settings 

Reflect 

Rich Age 

BY IL E MEI 1 ER REE E 
P / A Contributing Editor recommends 
ltalian Villas and Palaces. Georgina 
Masson. Harry N. Abrams, 6 ff'. 57 t., 

ew York 19, ' · Y., 1959. 244 pp .. 
193 photogravure plates, 17.50 

In this book Mi s Masson focuses on the 
residence of the Italian ari tocracy of 
the R enais ance and Baroque. he has 
included not only the building they 
commi ion ed, but al o the garden , fur
ni hings, paintings, and culpture that 
reAected th e perso naliti e and the 
period in which they lived. o Jes. 
than th e great ca thedral - and public 
building of the time, the e residence~ 

are an impre ive part of Ital y' artistic 
heritage. 

Judged purely as book design, this 
volume is one of the handsomest of ils 
typ J have seen. On inspection of its 
con tent, one i as ured that it measures 
up to the book· fin e appearance. Mi s 
Ma on' material i logical ly organized, 
her text is high\y inlormative and read
able, and her photographic illustrations 
are not only ex pres ive but also mouth
watering. In fact, the only di appoint
ment .is that one become greedy for 
more of thi excellent information-for 
more photograph , and, particularly in 
the case of th e archite L-reader, for the 

Continued on page 216 
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A factory-assembled wall panel in one foot modules ... 
one that is self-sealing for life by mere installation. You 
never caulk it. And there are no visible outside joints or 
fasteners to mar the surface. This is Monopanl, the most 
unusual curtain wall. Tongue-and-groove joints with 
double vinyl gaskets provide the seal. The cross section 
sketch shown below tells the story. 

Spanning ability is exceptional, as you can see from the 
configuration. Glass fiber insulation will not settle. 

Beautiful Monopanl is furnished in a range of gauges. 
Exterior and interior faces can be specified in aluminum 
or galvanized steel. Choose from a selection of factory
applied colors. Integral fenestration is available. 

For further information refer to Sweet's 1960 Architec
tural File. For complete technical details and actual sam
ples of Monopanl, contact your Butler Builder. He's listed 
in the Yellow Pages under "Buildings" or "Steel Buildings." 
Or write direct for a descriptive brochure and data sheets . 

... the most unusual curtain wall >c , 
:z:: c ) 

BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
7510 East 1 Jth Street, Kansas City 26, Missouri 

" See Sweet's Architectural File- Section B·B" 

Manufacturers of Metal Buildings • Equ ipment for Farming, Oil Transportation, Outdoor Advertising . Contract Manufacturing 
Sales offices in Los Angeles and Richmond, Ca l if. • Houston, Te x. • Birm ingham, Ala . • Kansas City, Mo . • Minneapolis, Minn. , Chi cago, Ill. 
Detroit, Mich. • Cleveland, Ohio • Pittsburgh, Pa. • New York City and Syracuse, N. Y. • Boston, Mass . • Washington, o. c . • Burlington, Ont . Can. 
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• Specify ® 

PLASTER·WELD 
permanently 
bonds new plaster 
to concrete .•• 
for as little as 
le per square foot. 

DUPONT PLAZA CENTER, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
Plaster- Weld is the amazingly versatile, patented 
liquid bonding agent today specified on hun
dreds of remodeling and new construction proj
ects by leading architects the country over. In 
the case of the Dupont Plaza Center, shown 
above, Plaster-Weld was used to permanently 
bond finish plaste r to in terior concrete surfaces 
and stucco to exterior concrete surfaces. Archt. : 
Frank H. Shuflin & Associates , Miami ; Genrl . 
Contr .: Arkin Construction Company, Miami Beach ; 
Plstg . Contr .: E. l. Thompson Co ., Atlanta , Go. 

MARRIOTT MOTOR HOTEL, WASHINGTON , D. C.: 
With Plaster-Weld you con permanentl y bond 
gypsum, lime putty, acou stical pla ster and ce 
ments to themselves ... or directly to any sound 
su rface . . . even g loss. Appli ed with brush, 
roller or spray gun. No costly su rface prepara 
tion . You cover Pla ste r-Weld with new materia l 
as soon as touch dry (about on hour). In case 
of Marriott Motor Hotel , billed as " World 's 
largest Motel ," Plas te r-Weld was sprayed on 
smooth concrete ceilings to bond lime putty 
plaster finish. Archt.: Joseph G. Morgan, Wa sh
ington; Genr/. Contr.: Charles H. Tomk in s Co. , 
Inc., Washington ; Plstg . Contr .: Nov inger Com 
pany, Inc., Brentwood, Maryland. 
A Plaster-Weld bond is ageless ... nf'ver lets 
110! Plaster-Weld is approved by F.H.A .. New 
York City Board of Standards & Appeals, and 
protected under U.S. Patent N o. 2 ,760,885. For 
technical data, and job proof, see Sweet's, or 
write us direct. Address Box 5756 P, Larsen 
Products Corp., Bethesda, Maryland. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
For your convenience. we have developed 5-page 
work s heet copies o f specificat lo n !i for bonding 
agents, ed ited by Ben H. Dye r, A. I.A., speci
fications consu ltant of Bethesda, Md. Get your:;; 
today. Simply mail coupon below. 

i ~.:"-;,:;:;~:;,:;_-;-;:,;;------- -I 
I Box 5756 P, Bethesda , Md. 1

1 Please send ( ) sets of specificatio ns to-
1 I 
I Nome ---··---·-·--··- -- - ·····-·· ........... ·-·-·-··--·· I 
I Componv.-- --·-···-···---···-········-······-·······-··· I 
I I I Street Addre•'--···-···----··--······-·-····-·· .. ···· I 
I CitY-·----···--·----·· State ·--- ·--·-·· I 
~-----------------
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inclu ion of plans. ndoubtedl y the 

volume was or iginall y intend ed to convey 

vis ua ll y the es ence of these works of 

art lo an audience of wide, general 

nature. However , Miss Ma son (w ho is, 

i11cidentally, the Italian corres pondent 

fur The Architectural R eview of Lon

don), has come up with a work of uch 

scO !Je tha t it will be of particular interest 

Lo th e a rrh il ecl. On e hopes, se lfi s hl y, 

that liss Ma sso n will go one ste p fur

ther some da y an d provid e us "j, h a 

co mpl ete hi Lory o r a rt. We co uld d t! pend 

on her to avoid the dull pretension~ or 

the sta ndard his lor ) of art "surve)" and 

to make the subject co me a li1 e. ( I am 

thinkin g o( a 1o lu me like Ni kola us 

P evsner"s " Outline of European Archi

lecture" but as handsome I~ i J 1t1 ~1 rated 

as this volum e of villa' :ind p3la ces.) 

lt is rare that su ch 1ale11 1~ as Mis 

Masson commands are combi ned in one 

pers on- she 1 not onl) capable of 

gat heri ng a nd orga111z1ng innumerabl e 

political, socia l, and arti tic r,1c ts, bul 

a lso of us in g them to painl ab~orbin :~ 

word pic tures; and, laot but not le as! . 

s he is admirably qualified lo provid e us 
with photographs of a high order or 

technical a nd arti~tic ex rel Je nee. 

On e examp le, selected at random I rom 

th e boo k, will demom;trale her man)· 

ide d kill s. Th e captio n accompanying 

picture of Villa Pisani al S tra (i ll u -

trated also on the jacket of the book) 

folJows: 

"A pre-existing vi ll a 11 a de~troyed lo rnak r 
way for the pre ent monumental vi ll a when 
Alvise Pisani was elec ted Doge of VeniC'e in 
1735. Girolamo Fr i!!:irnelica was the arC'hi
LecL of the new building, 11h ich 11 as, how
ever, cornp !eted in modified form by Fran· 
resco Preti. The "ilia is one of the most 
magnificent in the whole of the Venetian 
terraferma and is often railed th e Villa lm
periale owin~ Lo 1apo!eo n havin!!: stayed 
there a nd its having bee n one nf the r!' i· 
dences of the Imper id Viceroy Eugene 
Ilea 11 ha rn a is. 

"Even at the hPi!!h t of the baroque period 
"hen the 1 iJI " w" ' l1uilt. the s trength of the 
P alladian tradit 'nn is till evident in tire 
de ign of the s1ables whil'h are ituated at 
the far end of the long canal that divides 
the for mal garden behind the house, com
pleting in typically Venetian tyle the scenic 
effect of the whole layout. The interior of 
the stable has remain ed untouched, a rare 
circurnsta n ·e in Italy, but fi ne though they 
are they do not corn pare with those of the 
little-known Villa Lerhi a t Mortirone. 

"Though coldly magnificent the house 
larks the rharm of one tha t has been the 
home of a family for generations; perhaps 
it crea t ion as a ettin!!: for 1he pa '!eantry 
which surrounded the life of a Doge ii' 
respo nsib"e for th is. There is the inevitable 
bedroom in whiC'h Napoleon •lep t, and a fine 
ballroom who e ceil ing ''"'" frr<roPd with the 
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This fabulous 
Amtico Vinyl Floor 

puts patrician beauty 
on a practical basis 
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The Flooring: 
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Amtico TravNtine Vinyl ~8" .. . all
vi nyl, colo r througho ut thicknr•s • 
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cia l order. 

Amtico Flooring Facts: 
Architects who think of fl oorin g in 
creati ve a nd prac ti ca l terms genera ll y 
turn to Amtico Vinyl ... for many 
good rea o ns. Beau ty i one. The 
beau ty, for exa mple, of Amlico Traver
t ine Vin yl, ca pturin l! th e full glory of 
na tural trave rtin e. The translu cen t 
lovelin ess o f Amtico Renaissa nce® 
and Arntico Celestial®. Th e smart 
freshness of bud!!:et-priced Amtico 
Care-F'reeR and Am tiro Vinyl Plas tex . 
Th e versa tile beauty of Arntico's 
complete lin e. 

But, be practical, to o ... and it 's easy 
to do with Amti co Vin yls. Arn ti co qual
ity s tands up to hardes t wear. Arntico's 
rrsilience assures co mfort underfoot. 
And c li ents will appreciate mainte
na nce th a t' s a lmos t effortless, even 
with light<'s t colors. 
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have helped open new worlds of building design ... 

TEXTURES COURTESY OF : 

Metal. Glass. Stone. Through imagi
native blendings and use of these 
materials in their modern patterns, 
colors, gauges ... architects have 
added new dimensions to the build
ing scene. 

Sealants based on THIOKOL poly
su lfid e polymer are providing the 
weathertightness needed to realize 
in full the beauty and function of 
current architectural forms. 

Multi-material adhesion, long-life 
bonding, sympathetic expansion and 

contraction, shock absorption, high 
resistance to all deleterious elements, 
wide color range, custom fitting to 
the job on the job, immediate com

pensation for tolerances in structural 
materials and their normal variation 

from specifications ... these unique 
qualities, found in no other sealing 

compounds or systems, have made 
polysulfide sealants integral to an 
expanding "architexture." 

For further information, write : 

CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

780 North Clinton Ave ., Trenton 7, New Jersey 

In Can ada : Naugatuck Chemicals Divisi on, 

Dominion Rubber Co., Elmira, Ontario 

ALUM I NUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 

PI TT S BUR G H PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

BU I LD I N G S TONE INSTITUTE 
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Gloria di Casa Pisani by G. R. Tiepolo in 
1767. Russian tsars, Austrian emperors and 
archdukes, crowned head and princes in
numerable have stayed in the villa, who e 
greate t charm undoubtedly lies in its large 
park-like garden, with its famous maze, 
shady avenues, exqui ite wrought-iron grille 
and delightful gazebo. The Yil!a now belong' 
to the Italian tale." 

In this instance, as in almost all of 
the examples, one wishes that a plan 
were provided. However, Miss Ma on 
has succeeded in stirring the imagina
tion to such a degree that related refer
ence works were sought out (by this 

reviewer at least ) and pa sage to Italy 
booked. 

As the author explains in her fore
word, the " heer embarrassment of 
riche •- made selection of villas and 
palaces difficult. Therefore she has con
centrated on palace and country estates 
not necessarily o( the mo t "famous" 
stature but on those, rather, that were 
the product of the peculiar political and 
socia l structures of the variou individual 
Italia n city-states and principalities. 

In ubdividing the book into several 
geographic area , and in grouping his
torically related structure , she has man-

In drinking fountains ... the skill and beauty embodied in Haws 
superbly styled fountains are recognized the world over: Model lOY 
was selected for International Design Competition, Milano, Italy. 
Designed by Channing Wallace Gilson, this beautiful fiberg lass 
fountain is only one of Haws' many distinctive fountain creations. 

In flush valves ... you see only a button-for Haws-Kramer "Silent 
Service" Flush Valve System is concealed in the wall to give home 
bathrooms the streamlined beauty of "built-in" convenience. "Silent 
Service" operates with conventional pipe sizes for easy adaptation 
to residential construction. Find out more! 

Specify these new Haws items. See them in Sweet's Architectural 
File or write for complete Haws catalog - today! 

HAWS / KRAMER FLUSH VALVE DIVISION 
819 Bryant Street • San Francisco 3, California 

EX PORT DEPARTMENT : 19 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco 11 , California , U. S. A. 
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aged to make her points very simply. 
One immediately senses the distinction. 
for example, between the buildings ol 
Venetia and tho e of Tuscany. 

The Renaissance is the tarting point 
of Miss Masson's survey and it continues 
through the period when Ital y was a 
' ·patchwork of small sta tes," resulting, 
she feels, in a benevolent artistic as 
well as political decentralization. The 
unification of Italy in 1870, she con
cludes, put an unfortunate stop Lo such 
"creations of the spirit." 

Though an architect will more likely 
be asked today to design a "palace" of 
commerce or industry rather than a 
"palace" ex pressing the wealth and im
portance of a family, this book will be a 
rich addition to his library. 

For Your Bathroom Shelf 

Clean and Decent. Lawrence Wright. 
The Viking Press, 625 Madison Ave., 
New York 22, N. Y., 1960. 282 pp., 
illus. $4.95 

A history of the bathroom could be any
thing from the Rabelaisian back-country 
humor of a Chic ale to a matter-of- fact 
handbook for plumber . Thi "unruffied 
history of the bathroom and the w.c." 
is neither; it is an entertainment by 
facts slyly written by an English archi
tect-artist as an outgrowth of a building 
exhibition he staged . 

The preface announces that this book 
is meant to entertain "even if scholar
ship does keep breaking through." The 
scholarship is evident in the excellent 
collection of prints and charts of by
gone apparatu and habits, and in the 
collection of fa cts. Different chapters 
will no doubt astonish different readers, 
but all chapters contain discoveries of 
one kind or another. 

Taken at random, here are some of 
the fa cets touched upon: 

The city of Rome, at its peak, sup
plied 300 gallons of water per person 
per day-in contrast to present-day 
London's 51 gallons per person per day. 

Monasteries-there are diagrams to 
prove it- had elaborate water systems. 
At Christchurch Monastery, Canterbury, 
comments Wright, "The efficiency of 
this water-system may explain, as much 
as the holiness of the inmates, the 
exemption of the monastery from the 
Black Death in 1349." 

In a history of the methods of heating 
bath water, titled "Plumbers' Progress," 
the practical foundation for the ancient 
custom of bathing in large groups is 

Continued on page 228 
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HELPS CUT DEAD LOAD 
SAVE UP TO 803 OF THE DEAD WEIGHT OF 
FIREPROOFING WITH PERMALITE PLASTER* 

In a multi-story building with conventional masonry fireproofing, 10 to 15 % of the steel 
skeleton does nothing but support the fireproofing! • You can cut your steel costs and get fire 
ratings of from 1 to 5 hours by fireproofing with Permalite per lite plaster. On typical columns 
and beams, Permalite plaster fireproofing gains a 4-hour fire rating while saving more than 
200 lbs/ lineal foot over ordinary concrete embedment. Further weight savings are made when 
Permalite plaster is used on walls, partitions and ceilings, where it can save up to 2 tons dead 
weight per 100 sq/ yds. compared to ordinary plaster. • Permalite plaster is used in over 38 
approved fire-retardant constructions on columns, beams, walls and ceilings. No expensive 
forms are needed. And, it's a perfect base for final decorating. 
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given: "use the water while it's hot!" 
It was mid-19th Century in the United 

tates before a hotel had hot and cold 
running water for every bedroom. "A 
costly idea, and slow to spread." 

The ancients did not use soap, but oil 
and sand. The soap bath really came 
into its own about 1880. The dawn of 
the new era brought an amazing variety 
of combinations of plumbing parts, with 
glorious rococo decorations, almost as 
lavish, if slightly more practical, as the 
Royal Close Stool at Hampton Court, 
circa 1600, with its black velvet seat. 

Around 1900, one designer "managed 
to combine a bidet, a footbath, a Sitz 
bath and a 'commode pail' on one 
reversible double receptacle that must 
have needed cautious handling." 

Other chapter headings include: "Man 
Becomes Housetrained," "The Odour of 

anctity," "The Cholera Year," and 
"Basin, Bidet, and Pot." 

Wright indicates that progress has 
not been orderly; different classes of 
society have had different cleanliness 
habits. Comparison are difficult because 
of different concepts of the bath. (A 
rite? A social engagement? A remedy 

New Birch - La s O la s pa rking lot on b e ach side of lnt racoastal Wa terwa y, 
Fort La uderda le, Fla . It hold s 670 ca rs. 

@~ ?"{ff!3 insures long life 
of new Gold Coast parking lot 
Jennite J-16 is the original ... the world's most widely used 

coating for blacktop pavements. It protects leading airfields, play
grounds, parkways and parking lots. 

Before the new $370,000 Fort Lauderdale parking lot was 
opened to motorists, its asphalt surface was coated with Jennite 
J-16 for protection of that investment. 

Jenniting, of either new or old asphalt, retards drying action 
of the sun. It stops oxidation, eliminates destructive damage of 
gasoline and oil . . . keeps the surface free of danger?us, loose 
particles, seals out water ... doubles asphalt pavement hfe. 

In addition, the satin black Jennite surface is tough, easy to 
clean ... long lasting, attractive. A-1sssA 

Find us fa st 
in the 

'Yellow Pages' 

For complete information obout 
Jennite J-16, write for Bulletin 
M-2992 . Also, see our catalog in 
Sweets. 

*HM* 

®~ e ~c. J!r.O O :SIQL<JJ£ll1, 
Distributors and stocks in pri ncipa l cities 
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for ill health? Or just a way to keep 
"clean and decent"?) evertheless, the 
author covers the field, from what he 
terms "the beginning of sanitary plan
ning ... the discovery that the washing 
and drinking-place should be up stream 
from the 'convenience,' up to the present, 
of which he says, "the average bathroom, 
in relation to the technical means avail
able and our skill in far more complex 
installations, is hardly worthy of the 
sputnik age," and points out that a 
million more homes in the USA have 
television sets than have bathrooms. 

The subject of plumbing is as cor
roded as a tenement water pipe with 
verbal taboos. The "coy evasion" as 
Wright puts it of "cloak room" or "rest 
room" was in vogue from the beginning. 
The medieval phrase was garderobe; 
the Latin equivalent was the neces
sarium. "The language of the toilet," is 
summed up at one point as "indeed an 
etymologist's nightmare." 

Napoleon was reputed to have taken 
a hot bath daily ; Wellington, a cold one. 
Wright suggests that Waterloo may well 
have been won in the bathroom. This 
attitude is possibly the keynote to his 
entire narrative. It is more than a collec
tion of historical bric-a-brac, more than 
an amu ement. It is a new approach 
to history, pointed up by the author 
himself who says in the style tl1at makes 
the whole book delightful, "Some of the 
wavering patterns of ... social history 
will inevitably be mirrored . . . in the 
bathwater, or found locked in the 
water-closet." 

J. W. F. 

Urban Structure 

New York Metropolitan Region Study. 
Raymond Vernon, Director, and Max 
Hall, Editor. Undertaken by the Gradu
ate School of Public Administration, 
Harvard University, for the Regional 
Plan Association, Inc. Harvard Uni
versity Press, Cambridge 38, Mass., 1959. 
Volume 1, Anatomy of a Metropolis. 
Edgar M. Hoover and Raymond Vernon, 
345 pp., illus. $6.00 Volume 2, Made in 

ew York. Roy B. Helfgott, W. Eric 
Gustafson and James M. Hund. 388 pp., 

illus. $6.75 

The first two publications of the ew 
York Metropolitan Region Study, the e 
books are the start of a series that will 
eventually comprise nine volume . 
Together, the study will constitute the 
most impressive examination of the 
nation's largest and most complex urban 
agglomeration since the now-classic New 
York Regional Plan studies of the 

Continued on page 230 
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1920's. The New York Metropolitan 
Region Study bids fair to be a very 
worthy successor to the earlier survey, 
which itself was a major milestone in 
the progress of American planning. 

Neither of these volumes is easy read
ing, unless you happen to he an econo
mist by training or avocation, but their 
content makes the necessary effort well 
worthwhile. Clarity and simplicity of 
language, coupled with an admirable 
use of technical appendices to satisfy 
the needs of the serious student, charac
terize both volumes. Nevertheless, these 
are not guidebooks to the wonders of 
New York, but serious analyses of the 
economy of the metropolis. The authors 
have steered a remarkable path through 
the dangers inherent in the complexity 
of the subject, the highly technical 
nature of much of the material, and the 
ever-present temptation to impress by 
being obscure. 

Anatomy of a Metropolis provides a 
methodological framework for the entire 
study. It is the key volume in which 
the over-all nature of the region is 
examined, and is appropriately subtitled, 
"the changing distribution of people and 
jobs within the New York Metropolitan 
Region." 

The region, as defined for the pur
poses of the New York Metropolitan 
Region Study, consists of twenty-two 
counties lying in the states of New York, 
New Jersey, and Connecticut. For much 
of the analysis, a three-part subdivision 
of the region into Core, Inner Ring, and 
Outer Ring counties is utilized, with 
reference also made to the core of the 
Core counties: Manhattan's Central 
Business District. Over-all, the region is 
the home of nearly one in every ten 
Americans. No other urban center in 
this hemisphere, and only a few else
where in the world (London and Tokyo 
are the nearest approximations), has the 
population or the international economic 
importance of the New York Metro
politan Region. 

Despite its great size and its awesome 
complexity, the New York region is not 
uniquely different from other American 
metropolitan areas. The findings of this 
study indicate that the economic forces 
shaping the New York region are sub
stantially the same as those operating, 
with fortunately abated pressure, on the 
urban areas that contain most of the 
nine out of ten Americans who are not 
New Yorkers. This is not to say that 
the findings of the New York Metro
politan Region Study are wholly applic-

able to other areas of the nation; it does 
suggest, however, that most of the 
analysis used by Raymond Vernon and 
his staff can he used with value in other 
cities and that many of the more gen
eral findings can be adapted with a 
good degree of accuracy to other metro
politan centers. 

In dissecting the New York Metro
politan Region, Hoover and Vernon have 
examined both the structure of the 
region and the trends which are chang
ing and influencing the future form of 
this structure. They do this from two 
viewpoints-where (and how) people 
live and where they work. This method 
has the great advantage of providing a 
strong, readily understandable and 
dynamic picture of the region's develop
ment pattern, although it does have the 
disadvantage, probably inherent in any 
simplified frame of reference, of some
what de-emphasizing important aspects 
of urban life, including, among others, 
the urban resident in his non-economic 
and non-residential roles, as a part1c1-
pant in civic life and as a seeker of 
recreation. 

The total impression given by their 
analysis is of the metropolis bursting 
like an over-ripe fruit. People and jobs 
are moving in nearly every direction, 
but always away from the city's center. 
The density pa:ttern of the region, 
whether in terms of people or jobs, is 
that of a mountain, highest at the center 
(Manhattan) and falling at various 
slopes toward the periphery of the 
region. This density pattern is changing 
slowly, with the slopes becoming less 
steep for most types of activity. In terms 
of residential development, for example, 
the density levels of the Core counties 
are falling, while rising densities charac
terize the Inner and Outer Rings (the 
rate of growth is greatest in the lightly 
settled Outer Ring, but the the absolute 
amount of growth is greatest in the 
already well developed Inner Ring). 

On the whole, the centrifugal proc
esses in the New York region are pro
ceeding with great power, fueled by 
basic changes in technology and in 
social attitudes. The movement, as por
trayed by Hoover and Vernon, appears 
to be composed of mechanistic and pre
determined forces which far overshadow 
the attempts to effect a revival of the 
central city's economic and residential 
functions. 'In short, the study's findings 
conflict bleakly with what might be 
called the "downtown revivalist" school. 

It is impossible in the short space of 
this review to indicate more than the 
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AT WORK-Advanced 
Planning resulted in a truly 
versatile 4680 square foot 
gymnasium area, Oakview 
Junior High School, Skokie, 
Illinois; Dr. Homer 0. 
Harvey, Superintendent; 
Orput -Orput and Asso
ciates, Architects. 

* A PLAN 
showing Flexi-Gym at its 
practical best is this dimen
sional view of a high school 
"idea" gym designed by 
the Brunswick Planning 
Service. It includes 14,400 
square feet on main floor 
and balconies; seating for 
5200; can be divided into 5 
separate areas for physica I 
education, sports, assem
blies, dining areas, study 
areas, other educational 
and community purposes. 

JUNE 1960 P/ A 

A FOLDING PARTITION, 20' high by 65' long, gives important flexibility to this gymnasium. With electrically powered 
partition closed there are two smaller courts each large enough for a gym class. With partition open, the Oakview Junior 
High School has an auditorium for glee club and band concerts, stage plays, community activities and assemblies; gym 
area for wrestling demonstrations, badminton, golf, touch footbal l, AAHPER Fitness Tests, or a regulation basketball court. 

10 SETS OF 5· TIER FOLDING ST ANDS provide a seating capacity for 500 and are set up in 10 minutes by two men. An 
equivalent capacity in portable stands would require 4 men working 1 hour. In addition to obvious labor-cost saving, no 
additional storage space is required . In the first year of experience the folding stands have been ettectively used a minimum 
of once a week for academic, sport and community purposes, according to Dr. Homer 0. Harvey, Superintendent.. 

6 BASKETS AND BACKSTOPS are arranged to give both boys and girls 3 each for refereed games or free-throw practice. 
Five of the six baskets are retractable and easily handled by even the girls' gym instructor. Wh1:m weather is inclement the 
gym is opened to students during lunch hours giving them a place to sit and talk or practice basket shooting. Approximately 
142 boys out of 170 enrolled in school , participate on either the school or one of the many intramural basketball teams. 
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it's not the original cost-it's the upkeep 

the application of ~dd.e 
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will assure you lowest mainte

nance costs ... the fact that stain

less steel 's beauty is permanent 

•.. and so easy to maintain

makes it the most practical 

choice in contemporary design. 

Send for your free copy, Bulletin 259-"ARCHITECTURAL STAINLESS ENGINEER
ING DATA," and Bulletin 459-"COLORROLD STAINLESS STEEL COLOR CARD." 

WASHINGTON STEEL CORPORATION 
6 WOODLAND AVENUE WASHINGTON, PA. 
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barest outline of the items covered by 
the Anatomy. In well-integrated fashion, 
it considers the nature of the metro
politan economy and its highly special
ized character. For example, a full 
chapter is devoted to the "white-collar 
corps," the mass of workers and activi
ties that is rapidly making New York 
the office headquarters of the nation and 
of which the astonishing boom in office 
building construction that has changed 
the face of Manhattan since 1945 is 
only one facet. 

Made in New York, the companion 
volume, is composed of three sections, 
each of which deals with one of the 
major manufacturing industries of the 
New York Metropolitan Region: the 
apparel industry (more familiarly 
kPown as the garment trades), the elec
tronics indu5trv. and printing and 
publishing. 

For each of the three industries, the 
key findings follow a remarkably similar 
pattern. The New York region is the 
leader in the nation for the most diffi
cult aspects of manufacturing, generally 
those that lend themselves least readily 
to mass production. In part, this would 
appear to be the result of the wage 
pattern of the region; for most compar
able types of employment, wages in New 
York (and many other manufacturing 
costs as well) are generally higher than 
in other regions in the nation. Trans
portation costs between New York and 
the rest of the nation also tend to be 
high, and have become higher as the 
national center of population has moved 
westward. 

To combat this high-wage, high-cost 
pattern, the New York region has the 
advantages which accrue from its great 
size and tremendous concentration of 
activities and from its complex and 
impressive concentration of talents. 

In the apparel industry, the advan
tages are primarily those that derive 
from New York's role as a mass market 
and as the center of national style, as 
well as from the presence of a magnifi
cent complex of related arts and services 
and the nimble talents of tbe region's 
workers. 

In electronics, New York's chief 
advantage is its resources of skills and 
brains; in the early stages of develop
ment of any electronic device these 
advantages far outweigh the higher wage 
and transportation costs of the region. 
However, as the stage of development 
of a piece of electroni c equipment 

Continued on page 240 
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Save the children ... 
specify 

KOHLER 
ELECTRIC PLANTS 

Sudden darkness can cause 
panic and disaster. 

When normal power fails, 
Kohler electric plants provide 
immediate electricity-lighting 
for swimming pools, auditori
ums, gymnasiums, corridors, 
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stairways, exits, power for auto
matic heat. 

Increasing dependence on 
electrical equipment makes 
emergency power vitally impor
tant in schools, hospitals, other 
public and commercial buildings 
as well as the home. And Kohler 
electric plants are known every
where for reliability. 

To help you write specifica
tions for varied applications, 
Kohler Co. will send on request a 
manual with data on sizes from 
1000 watts to 100 KW, gasoline 
and d iesel. Write D ept. G-61. 

MODEL 100R81 
100 KW, 120/ 208 volt AC. 

Stand-by. Remote start. 

Continued from page 236 

becomes standardized (as in the case, 
ay, of television sets) these advantages 

tend to fade in contrast with the lower 
wage rates of other regions and the 
transportation advantages of the Mid
west. ew York's electronics industry 
tends to be concentrated in product 
development (where the brains and 
skills of the region can be fully utilized) 
or in the production of unusual com
ponents (where the complexity of re-
ources of the region becomes vital) 

rather than in series production of 
standardized items. 

In printing and publishing, this same 
pattern is reflected in New York's grow
ing concentration of editorial offices, as 
contrasted with its continuing losses in 
the production aspect of the industry. 
The writers, editors, artists, photog
raphers, and other brain-workers of the 
printing industry need the mutual con
tact that they can only get in ew 
York; by means of air freight and other 
forms of shipment, their products can 
be speedily sent to other areas where 
the process of reproduction can be 
undertaken more cheaply. 

Just as there is a trend on the part 
of the repetitive production aspects of 
manufacturing to go out of the New 
York region to lower-cost areas of the 
nation, so within the region the pattern 
of manufacturing location is also out· 
ward, toward the less developed Outer 
Ring counties where land is cheap and 
transportation is less difficult. lncreas· 
ingly, the manufacturing activities car
ried on in the Core counties are tending 
to be confined to specialized aspects 
of production, for which the high access 
values of the Core can overcome the 
higher costs associated with central loca
tion. Thus far, urban renewal has 
affected this trend to only a very ]jmited 
degree. 

The oversimplified summaries given 
above are only an imperfect sample of 
the wealth of material presented in 
Made in New York. Among the many 
strengths of this volume are its detailed 
projections of future levels of activity 
in the three industries, in many cases 
for the entire nation as well as for the 

ew York MetropoUtan Region. These 
will be of use to planners and econo
mists who must face similar questions 
in other cities without the research 
resources of the New York Metropolitan 
Region Study. 

One implication which has struck this 
reviewer regards the future role of the 
immigrants who traditionally have occu

Continued on page 250 
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pied the residential areas near the 
region's core. The continuing nationwide 
decline in central city manufacturing 
employment may mean that the labor 
migrant stream may find itself restricted 
to the low-paying service jobs that 
remain in the central city. To a con
siderable extent this has already 
occurred in New York and other cities. 
Alternatively, room may be opened up 
for new blood in certain central city 
industries by upward mobility of older 
immigrant groups. The study indicates, 
for example, that the departure of Jews 
from the New York apparel industry has 
left a vacuum which has been filled by 
Italians and, more recently, by Puerto 
Ricans and Negroes. A third alternative 
is that the new immigrants will find 
jobs in manufacturing plants located 
outside the central city; thus far this 
tendency is reflected only to a limited 
extent in the New York industry studies. 

To sum up, these volumes constitute 
an important contribution to the growing 
literature on urban development and 
change. The wealth of detail they con
tain and the valuable insights they pro· 
vide for an understanding of the future 
pattern of urban life in the United 

States make them worthy additions to 
any library. 

DA YID A. GROSSMAN 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Paean Sung Too Soon 

The Shining Brow-Frank Lloyd Wright. 
Olgivanna Lloyd Wright. Horizon Press, 
220 W. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 1960. 
300 pp., illus. $4.50 

Olgivanna Lloyd Wright has written a 
tribute to her late husband, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, whom she admired both as a man 
and as an architect. To write so soon 
after his death no doubt was of great 
therapeutic value to the author; the bene
fit to the public at large is questionable. 
The Shining Brow gives the distinct im· 
pression of being hastily concocted of bits 
and pieces. 

Part 1, "Our Life," is a compilation of 
incidents of their life in Arizona and 
Wisconsin. The operation of the Taliesin 
Foundation is revealed as a stimulating 
affair, but unfortunately there is more 
about other people than about the great 
man himself. Part 2, "Our Work," con· 
tains personal sidelights on Wright's 
work, enveloped in an aura of sincere 
admiration. Of the ribbon-cutting cere· 

Sixty-one SG-5300 Series Exit Devices with Uni-Trim and mullions were selected 

by the Bellevue, Washington, School District No. 405 for added security, less 
maintenance and assurance of safe exit. 

UNI-TRIM EXIT DEVICES precisely align trim and lock, forming a co-ordinated 
unit providing rigid fastening of lock and trim. The clean, modern design of Uni

Trim presents a handsome appearance combined with strength and durability. 
The selection of superior hardware always complements superior buildings. 

mony at the opening of the Guggenheim 
Museum she writes, "A great mass of 
people stood on the street watching. The 
silence called them to enter and partake 
of a world of beauty; a new vision into 
the future; a new promise for a better 
life." (But there is no hint of the con· 
troversy that certainly is part of the 
building's fame.) Part 3, "Reminis· 
cences," is more concerned with relatives, 
friends, students at the Taliesin than it is 
with Wright. Part 4, "Reflections," is 
composed almost entirely of the author's 
own speeches, thoughts, philosophies, on 
politics, marriage, religion, medicine
even cigarette smoking. The epilogue is 
sheer hyperbole-but at least is concen
trated on Frank Lloyd Wright-himself 
the "shining brow." 

Incidents of the couple's life together 
are high spots in the narrative-such as 
the day of their early married life when 
he took his wife boating and tested her 
courage by refusing to turn back from a 
swarm of mosquitoes, even when she had 
been bitten so thoroughly that one eye 
was swollen shut. Or the audacity of the 
Wrights in tandem, when as house-guests 
they rearranged their host's living room 
furniture. After the room was put back in 

Continued on page 256 
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This modern home of West Coast lumber is the answer to a family 's 
desire for a dwelling that would be " interesting both spatially and 
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1960 catalog in Sweets under Haldeman-Homme Manufacturing Co., 
file number 23i/Ha or write for your free copy. 
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Continued from page 250 
the old way, Mrs. Wright said, "What a 
pity they could not rise to your gift. The 
room was so beautiful!" 

On the debit side of The Shining Brow 
are the several outbursts of moralizing on 
a cliche-ridden level; dull spots-for in
stance, the details for baking Baba at 
Easter; the fact that although Mrs. Wright 
knows a great many famous and interesting 
people, she tends to be a name-dropper 
with an everybody-has-a-heart-of-gold at
titude; her lavish use of similes in praising 
her husband. One talk was "like fresh 
mountain streams." Another time he 
seemed "hewn of granite." And in the 
epilogue he categorically declares that 
he was the "perfectly balanced entity." 

Readers with only a sketchy knowledge 
of Wrights' personal life will find this 
book confusing; those who fail to share 
Mrs. Wright's unqualified admiration may 
not find her enthusiasm catching. One 
must read between the lines to glimpse 
the truth about Wright's stature. Some
how it comes through ; one gets the idea, 
almo t obliquely, that "here was a man." 
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Perhaps the very best of The Shining 
Brow can be discovered in the direct 
quotations from Frank Lloyd Wright him
self, which scarcely need embellishing. 

Mrs. Wright is a talented speaker, 
teacher, writer. But he might have waited 
awhile to construct her Taj Mahal. 

J .W.F. 

Guide to Published Articles 

The Architectural Index for 1959. 
Compiled and edited by Ervin ]. Bell. 
The Architectural Index, 517 Bridge
way, Sausalito, Calif., 1960. 56 pp. 5 
(paperbound} 

Including references to all 1959 issues 
of seven leading magazines-Architec
tural Forum, Architectural Record, Arts 
and Architecture, House and Home, In
teriors, Journal of the American Insti
tute of Architects, and Progressive Archi· 
tccture-this valuable publication list 
each article according to building type, 
location, and name of designer or archi
tect. The index is useful in many ways: 
reviewing a remembered article, re-

ONE
FOLD TABLES ..... . 

searching a building type, gammg in
formation on a building technique or 
material, and eliminating the compli
cated system of clipping and filing 
special articles. 

E.P. 

Books Received 

Art and Architecture in Spain and Por
tugal and Their American Dominions: 
1500-1800. George Kubler. Penguin Books, 
Inc., 3300 Clipper Mill Rd., Baltimore 11, 
Md., 1959. 445 pp., illus. 12.50 

The World Beneath the City. R<ibert 
Daley. J. B. Lippincott Co., E. Washington 
St., Philadelphia, Pa., 1960. 223 pp., illus. 

3.95 

Mixed Blessing: The Motor in Britain. 
C. D. Buchanan. Leonard Hill, Ltd., Leon
ard Hill House, Eden t., London, .W. 1, 
1958. 221 pp., illus. 4.20 

Serbian Legacy. Cecil Stewart. Harcourt, 
Brace & Co., 750 Third Ave., New York 17, 
N. Y., 1960. 135 pp., illus. 6 

Stained Glass. E. L. Armitage. Charles T. 
Branford Co., 75 Union St., Newton Centre 
59, Mass., 1959. 216 pp., illus. SIS 
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Utilization of pace in Dwelling . M. B. 
Blackshaw, P. Blokhine, and M. Lebegge. 

ecretariat of the Economic Commi ion for 
Eurnpe, Geneva. Distributed by olumbia 
University Pres , 2960 Broadway, New York 
27, . Y., 1959. 210 pp. 1.50 

Data Book for Civil Engineers, Volunte 
I, Design (third edition). Elwyn E. Seelye. 
John Wiley & ons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., 
New York 16, . Y., 1960., illus. 24 

Practical PrestrC8 ed Concrete. H. Kent 
Preston. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 
W. 42 t., New York 36, N. Y., 1960. 340 
pp., illu . 11.50 

American chool and Univer ity 1959 . 
60: chool Plant Reference and Pur
chasing File. Edited by Walter Cocking. 
Buttenheim Publishing Corp., 470 Fourth 
Ave., ew York 16, . Y., 1959. 846 pp., 
illu . 10 

Dorfplanung und Bauernhof. Enstipp & 
Peter . Di tribu ted by Wittenborn & Co., 
1018 Madison Ave., ew York 21, . Y., 
1959. 246 pp., illus. 12.75 

New York Metropolitan Region Study, 
Volume 4. Wages in the Metropolis: 
Their lnffuen e on the Location of 
Industries in the ew York Region. 
Martin egal, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge 38, Mass., 1960. 211 pp. 4.75 

uclear Radiation Engineering: An In
troduction. F. W. Hutchinson. Ronald 
Press Co., 15 E. 26 t., ew York 10, . Y., 
1960. 155 pp., illu . 6 
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RC8idential Renewal in the Urban Core. 
Chester Rapkin & William G. Grigsby. Uni
versity of Pennsylvania Pres,, 3436 Walnut 

t., Philadelphia 4, Pa., 1960. 131 pp. $3.75 

Appraisal and Valuation Manual 1959. 
Volume 4. Edited by Paul B. Coffman, 
American Society of Appraisers. Comet 
Press Inc., 200 Varick St., New York, N. Y., 
1959. 525 pp. 15 

Architectural Rendering : The Tech
nique of Contemporary Presentation. 
Albert 0 . Halse. F. W. Dodge Corp., 119 
W. 40 t., New York 18, N. Y., 1960. 277 
pp., illu . 15.75 

Recent Italian Architecture. Agnoldo
menico Pica. Distributed by W. S. Heinman, 
400 E. 72 t., ew York 21, N. Y., 1959. 
139 pp., illus. SS.SO 

Modern European Architecture. A. Dor
gelo. D. Van ostrand Co., Inc., 126 Alex
ander t., Princeton, N. J ., 1960. 244 pp., 
illu . 27.50 

The Art of India: TemplC8 and Sculp
ture. Louis Frederic. Harry Abrams, Inc., 
6 W. 57 St., New York 19, N. Y., 1960. 
464 pp., illus. 17.50 

Town De ign. Frederick Gibherd. Fred
erick A. Praeger, Inc., 64 University Place, 
New York 3, N. Y., 1960. 316 pp., illus. 
15 (revised and enlarged edition of book 

first published 1953) 

Verdemberge-Gildewart: A Visual Biog
raphy: Document , Photographs, & Pic
ture • Edited by Richard P. Lohse. Dis
tributed by Wittenborn & Co., 1018 Madison 
Ave., New York 21, . Y., 1960. 80 pp., 
illus. 4.50 

The South Build : New Architecture in 
the Old outh. Edward & Elizabeth 
Waugh; Henry L. Kamphoefner, Advisor. 
University of orth Carolina Press, Chapel 
Hill, N. C., 1960. 171 pp., illus. $12.50 

The Early Churche of Rome. Emile 
Male. Translated by David Buxton. Quad
rangle Books, Inc., 119 W. Lake t., Chicago 
1, Ill., 1960. 110 pp., illus. Sl2.50 

Housing Issues in Economic Stabiliza
tion Policy. Leo Grebler. (Occasional 
Paper 72). 'National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Inc., 261 Madison Ave., New York 
16, . Y., 1960. 129 pp., tables. 1.50 

Lalibela: the Monolithic Churche of 
Ethiopia. Irmgard Bidder. Frederic A Planning Your School Dollar. Carl H. 

· Stautz. Chilton Co., 56th & Chestnut Sts., 
Praeger, 15 W. 47 t., New York 36• · Y., Philadelphia 39, Pa., 1960. 119 pp., S2.75 
1960. 138 pp., illus. 12.50 

The Non-Objective World. Kasimir Male
vich. Paul Theobald & Co., 5 N. Wabash 
Ave., Chicago 2, Ill., 1959. 103 pp., illus. 
$4.50 

Colour on Buildings. Konrad Gatz & 
Wilhelm 0 . Wallenfang. Distributed by 
Wittenborn & Co., 1018 Madison Ave., New 
York 21, . Y., 1960. 264 pp., illus. $15 
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